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= INTRODUCTIVON - 

This study is ‘occasioned by the confusxon that exists 
in American educational theory today concerning the - 
role of the efficient - causes of learnxng in the teachmg— 
learning situation. ; ‘ ' ‘ 

- For example, some modern educational theorists, in 
stressing the need for self-activity on the part of the pupil, 
have tended to minimize the role of the teacher as a com- 
municator of knowledge and a true efficient cause of learn- 
ing. They give the impression in their writings that the 
part played by the teacher is that of a mere guide in 
the classroom while the pupils discover for themselves 
whatever is to be learned. Indeed, in some circles it is not 
considered proper ‘to use the expression “to teach.” The 
traditional role of the teacher has been changed to that of 
one who merely presides and guides the learning activities - 
of the pupil. For the teacher to teach would be authori- 
tarianism. There must be no indoctrination. Let the chil- 
dren learn through experience with various pro]ects and 
learning activities. One prominent: progressive educator 
expressed it this way: “We never interfere with the natural 
urges and impulses of the child in any way, because you 
nevcr can tell where the. child will lead you."l In such    

1. Quoted by john D. Redden and Francis X. Ryan, 4 Catholtc ; 
Plulosophy of Educat:on (Mllwaukee Bruce, 1949), p. 495. 
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- descovery. But if the 

an uncontrolled environment, learning is assumed to take 
Place solely in response to the child’s interest and “felt 
needs.” 

! ion of.the school is to learn only through 

Lol ) oy V,V,'_" ');u,:‘},;._ 

i»’? 2. John' Halbert, MM, “10) 
- in Relation to Education,” 

\losgv)ph)', Maryknoli Semina 

  

  

  

ment which stimulates responses and directs the learner’s 
course.” 3 When the conditions which stimulate learning 

have been provided “all has been done which a second 
party can do to instigate learning. The rest lies with the 

one directly concerned.” 4 According to Dewey education 

is based upon experience and therefore “the teacher loses 
the position of external boss or dictator but takes on that 

of leader of group activities.” 3 
Learning by discovery has replaced, according to this 

philosopher and his followers, learning by instruction. 

The name “teacher” loses all significance in education. 
It would be more appropriate to use a term such as “guid- 
ance director” or “group leader.” This man who has in- 
fluenced modern education so much becomes even more 

. radical when he reduces the teacher to the status of learner. 

= The alternative to furnishing ready-made subject matter and 

. listening to the accuracy with which it is reproduced is not. 

quiescence, but participation, sharing, in an activity. In B 

such shared activity, the teacher is a learner, and the learner 
is, without knowing it, a teacher. ' CeT e 

Carried to their logical conclusions, then, -the funda- 
mental premises of Dewey’s philosophy of education would 
all but annihilate the position of the teacher in the learn- 
ing situation. One of his most ardent disciples, William 

L H. Kilpatrick, indicates this when he writes that, “As 
teachers we must make ourselves progressively unnecessary. 

  

3. John Dewey, ‘Democracy and Education (New York: Mac- 
millan, 1916), p. 212. S ' ' 
4. Tbid., p, 188, s : 
" 5.. John Dewey, Experience and. Education (New York: Mac- 

millan, 1948), p. 66. (By permission of Kappa Delta Pi) 
6. Dewey, Democracy and Education, p. 188.



    

o The present must honestly intend to yield sovereignty of 
control to thexrising“ generation.” 7 - R 
“D“Thus we see.in the educational philosophy of John 

it et‘;ey‘a complete overthrow of the teacher’s position and 
:ll:a ority to the point of utter exclusion. The scepticism, 
o os and confusion which has resulted since the birth of 
‘the: “new-education” attests to the fact that something 
must be done to salvage the 
System in the United States and to protect future genera- :'tlpns fr(?m.a'philosophy which says that “Even the child 

  

‘not on the authority of 

    

   

    

      7. William H. Kilpatrick, Education for 4 ¢ 
  - 8. Isaac Doughton, Modern Pupblis sy it o . s - Public.. E 2 

- .and Background {New York: D. Appleton: ducatzoy;_w 

   ~Ives & Co., 1926), p. 9. 

  

remnants of our educational 

e basis: of his own experi- - 

   

                    

         

   
    

    

    

  

     
(New York: Macmillan, 1926), p. 19324 - "8ing Civilization 

          
         - 9. M. J. Demiashkevich, The Activigy sop., 0 1935), p. 235, o 

  

    

   

  

    

   

    

      

  

    

    

   

would insist on a-well-disciplined classroom is labéled as 
one who is dictatorial and undemocratic. 

The teacher is not to exercise supreme authority or a direct 
~ and’ firm disciplinary influence over the pupil, rather, she 

is to serve as guide, adviser, listener and. observer. . .- Jearning = 
is--assumed to take place solely in response :to the child’s 

" interests and “felt needs.” 10 - : 

- The dissolution of the teacher’s place in the classroom- 
can readily be seen. Under the guise of “giving a truer 
understanding of her (teacher’s) work as guide and expert 
helper” 11 these theorists have all but destroyed the dignity 
and eminence of the teaching profession. As a result of this 
revolution in education the learner becomes the sole 
authority in the classroom and it is his interests and in- 
clinations which take precedence over the knowledge of 
the “incessantly talking dictator.” 12 The role of the teacher 
in education is discussed by the activists only insofar as 
they point out that he is there “to listen and aid rather. 
than to contract laryngitis and command . . . to provide a 
setting or, at least a directive environment where the free 
creative spirit of children would operate.” 1 - ‘ 

- This concerted effort to overthrow the teacher’s posi- 
tion of authority and traditional role of honor has been 
strengthened by the overemphasis on method instead of 
Matter, - S S e 

~* Besides, the what of school work is much less important than 

  

10. Redden & Ryan, op. cit., p. 495. e 
11 Sister Joseph Mary Raby, 4 Critical Study of the New. Edu- 

cation’ (Washington: Catholic University Press, 1932), p. 8..© : 
12." Demiashkevich, op. cit., p. 84.° - 10 o B h s 

-7 18. Ibid., pp. 8485.. oo 

  
   

 



    

    Harper Bros., 1953), p. 36. 

< the  how, since the main -basis of the school is to afford the - - means of developing a complete or all round personality, ~ rather than impart knowledge that can be memorized.14 

“ship between  the ‘teacher and the pupil the child has - Mow.come into the light of a-new day. The “traditional 
, ild-centered school.” 15 
After years of passive subjection the child is able now to’ 

n him by the stultified 

   < 14. "Ibid., p. 80. FE A 
.15, Harold Rugg & Ann Shumaker;, - k (Yonkers: World Book Co., 1928). . - . 

16. Lawrence S. Flaum, The Activi 
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- teacher. Any realistic inquiry into the causes of learning 
must necessarily be concerned with all three causes. Other- 
wise, the picture is. incomplete and ridiculously distorted. 

During his lifetime St. Thomas was not confro;}ted 
with the problem of the respective roles of the efficient 
causes of learning as we have it above. But he dealt, 
nevertheless, with the nature of teaching and learning 
and in doing so he came to grips with the issues whlc_h 
underlie  the very. problems with which we must deal in 
our time. Pope Pius XI in his encyclical Studiorum wa.em 
points to the value of the wisdom of St. Thomas in aiding 
us “to avoid the errors which are. the source and foun- 
tainhead of all the miseries of our time” !7 and therefore 
it is important’ that “the teaching of St. Thomas be ad- 
hered to more religiously than ever. For St. Thomas re- 
futes the theories propbunded by. Modernists -in every 
sphere. ., 18 : 
.. For this reason it may be helpful to discuss very briefly 
the erroneous views with which St. Thomas contended 
in his time and to indicate his position with respect to 
the nature of teaching. - LT e 

For many centuries men have speculated about the 
Nature of knowledge and how it is communicated to otht?rs. 
As might well be expected, given the difficulties which 
introspection presents and the fact of human error, there 
has been considerable difference of opinion on this sub- 
ject. St. Thomas was confronted by some of these opinions 
in his day, chiefly those of Plato, Avicenna and Avcnjhocs. ’ 

Plato:k," e 

Plato taught that learning was merely the ’rediscoyery 
e e 

17. Pope Pius XI, Studiorum Ducem 
18. Ibid. 

  

           

     
       
          

         
       

      

      

          

    
       
      

     

    
    



of kfiowlédge.' Knowledge is something that is connatural 
i ‘, -with the soul. “The process we call learning (is) a recover- 

' ing of the knowledge which is natural to us.” 19 ‘According 
-~ to this theory each of us possessed in the world of ideas, 

44A; Phaedo, 67D, 92A.- e 
21, De Verit,, X1, 1, o 

    

taught the existence of a Sovereign Intelligence as the 
highest reality. The first emanation from the Supreme 
Intelligence is the active intellect. This active intellect 
is. the source of all heavenly and earthly intellects, and 
it is the principle by which the potentially intelligible 
becomes actually intelligible to the human mind. As St.. 
Thomas has put it: “the intelligible forms flow into the 
mind from the active intelligence.” 22 In other words, there’ 
is no need, within each individual soul,: for an active 
intellect. One suffices for all men. This separated active - 
intellect is the cause of ‘knowledge in the knower not ‘ther 
activity of the teacher. o ' e : 

-William of Auvergne had preceded St. Thomas at thc . 
University of Paris. In him one can discern the first stage - 
in the transition from the Scholasticism of  the twelfth 
century to. that of the thirteenth century. As one author 
has;written, “he is the embodiment of the meeting of the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries.” 2 A definite Avicennic - 
influence is evident in his writings. He rejects, on the . 

“one hand, the Platonic Doctrine of pre-existent knowl- 
edge, and on' the other hand, the Aristotelian doctrine 
of the active intellect.2* According to his teaching, God 
impresses on the intellect not only first principles; butalso - 
“abstract -ideas of the sensible world.25. And' therefore, he 
~concludes, that no knowledge is caused inzus veégceptf‘f by - 
God. 

22. Ibid., also Cont. Gen., 11, 42, -23. F. Copleston, S. J.. A History of P}‘lbilbsd'[i’hy.‘k(VVesn‘ninstcr: L Newman Press, 1950), 11, 218. - G 
24 W. Turner, History of Philosophy (Boston: Ginn & Co 

1957), p. 325, (Courtesy of Blaisdell Publishing Company) nE B 
25, Copleston, op. cit., II, 225, 
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-~ Averrhoes and Siger of Brabant 

-~ While Avicenna taught that there was one active im;l; lect for all men, Averrhoes, on the other hand, teiug L that all men have one passive intellect and the same inte . . 
ot: ligible species. Hence, he holds that one.man does no Cause :another to. have 

which he himself has, 
‘Thomas, is true insofar. 
Pupil and the teacher if 
is. considered. For 

This opinion, ‘according to St. 
as knowledge is the same in the 

the same objective truth is known by 
it is false to say that all men have bflt 

a knowledge -distinct from that 

the identity of the thing known 
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His refutations of Plato, Avicenna and Averrhoes. wger(;’ 
in accord with the needs of the moment as that period o 

i arly shows. : 7 
hlSt;)fr).,S:.leThz’)mas were living today he would be faced: 
with errors of a different kind. There has been a comf— 
Plete revolution against the spiritual m:der. :The natutri ic;} 
man is looked upon as wholly material 'w1th a mate . 
end. God and angels do not exist. Man is set up asfrgo ! 
of universe yet a man who is different only in degree ’ 

e ';)';zt:;:alm of the supernatural, authority and tratlilur(:g 
must finally yield to the new ordfer of the natura :1 . 
free. Man is sufficient. Subjection is out of tl}e ques 1old. 
As we have seen above the result has been in. the fieb 
of education, the activity of the teacher has been sub- 

: ; ‘of mitted to a double test, that of experiment and that 
self-sufficiency. 

Review of Related Literature 

It is quite evident that St. Tht?mas did not 11;3:; vt::- : 
hind a complete treatise on educational theory. ; t(';c View, 
many scholars have attempted to present a 'Thomxs e 
of education ' based upon his writings in - genera . 
in particular the De Magistro. Thanks to their eff A 
considerable literature which is pertinent to our topic | 
Now available. In reviewing this literature we shall m-.,. 
clude for the sake of completeness some general referer\_.cf;zs 
that are related to our subject as well as the more specific 

: in't ing-learning research on the causality involved in the tcachxyng{leamA g 
situation. 
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      ' Edumu‘on of Sain - P . -dssociation X111 (1937) 22.38. - S350 ALLL 
89gie Thomiste (Bruxelles, 1925). .36, ]. Engert, “Die Padagogik des . Pharus V1 (1925), 32181 
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Novarro,*” Devy, Boullay, Alver de Siqueira,® Alberto 
Garcia Vieyra,#* Rosa T. di Sisto.42 

: i ‘deiy read in the 
Among these one which has l?een wi ! 

United States is Mayer’s The Philosophy of Teaching of 
St. Thomas Aquinas.#* For many years this was the only 

37. B. Novarro, Commentario filosofico-teologico a la carttf ;i)eoq. 5. Tomas sobre el modo de estudiar fructuosamanta (Almagro: minicos de Andulicia, 1925). o 

E : g ';‘-x. i . / 
38. v. Devy, “La padagogie de s. Thomas d'Aquin, Revue de UUniversite d’ottawa, 11 (1932), 139%.62%. 

89, p, Boullay, O.P., Thomisme et education .(Eruxcl.le‘s.' 1;9:’2. S. Tauzin, O.p. “S. Tomas e 'la pedagogia moderna, ~Revutq rass  eira de Padagogia, XXXVIII-IX (1937), 118-29. : ~-40.. A. Alves de Siqueira, Filosofia da educacao (Petropohs::VOZes- 
194‘?} Alberto 1‘(;&,65 ‘vieyra,' Ensayos .sobre pedagogia ;egun la mente de 5. Tomas de Aquino (Buenos Aires: Desclae, 194 %_ . ~42. Rosa T. di Sisto, “El concepto de pedagogia segun . e Anales del. Instituto de Investigaciones PedagoglCaS (Sfan’ Luis, Ar gentina), 11 (1952~53). 234, SRR I N .43, Besides. Mayer's bool{ Lhé:re were other commentaries which appeared in Italian: . 

R. Rung, “Studio su‘lla"/(‘zll'kikcfitib diSP“mta "De. M?’;"{i;:;o(,g;g;" ' 

Tommaso d- Aquino,” Rivista di filosofia neo;colfzstf;a, RO 30965, 2 L b e L e e e ino: Soc. ed 
- °G. Muzio, S.. Tommaso d’'Aquino: Il maestro ('tl‘ormo-, 509 éd' internaz., 1928 Tt . T -' P A AR S . s & ‘~- : U - A;-;Gufizo, %‘ommaso ‘d’Aquino: 1l maestro (Firenze: \’/arll\eckhp‘l, 
1930 i . ; N 7 : : i \' R & . S . 7‘, ',". “... . 

g D).,MorandO, “Su‘ly ‘De Magistro’ di's. ;Tommas‘?:j R""f’“ Rtf‘f miniang di flosofia e di coltura (Torino), XXV (1951). fidb s. Tom- 

~~G. Tincani, "L'azion'~’, intellectuale del maestro sc;-colg20 R $750 maso d’Aquino,” Scuolq Cattolica, vol. XI’X,‘ser. v (\ ::)' RS 11529, 173.85. 
E. Chiochetti, “La pedagogia de 5. Tommaso,” 5. Tommaso    Canonizazione
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g     stating the necessity for the educator having a spiritualistic 
view of the pupil he goes on to state the purpose of 
St. Thomas in the De Magistro in these words: ~ 
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What he seeks to clear up is the rationale of the teacher’s 
work, the ‘philosophy that underlies the whole process ‘of 
education.4? T    

    

Here we have another example of an author treating 
the work of St. Thomas outside of its historical context 
and presenting it as though it were the complete ‘Thomistic 
theory of education. As Hart has- suggested this work of 
St. Thomas “is a limited treatise, a part of his theory of 
education,” 48 and thus Pace’s treatment of this subject 
“introduces us to some of the major faults to be committed 
in_the following fifty years by scholars of Thomistic learn- 
ing theory.”ss . : e e 

Vargas in his treatment of this matter of teaching 
; attempts to present the relations existing between psy- 

chology and philosophy in the problem of teaching.5® He 
makes the distinction, which Maloney also makes in his 
article,®! between education and instruction. Every educa- 
tor is an instructor because education attains its end 

  

     

    
    
    
    
         

       

    
    
    
    

    
      
         

  

i through instruction.  However, the instructor must also 
be consciously an educator otherwise he fails to accom- 

i Plish the highest aims of his science.~ = e 
Wil A g e - 4 Schwalm is one of the earliest writers to bring out the e . iuiameade’S. L YA Comibasi N e % ] . . . 

-of St." Augustine with the ‘{)e Magistror of o 0 De Magistro® 

    

47. E. A. Pace, “St. Thomas' Theory of Education,” Catholic Um'versity Bulletin, VIII (1902), p. 292, 
. 48. Har, Op. cit., p- 5L ) 

- 49. Guiie, op. cit,, p. 5. o S 50. Brother S. Alfonso Vargas, Psychology and Philosophy of Teaching (Washington: Catholic University Press, 1944), p. ix. 51. Cornelius L. Maloney, “Dualism in Education”; Catholic Educational Review XLIV (1946), 33541. ey 

   

    

: of “St. " Thomas . , Dept. of Philo: : mas’. 1935) T K P ophllosophy’St’L‘mls University, 
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: importént: role played by the teacher. He indicates very 
- “clearly that the teacher is much more than a mere guide ‘ 

" in the c‘lassroom.fie,»;‘; b e 

L'action d'un maitie est donc 
ment comme le -geste d’'un. 

;. (ion.52, : : 

profonde. Elle n’est pas simple- 
guide soulignant quelque indiq- 

- discovery very. clear. To him' there seems little difference 
. “between these two ways of learning. .c..:o e ~. %+ - Some time later there were three other z’u'ticleslwhi‘:h - appeared treating the subject. of the:teacher in the light ‘of the writings of St.- Thomas: 

Sy 

Keller sums up very suc 

"but.We must agree: with i that knowledge is in some "~ way deduced . from -first . pri :principles.ss- This seems: to be- 

    

   

      

   
      

   

      

   

52, M. B. Schwalm, “L'action intellectueil & Thomas,” Revue Thomiste, VIII (1900), p. 265, : 53, L. Keller, “Lehren ud Lernen bej Thep - Angelicum, X111 (1936), 210227, ~+ 54, T. Corbishley, S.J., “St. Thomas: a  Theory” The Dublin Review, CXII (1943), 1.1 
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- Books, 1957), pp. 224.229; 298-311. 

Schoolman XXVIII (1951) 138-46; “St. Thomas Aquinas and Teach: 

- Milwaukee: Marquette University Préss, 1956), pp. 6785, = ' 

  

  

   

   
    

            

   

   
    

     

  

        

    

    

  

   

  

country to-country. The third article appeared in ‘1949';5 
Shannon gives a re-presentation of the De Magisiro an 
also points out the fact that it is not intended to be - an 
exhaustive treatise on education. However, he does ot 
make too clear why teachers are important. e 
-»- One of the best presentations of the role of the teachtfr 
in the learning process is given by Gilson.5¢ The '.WOI‘k;lS : 
both scholarly. and inspiring. It enobles the.teachm.g pro- 
fession and returns it to the high position - which it deserves. . - . .ol 
.+ Wade,5" Hart,5® and DeSousa 59 have written excellent ‘ 
works on the part played by the teacher in the. clas§room : 
situation.. Two . dissertations done at. the University of 

$ynopsis and a formulation from the ,writirfgs of St. Thoxyag 
of the elements in the activities of teachxflg‘ and learning 8 
and .compares this position with the opinion ofHenry 

      

"85, C. M. Shannon, 5.J., “Aquinas on the Teacher's Art” The Clergy Review XXXI (1949), 875-885. © ~ . 
"*"56. Anton " C.: Pegis -(ed.), "4 Gilson ‘Reader (N?,“",;Y".;’,k’; Imge 

57.-F.:Wade, S.J. “Causality inthe Classroom,” -The. Modern j‘ (B0 

ing,” Some Philosophers on Education, ed. Donald A. Gall‘a’gfh’gljf; o 

*58." John L. Hart; O.P. “Teacher Activity in the De Ml{gxstftrlj of 

St. Thomas ‘Aquinas,” (Unpublished Licentiate Dissertation, o 
minican House of Studies, Washington,~D.C:,;1944).. SRS L 
.. 59. . Rev. D’Arcy DeSousa, “Teacher-Pupil Relation- in Catholic . - 
Educational Theory,” (Unpublished Master’s thesis, ,Catholu’:,v»U’m;,_ 
versity of America, Department of Education, 1956). ... < .. 
- 60.. John W. . Donohue, S.J.. “The Teacl'u.ng-LcEammg - Process. 

According to St. Thomas & Henry. C. Morrison,”  (Unpublished 
Master’s thesis, St. Louis University, Dept. of Philosophy, 1950). 

  

  

  



    

    

   

C. Monis?n. Lauer & discusses the art of teaching based country. These are accidental changes. Therefore, we can- on the principles of. § ° t. Thomas. He discusses the ques not always call on St. Thomas for a solution to our prob- lon of art and the peculiar problems of teaching as an lems since many of them did not exist for him. However, 
ented a very erudite presentation the essential elements of education will never change. The 

i iom. nature of the child will always remain the same. It is 
here that we can draw much from the teaching of St. 
Thomas. The answer to the question, “What is Man?” is 
fundamental for the educator. On it depends the whole 

: relationship between teacher and pupil. To deny its basic 
importance would lead to chaos and error in education 
circles. Administration policy, guidance programs, cur- 
ricula, methods of teaching are ultimately determined by 
the answer given to this question. 

Fourthly, it is necessary to clarify the role of the 
teacher in education today. Many have lessened the im- 
portance of a teacher to the degree that the pupil’s depend- 
€nce on him is hardly appreciated. This line of thought 
is the result of an emphasis on self-activity on the part of 
the child to the exclusion of the teacher’s causality in the 
learning process. . 

Fifthly, not only the human instrumentality of the 
teacher in the classroom is important, but there has been 
very little written on the place which God has in the 
whole education system. The relation which exists be- 
tween God and the teacher and between God and the 
Pupil learning has not been treated to its fullest by any 
writer of recent times. It is necessary, therefore, to show 
the hand of God as constantly present whenever one dis- 
Cusses the causes of learning. 
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" 6;. J- Quentin Lauer, hing Ao e Principles of St. Thomas » {Unpubl; 8 Accord; 
. nciples & publisheq iy g to Lm;x; U;uvefmy, Department of Plu‘losophy ':94:)‘ ast".f thesis, &y, - Pierre Conway, Principles of Wl it Thomist Pres, 1960). [ O Education (Washi 
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 CHAPTERI 

EFFICIENT CAUSALITY 

Education involves change. One need only to examine 
the definitions of education to establish this fact. Since the 
days of Plato and Aristotle one sees implicitly, if not 
explicitly, some reference to change. Note the verbs—to 
form, to fashion, to develop, to mold, to produce, to 
elevate, to perfect, to transform and the like—so fre- 
Quently employed in defining education. Evidently as a 
Tesult of education human beings are somehow changed 
from what they were before. This notion of change can 
also be applied to learning. 

-CHANGE: Concept and Types 

The passing from potentiality to actuality is the proc- 
ess of becoming. And thus change has been defined as 
the movement or transit from one state of being to 
another; it is the transit from potentiality to actuality. 
“But in scholastic philosophy the idea of change is the 
coming forth of the new from the old, where the new 
Was potentially. The new state is not created out of 
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iy s , : . o1 ta St.- Thomas 
I e ity of e 0 bt 0 e meed I sking o s . Thons = . . 

: S : - ~ 

~-meeded to be brought into a ity.” ! Therefore, when ) " © ot . .t . 

: ought into actuality. ’ 1ts subject, and in this way it. increases in a man who 
knows the same scientific truths with greater certainty now than before,” 4 ' : e a ween “Potentiality and * Every change involves five things: 5 (1). Terminum . otion quo which is the thing to be changed Wh.ether‘SUbStan— 

(t)}f,, :;lg;;alt::y;iglon.nz tially or accidentally. It is the term from which t.hiICth:gn: of ‘this view are termed moves or takes its beginning. (2) ;Termmum;l(; k'q'the o 
o ‘which is the thing resulting from the .changt.?-; tis ds term to which the change moves and in. which it fin ; its completion or fulfillment. (3) Transitus whlch"ls-"t;he o actual transmission or movement in which :the - change S essentially or formally consists.- (4) Subst(atum;»ol' ‘sul; i stantial support for change; and this remains uncharlllgzh 

in the process. (5) Agent or mover or motor farce which cffects the transition, an efficient cause. . - T Al five are evident in the teaching-leami’}g rsmklatw"i ST No new item of knowledge can be acquired w1th01.1t~them. L Thus Aristotle sums ‘up the notion vachang:e m these sy ‘Words: “For everything that'changes is something anl(: ‘: o - changed by something into something. That by which it . . . 16 Is changed is the immediate mover.” 6. . 

- we speak of a being as having ch. - potentiality which 

B ka\Afat'ure'j of Cawe,; 

. If learning involves change, obviously lt.iskcaus'?‘;; for “nothing passes from potency -to act save by a b mg already in act.” 7 It is kne'c'essary for us, lj;he}refqre, tq in 

A ST,IML 24,5, Sy . 5. Paul J. Glenn, Ontology (St. Louis: Herder, 1937), p. 88. 
6. Aristotle, Metaphysics, X1I, 8. 

<ot h 8. T, 1,2, 8; ¢ Cont. Gen. 1,-13.  



    

‘quire into the nature of cause and jts divisions. It is only 
Vthrough a clear‘explanation of the nature of cause a'nd :its divisions that we will be able to have an understanding - of the teaching-learning situation in regard to its efficient causes. ~ 
w4 cause-is not a condition. 
‘as a “‘circumstance or set 
the working of the cause. 

We can define a condition 
of circumstances required for 

" 8 It differs from a cause in this: that though it is N€cessary yet it in no way suffices for the existence of the effect. A connection with the source of  electricity is a prerequisite for the incandence of the bulb. 
The connection does not make the bulb glow but merely 

prevent the cause from acting.” 9 

   

     

     

A cause is a species of principle. A cayge stands to a principle as a species to genus, that 18, a cause s special 

    

"8. McCormick, op. cit., p. 144, - 
9. Henry J. Koren, An Introduction 

Pphysics (St. Louis: Herder, 1955), p- 230. 

4 

to the Science of . Meta. 
     
   

  

kind of principle. In its widest sense, a .principle is defined as “that from which something proceeds in any 
Way whatever.” 10 And that which so proceeds from a 
Principle is called a principiate. . 

It has been pointed out by the scholastics that a being 
may be a real principle in two ways: (1) By simply com- municating the same numerically identical nature and 

ependence, that is, when one thing _f.lou{s 
another with dependence on that other, the princi- 

Ple is called a cause and the principiate an effect. “A cause, 
therefore, is a principle from which something originates 
with dependence.” 12 ; R SR 
- Hence, though every cause is a principle, not every 
Principle is a cause; for cause implies “entitativeff- ot?er. 
Dess, and dependence of its principiate, which a prmcxple : 
as such does not. Thus a point is the principle of a line 
but not ijts cause; ‘the dawn is the principle qf the day 
but not a cause, RSN , S : 

A cause, therefore, is that which contributes, in any 
way whatever, to the producing of a thing. It implies a certain influx into the being of the thing caused,!s _and 
connotes that on which, in turn, things depend -either - 
—_—— 

10. S.T,1,33,1,¢c i s et 
11. Michael W. Shallo, Scholastic _Philosophy ' (Philadelphia: 

Peter Reilly Publisher, 1915), p. 158. : L 12. McCormick, op. cit.,, p. 142. 13. InV Met,, 1, n 751, ‘ 

from 

      

    
       

        

                     

        

  

    
    
       
       
        

       

    

        

    

    
    
    

   
   

      

   
   

     



    

  

   

    

  

. other events, 

o2 

  

upon cause; a priority of time or 
‘ viewed in conjunction with its .»efiec-t-;"m(”_,,,," : 

ot S ) 

- éhée of things 

    

       
   

  

   

    

    

                  

   

  

   

  

   

    

     

    

   

  

   

    

   

  

, ,V,:‘ In most cases, 
14, Inl Phj., 1; f. S;T_,' i’ 1'04.‘15 P De POt,S,] 

    

ion between cause and effect; a 

——— 

- Particular character, in a particular aspect.” J.. Maritain, Introduc- - tion to Philosophy, p. 252. .- ¢ 

from prior events. 
.. It behooves 
lea 

bu 

us then to take a realistic atti.tude toward 
tning and to realize that learning does not just hagpfin, 
tis caused; The pupil does not pass from potenualetsz 

to act with Tespect to any given item of knowledge un there be a cause upon which this effect depends. 

 DIVISION OF CAUSE . 

  

 Of the generic concept of ciuse, St. Thomas rfecogfllzeg the fourfold r‘division—material',f formal, eflicu-ant, a'l: final’® which haq been elaborated so systematlcgclll.y. s}; Aristotle,!s ¢ is important for our purpose that weldl.;c:te 
bfiefly cause as seen under these aspects. We shou o 
here that the terms, material and formal may b;: ‘usir analogouély, that is, to designate in t!xe case of the rzz;lve 
a subject that is indeterminate and in potency to e Various determinations and in the case ‘ff thevlatttle)l'. t tQOE 
Specific determinations by reason of which the su Jec'fed 
which the subject may be said to have learned or acqui owledge through instruction.20 

    

18.  Cont. Gen., 11, 10; 8.7., 1, 3,8, c;'I.>1052"95,1c'-']h::'11n'1)):9 ~ 10h; In V M. 2 & 3; De Pot. 5,1, c; In Sent. : »& »23'4; ' Somnio, 4a; In 1 De Caelo 9a; In I Gen. et Corr. lc 2]‘.1.&“: . i 
19. Phy., 11,3, 194b, 28; Anal. Post., 11, 11, 94a, 21; 983 26, v, 2, 19133, 24; De Gen. Anim., 1, 7152, 86, 

= 20, *The terms~matcrial.fiand~f07mr“l have pa?sedtfrzma‘;gzgf : philosophy into all branches of philOSO_Pthto d_“’g“f“ zd Yy tential. - on the.one.hand whatever,. in . itself l.ndetermmate‘a < r*xmon e ’ Plays the part of a subject which receives adeterminatio . aliring, other hand whatever: possesses: of : itself - a: de-termmmg,'ac g a'~ and specificatory function, or again whatever is taken as poss g 

          



  

   
" Final Cayge, 

last in execution for it is “that for the sake of which 
€-8- a student will go to school for 

a lecture. In the order of intention, 

d and minute explanation of final €ause is not gy e here.2s8 We ‘must note, however, 

Ll 21’ Iny Aht':r 2, n. 771. 

€ end which the agent has 
ample, the end of the act of 

“Russell J.. Collins; “The Mcté ) 

  

     inasmuch as it is an object of appetition to the efli}c:ent 
cause, moving the latter to action. It may be something Donexistent which the agent seeks to produce, or some- thing really existing which the agent seeks fo get ’f’_";; 
session of, or finally, something actually possessed whic 
the agent enjoys.2t ‘ T . Tlgle efliec?ilgl{ cause cannot exercise its causality W{thOUt the fina] cause which moves it here and now: 

A potential agent cannot determine itself to a definite 3:; 
without violating the principle of sufficient reason. A pocien - 
agent needs to be determined to a definite act here an x;lo cl': -and this is done through the causality of the 'endhw ln a4 determines the agent to act in this way fo attam the end and not in another way.25 SR 

S Hence, the final cause is the explanation of the action here and now of the efficient cause; without the final cause there could be no efficient causality. Speaking of the rela- tion. between the final cause and the’—eflicient. cause St. 
Thomas says: ‘““The efficient cause and t%le final cause c;:n'- 
Tespond, for the one is the starting pomt.and the ot e; 
is the terminum . . . The efficient cause is Fhe cause o the fina} cause,” and the final cause isfth? cause °f_the efficient cause. ‘Yet with this di&erence: th¢ age.flt Is'a 
Quse of the end even in respect of existe.rICC, SI?ICC "bzz 
Producing change it leads to the end ’com{ng to - be. I 
Finality permeates the. entire system of St. Thon;:S a 
enforces some weighty conclusions as Tos obserYesf 
——— 

© 24, Shallo, op. cit., p. 168. - - 54 S 
25. Russell J. Collins, op. cit., p. 54." PR e 
26. Selected Writings of St. Thomas Aquinas, M C D AfCY (ed) (New York: Dutton & Co., 1950), p. 155. fub : 

21, Tos, op. cit., p. 23. s 

   

    

          

         
       

        

       

    
                      

         

      

       
      
   

      
      

        
     

  



" another, If, therefore; - it must be preordained 

28.°S. T, 111, L2 
29. Jacques 

Yale Univusity 
- 30 S.T 

g rather than 
rmining effect, to a particular thing which is its end.? , 

  

ing man closer to God.” 32 Pope Piu.s, XI u.rarn; uzt;:;t 
“itis...as important to make nq’mlsta:xke In educati d’ as it is to make no mistake in the pursuit of t.he, last end, 
with which the whole work of education is intimately con- nected.” 8 And this “there can be no true ef}?far;}l‘::; which is not wholly directed to man’s last end. - 2pplies to teaching and to learning. The final cause is the cause that gives direct_ion to every 3Ctl’“/,‘,tynl‘.,‘, the 
teaching. ing situation. L I M;E’:::lr Ig:zlgse. The material ca’use has been .d‘efined g as the m'atter'out of which a thing is made and which P?:i 
sists actually within the effect.® In Other'words-’ > mater:e ] 
€ause is matter. As such this would be an ‘_nadeq:l iuf: 
though descriptive. definition. For example, if a s able ' is made of marble, the color and hardness of the mar \ 

" ‘hei new-: Persist in the statue unchanged; they are neither , - being nor the stuff of which new being is made.. The true stuff is the marble’s potency for receiving .tl;e :l;:stg 
Perfecting principle. ‘Thus Collins defines 'matemfxo r;:n uses 
3s: “the permanent potential substrate of tl,le new fe o 
He points out further that the raw stuff's potency is. Silonra ' it wi eive Permanent substrate: (a) a substrate because it will receive - 

: ' nent in the the New. perfecting principle and (b) permanent in the 
1ew being existed Sense that.i¢ was in existence before the new being exis o and persists in the new thing. L 

82 Vincent A.k’Ykze‘rm"an’s (ed) Pope P "mia'idda”.lzéliéhl?fif?n?” - (St Meinrad: Grail Publications, 1957), p. 98. = ** - 

36. William B. Collins, Metaphysics and Man (Dubuque: L - College Press, 1959), p. 11L.   
33. Pope. Pius XI, Encyclical .on lhec'"”"a" Educat:on uof, S Youth, . YT LM 

L850 InV Met: 2, n°763.



  

ey . 2 . - . Ty, 
Lo . : kcs 

:. . When the efficient cause produces new being, it ma "7 the essence actuall 
present in the materia] cause. ized, or subject in which the chan 

us sense to designate a subject that ‘i ‘ ve various deterininations; it does no Lis nothing more than matter. It means terial cause is a'human person vwlth? soul as well as body.ss - o BT 

pernatural condition of adopted son of God . . "4 e 
- 37. Ivo Thomas, “Deduction of the Four Causes,” Dominican 
Studies 11 (1949), p. 311 o 38. The material and formal cau - they are inside the new being. sj 

o2 

Y present that was potentially but really 
. “The potency to be actual 

    

  

“An Formal Cause. The formal has been d-elili;e?h:smatev internal principle that perfects and ‘,ieter:n:lc to become rial cause.” 41 It perfects the substrat‘f’ s potency to receive an essence; it actuates the substrate’s Pote::y close rela- its defining principle. Therefore, there is a 1,rc);uses. The tion between the material and the forma kinciple-“ . latter, like the former, is also an internal pr fold: (a) it - The effects of the formal cause are also two the new 
Actuates the material cause, thereby prgd it:ch;xgl the sense essence; (b) it gives existence to -the new If tog exist. “The that it makes the essence definite enoug und ready substantial form gets the matter-form C(:}I,npgeing ready for existence. An accidental form makes the t in a very 
to receive its new accidental eXiStCnCe]’)stl)a‘:ICC ready for- 
Peculiar way, for the accident gets the suce’s existence.” 48 having the accident share in the subst,an S 7 . L R - ssion but - 

“The causality of form is -neither actl;)n ‘i,szr-isP:s Aristotle specification or determination; the forma c:: an): more than clls it, a formula. It does not do fmyth! gme relations be- the precise formula of a chef's recp e'.OI;:, doing is meant "’ tween notes in harmony do anything, i yner the effect is 
acting. But by virtue of i?—" union with matter, the eff 
Produced and exists.44 

; 
e R n Vcausality It must be pointed out, howc‘_'er’ tha;:ogflil;lent cause. is never operative except as applied :;iy' movement of an. An action exists only by virtue of the d efficient causal- efficient cause. Hence, though formal an t cause is prior ity are mutually dependent, the efliC}?“ ; : 

, illi llins, op. cit., p. 112. ., 2, 264; De ; :;' E’,'“}a:ufom, I, z XXVIL 3,.25: In:V. Met., 2, 264 8 Spirit. Creat., i, 9m. 
48. - W. Collins, Ibid. i ;73 
44. Brother Benignus, op. ”mt., p- “oF 

: \13 o 

    



   

      

    
    
    
    
    
     

  

     

      
    
    
    
     

  

      

  

. being or such ‘being - is produced; for out. of pre-existent: being_is 

    

‘change wrought in the pupil by the teacher. EducatiQn, 
from the point of view of the educator, is a matter of in- 

‘ducing new accidents within the pupil through the co- 

operative causality of all secondary agents of. educatit?n 

under God, the Primary Agent.#8 All that has been said 

-about the broader term education can be applied to the 
teachinglearning situation as well. The knowledge ac- 

quired by the learner is an accidental change and the 
formal cause in such an instance is the new accident. Thus, 

it is the accidental formal cause that is spoken of in the: 

teaching-learning situation. - . = 

EFFIGIENT CAUSALITY 

To this point we have discussed the concept of a cause 
and have seen that it is not a condition and not an occa- 

sion. It s a species of principle. We have also seen three 

types of cause—final, material and formal. It is now our 

Intention to examine at length the nature of efficient 

cause. Only in the light of this concept will it be possible 
to understand the Thomistic position in regard to the 

.Mature of ‘learning through instruction, and the ro!cpi ' 

the various agents responsible for it. =~ - oo oot - 

. The concept of efficient cause is discussed by St. 
Thomas in several places. The essential feature of the 

efficient cause, according to St. Thomas, is productivity. 

This js the distinctive mode of influx which gives the = - 
efficient cause its specific nature.® In other words, it is the 

CTABLIbE, e T e e 
~ A9 In 1 Mct.; 4, n.v70;~In I",Met.,’»Z, n. 765; In II'Phy. 2. " - 

~50. “On the contrary, the act of being, as such, is caused by = 

- (reation, which- presupposes: nothing; because nothing can pre-exis_t 

- that is outside being as such. By makings other than creation, this ~ = ° 

     
    
    
     

      
      
       
   

     
    

  

made this being or such a being.” Cont. Gen., 1L, 21. .



  

1 ause alone, in the proper sense, exercises its 
. Per modum actionis,” so that it can be said of 

“to act” in a strict ectively, which is the causality of the effi- 
£ 

cient cause, Th 

_said to act effectively, as when a ite. “Thirdly, it is said in the sense ‘end-is said to effect by moving the 

; 
‘theréfoi‘e that what we term 

, > that what we term the - effect proceeds from 5¢ and js dependent on the efficient cient Causality and true efficiency 
Arom an agent toward another % 

        

fection to others. Now to act from itself does not indicate 
any mutation in the agent. It is not necessary that the 
mover be moved. In other words, the cause acting df)es 
Dot change. To change or to be moved implies to Tece1ve, and is consequently a passive potency which is the capacity 
to receive. On the contrary, to act means to give by itself 
alone and not to receive. This implies an active potency.?’ 
Thus we have here the metaphysical basis for change. .- 

In other words, whenever there is change, substantial or acci- 
dental, or from non-being to being, this change must. be 
ascribed to something which by its real causal influence pro- duces or effects the change.58 

57. Meehan his 'summarized;_ the Thomistic teaching on _this point in the following way: . RETIRER ‘L. Motion is neither the potency of somethmg existing in po- tency, nor the act of something existing in act, but properly t.he 
act of something existing in’ potency: “act” relative ‘to an ulterior 
Perfection or act. (In III Phy. 2).. . s L 2. It is the act of and therefore takes place in the. object acte tpon and not in the mover or agent, for what exists in potency as 
such is mobile and not movens. The latter as such is in act. As act of the mobile, it is called passio. (Ibid.) AR ‘3. Nevertheless motion is -at the same time the act of the agent 
"OF mover. (In' XI Met. 9, n 2310). As such it'is called “actio” (In III 

Phy. 4) and takes place not in the agent but in the patient. (In III 
De Anima, 2, n. 502). : 0 e v 

4. There are not two distinct motions of which one is the 
act of the agent, and the other the patient for e 

a.. either the two motions would be in two dnffergnt subjects, 
one in the agent and one in the patient, or : 

b, they would be in the same subject; both being exclusxyely 
77 ecither in the agent or in the patie.nt.. ) . 

- Cf. Francis X. Mechan, Efficient Causality in Aristotle and St. 
‘Thomas (Washington: Catholic University Press, 1940), pp. 223-224. 58. Joseph Schneider, “Efficient Causality and Current. Physical 
Theory,” Proceedings of the American Catholic Philosophical As;o« 
ciation XIV (1938), p. 13. F 

S  



  

chen, action, that is, the exercise of its ener- Present a clear and distinct concept of the efficient cause. it m:.zkfasvsomething else to be, which was as it is found in traditional scholastic teaching. Thus, the dxstmguishing characteristic of efficient it is the teaching of Aristotle and St. Thomas which pro- i vides us with the basis for .this most important doctrine.®2 

- KINDS OF EFFICIENT CAUSE _ by its acti on, D I - The notion i i In order to have a clear concept of the function of 
efficient causality in the teaching-learning situation we 
Will now consider the various classifications under which . 

It can be viewed. These different aspects of the efficient 
Q@use will throw much light on its nature and will give 
US 2 more concise understanding of its role in learning 
and education.63 : 

i . PRINCIPAL AND INSTRUMEN TAL. The prin- 
cipal efficient cause is that on which the existence of the 

62. The conditions required for efficient action insisted ‘upon 
b.)' Aristotle and St. Thomas are: (1) the previous proximate poten- 
tiality of the agent and patient, passive on-the part of: the subjeat 

: afted upon and active in the case of the agent; (2) antecedent " 
dlssimilarity or contrariety between the form in the agent, the like- 

~-1ess of which is to be communicated, and the form in the receiving 
- Subject; (3) contact, either physical and immediate or virtual and 

mediate, between agent and patient; (4) unimpeded action, that is 
to say, absence of hindrance or obstacle. ' B 

Cf. Meehan, op. cit., pp. 285-236. .+ o T 
63. St. Thomas in his Commentary on Aristotle’s Metaphysics 

Rotes the division of efficient cause as given by Ibn-Sina, He gives . - 
four varieties of efficient cause: (1) Perfective -which gives final . 
completeness to.a thing; (2) Dispositive which prepares matter. to 
Teceive form; (3) Auxiliary which differs from the principal agent - 

in that it acts for another’s end; (4) Consiliary which differs from the o 
- Principal cause by laying down the scope and manner of action. S 

. Gf. Selected Writings of St. Thomas (D'Arcy, ed) pp. 155-56.. . -  



  

   
   

God has a role to play which is in accord with t!.xe nonor(; 
of primary efficiency. “God alone teaf:hes ‘mterlorly af; : 
principally, just as nature alone heals m'tenorly and.prl 

cipally.” 69 Therefore, God is a principal and primary 
e erough the activity ‘ efficient cause of learning but in a very unique wiy. How- 

ever, there is also a principal secondary cause. F(;rdtllce 
signs are not the proximate efficient cause of kno.‘n e §7; 

: but reason, in its passage from principles to conclusions. 

- MARY ANes o s i We shall also examine in detail the role of the teacher 
2 : PRH.WARY AND SECONDAR inci who is an “indispensible mover, bringing the intellect frorp 

potentiality to actuality.” 7! o T 
’po Thus tyhe term “szcondary cause” distinguishes all 
other causes from the Primary Cause: God. But they are 

is this: true causes and exercise a real influence and efficxsncy “God is th 1 wholly independent of other things.% in the order of being. “Henc¢,~SCcondaYY (Eauses produce A > tie universal cause of a) being.” 67 A secondary the whole effect . . . partly in virtue of their own nature, cause needs the help of another cayge to use i cc by which the effected actuation is detemixl.ed’ and garztlll)l, aperi in virtue by God’s influx into them, by Whlc,h the? 0 that they do.” 72 SRt 
| 

i s 3. 7 7 TIAL. The total cause accounts Pment and their funcions 3. TOTAL AND PAR 
. lling a cart is 

In the ¢ k . .o for the whole effect; for instance, a horse pu . 
e eaclpng learning situation we shall see that the total cause of the movement of the cart. The partial k e : Lo e 

el f two 
64. S.T, 111, 62, 1; ’ ~ art of the effect; either o 

3L oy Ladigg g I 8, ad 5 1,8, 2d 2 2 7 Cause accounts for only p: i T e St horses pulling the cart. - > 1, ad 1;4, ag 21 e . . - 

  

      
4, >PHYSIC’AL7AND MORAL. A [.Jhysical'éflici.czn; 

Cause is one that produces an effect .by its own ph.ysxczt 

activity. A ‘moral efficient cause (whlch some say is n 

  

69. De Verit., XX, 1,c. - 
70. Ibid., X1, 1,'ad 2. 
7L Ibid, XI, 1, ad 12. 

.72, De Pot., 111, 4, ¢c. 

    

   

  

   

  

       

  

     

      

      

    
        

         

      
    
         
         

    

  

    

    
    

  

     

     

 



7. PER SE AND PER ACCIDENS. A per se or direct 
efficient cause is one that tends by nature or intention to 

produce the effect that actually is produced. Fire is the 

per se efficient cause of light and heat; it tends by nature 

to produce light and heat. A hunter who shoots a rabbit 

is the per se efficient .cause of the killing, because he 
intends it. A per accidens or indirect efficient cause is one 

that produces an effect “by accident,” since it is either 

not such a cause as naturally produces this effect, or the 

efl?Ct is not intended. A man drilling a well for water 

strikes oil; the drilling is not by nature calculated to bring 

up oil in each case, it does so per accidens. Another exam- 

Ple would be a man- digging a grave uncovers buried 
treasurg per-accidens. - <o T b ey 

~ 1.UNIVOCAL AND EQUIVOCAL. A univocal cause 
produces an effect of the identical species to which itself - 

belongs. “Now there are some univocal agents ‘which . 

agree with their effects in name and definition, as man. - 

generates man.” 7 An equivocal cause, on the other hand, 

~ Produces an’ effect which belongs to a different species 

than that to which the cause belongs. The human sculp- 

tor produces a non-human statue. - U T 
an “instrument 

" 8. NATURAL AND RATIONAL. A natural efficient 

cause is any necessary cause in the physical order. It is - - 8. Glens, Ibid, p. 19, 
- 4. lbid, pp. 32021, P E— 

o s T i 715 ST, 1,18, 5, obj 1 
76 In IV Sent., 1,1, 4, 5.  



   

              

   

  

  

  

sary or free; per se or per accidens; univocal or equivocal; 

natural or rational; coordinated or subordinated; positive 

Or negative; immanent or transient. 

In the teaching-learning situation the effect that is 

Produced is the knowledge of the learner. In the follow- 

Ing chapters we will examine in detail the efficient causes 

of learning: God, First Cause; the pupil, principal cause; 

the teacher, instrumental cause. Through analysis of the 
writings of St. Thomas we hope to show all that is in- 

volved in teaching and learning from the viewpoint of 
efficient causality. 

2  



      

    

   

CHAPTERI 

FFICIENT CAUSE © GOD ASTHEE ' = L'S LEARNING - OF THE PUP] 

is Being by virtue of His own essence; whereas v‘:’g creature has being by participation.”  ‘Therefore, v that God is the First Cause of all things. 

At theA{ountainhead of the hitkerar(:‘h)'rof beingf s -thg four;:fi of all beings, God. There must be a source \Afllld’.l is elr:fous. the highest sense of the word. Any study of being in y vzause' manifestations necessitates .constant reference to“;:ile firs; g this obviously leads to the Fixjst. Cause, God. s bovond " 
Principles are derived from experience we can. ;f)as wyhidx that realm and ‘probe deeper in;o the ”??¢e~ krom BETEEE they comed * o 

~ To say that God is ‘the First Cause of all being is atr(: 
say that God is the only true Creator. When we say o 
artist has created a ‘masterpiece we are speaking 1(1;10d ; 
analogous sense because creation belongs only ?uce tl;e 
“To create is, properly speaking, to cause or P1”°f 1L acts 
being of things.” ¢ Creation, and creation al/t‘)nel:  dnot 
of production, is the production of being ‘itself a crein 4 mere change in being.? It fouows: thel}, that.evi?'a o 
ture possesses being as having received 1t,"0f 1t§e 3 p? ” 

3 ‘Sgisit‘;x'll,vli(r;'l;)xcx;inicé Mullen; Essence;an:liz .IOf:ft;Z‘iLt" (""“’ atsl;xe- 
Teaching of St. Thomas and in SO";;;:f)Od;"f‘lg ’OP 2 o . : rvers: ress, 2L)y P AV v 
mgtsonsga’tl;t)lg(;),l;n;e r‘_s'l(t;};dPalone can (Sreafei Ufor tht:h first?‘lvg;g; 
alone can act without presupposing the existence of any d"flrg(;m the tyhe‘second cause always presupposes z«;omethmgk({ierxveth.x1 o 
first cause ;. and every agent that' Presupposes,somlle. ! éz]se’é ofs act, acts by making a change therein. Therefore e;eryt ::5) o Also - by producing a change, whereas God alone 3‘5‘5 oy “28 3 ad 4 St T. 1,653 cL 14,11, 1,15, ¢, ad 3 1,44, e ferrigl - Cont. Gen. I1, 15, 3; 11, 16; 11, 7. : 

  

    
6. $T.1, 45 6,c - S 

b1 ST N, 45,2, ad 2; Cont. Gen. 1L, 17.° 

     



from God, it is noth; 
God “naturally, 
to being.9 

ng. Therefore all creatures bclong to 
"8 For He brought them from non-being 

): “To whom then 
mage will you make salm (LXXXII:1): “O, God, who shall 

Im?” or in the P 
be like to Theep” 

- Al living being other 
- they are moved by another, First Cause of aj} being, that to move themselves, without of life or destroying their vi 

than God move ’kthemkselves, only because 
There is another, 

0 Metaphysics (New York: 

ures on God shows not only the dependence of a}l C):::ZIICC- 
but also is the very foundation of His e 

- GOD: The Omega of All Being 
. : ) 11 being A discussion of God as the First (i;a;::doii :here was would be incomplete and somCWha-t aw Because education 1o mention of the purpose of creation. ing an individual is an activity manifestly aimed at d}angust be guided in and leading him to certain goals, it III.-lirst Cause has in that activity by the end Whlc%‘ the an give an account treating. Gilson tells us that scmnc?lcto answer the ques- for many things in the world but fai :han;nothing? 15 tion: Why is there something rather S 

. Do e . roblem mO-St 

13. “The problem of final causes. is perhaps /dfelp am asking in comm.only discussed by-these modern agel:g;:gcs r;t.hel' than n°fhi‘;§: 
Leibni : Why is there .som. ses to ask u;.. : H:;n:s i(r)xwrl1 fts;;x;sunderys,tand a sa?nnst wh(:lortef:;ake sense. Saer}- is We]cog;e ’to tell me that the question floi: speaking, however, it tificall speaking, it does not. Met::lli’hys‘,a’l yinP the world; it may does, gcience ca;l account for manll].d‘lh mthg: world of phenomen:l - t whi R . knows not, ::fud s afifif"fiiyffifiyfrflng at all i, o eXI:S:ns?‘e“ce R, 

ally is. 
estion. - ; Ptecise¥ because it cannot even ask the qu ceivable answer 18 qlat s T yth' upreme question, the only con ch and every existing. 

ot od is sup: articular existential energy, e: Act of existence. Ip thingm:le;:relg 1;or its existence upon ;I::gstcmial problems, fl‘cl; ’ timate answer to- 2 ing absolute, su 
order to be th; al:l t;nbe absolute existence. :!-"v‘: agct must be free 
2 e 'musl; ufficient; if it creates, 1its aeat;,ing cause is not an. . ) mulzi: :1: :{)solute, ,self-subsisting,-and k(’;:’le in whom the cause 
.It. l;ut a He. In short, the first cause 13 t}l:lfilosophical God who :;'n 

. i incide, a hilosophy 
of both m‘:;:dax;dal:;ti:zmcgl;fienne Gilson, C];;fll la:ld Pht y o . . 137-141. - a(:;zv:u;{t:l:en: Yale University Press, 1949)' PP ‘ 
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flows from His creative act is ordered to Him as end. God 
is the final and ultimate end of all that is, and just as 
the Good is the end for which every agent acts, so God, the 

Supreme Good, is that end toward which all things are 

directed. “Now all things are ordered in various degrees 
of goodness to the one Supreme Good, which is the cause 

ofall goodness; and so since good has the nature of an 

end, all things are ordered under God as preceding ends 

“l’;der the last end. Therefore, God must be the end of 
all.” 19 ; , g e e iR 

It can be concluded then from what has gone before 

that God in some way is directing all things to Himself 
and that; He alone is the End of all beingi . AL 

T
 

T
 

R
 

R 
A
T
 

'MAN'S FIRST CAUSE AND FINAL END 
.Supreme Being is the posses- ; ; : e - - ’ 

1self.!” Therefore, it follows Man is the masterpiece of God’s earthly creation. Just - 
,. L8 His a5 all beings are directed toward God as their last;e‘fxd, : 

%0 especially is man who has been made to the Divine 
Image and likeness. Because of his intellectual nature man 

is ordered to God in a way that belongs to no other crea- ... 
ture of God. *“Consequently, this must be the end of the v 
intellectual creature, namely, to understand God.” ® = 

. Because man is directed toward God as his final end 

; ; - itisonly in the possession of God that he will find m;; 
will, except Hl;sxtfdoes ‘notfollow - that © and complete happiness. Anything lgss tl‘xan God wou 

oo TS goodness” ST, 19, - lead to frustration and disappointment. “Common sense . 
e : demanding a reason of being, arrives at GOfl who is the . i 

Alpha of all things. Common sense demanding the .’,"tflf,“ G 

  
~19." Cont. Gen. I, 17 - 

20. Ibid, NI, 25.  



arrives at God as the Omega of all The same may be said of other goods which, although they 
€ entire answer to life itself. Without . . . xiety and afford happiness for a time, soon give way to an Y 

weariness of mind. 

PROVIDENCE AND THE FIRST CAUSE 

We have considered God as the beginning and 211? of all being. But we must go further t}}an merell}: e;irst lishing the fact that there is a God who 15.Called e es- 
Cause. We must ask ourselves the very important quhe tion: Is this a far-distant deity who created man and tthe world in which he lives and then abandoned bOth- ° ith whims of chance? In other words, are we to ad‘.nlt(::d’s the deist of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries o 

existence and creative act but deny that he has alx:iybe $0 for the world and the people in it? One who wou ted by 
foolish as to adhere to such a notion would bel la:’:bfe og Gilson, and rightly so, as “‘one of th.e most (;ehec an silli- jects of contemplation for the'Conn01.sse1-1rs ol u.x::: e 
Ness” 2 and by Bosseut as an “athelf)t in, disgh) sm and In these days of positive unbelief, agflostlilwe,; o 

general indifference concerning the S“Pemat;)l'ra'ne Being not emphasize too strongly the inflq.ence ofa 1Vlis reason, . in our daily lives. We must recognize that the;e“ in every design and order in €very breath that we ’ta (;;' , ’ound- moment that we live, in every leaf that falls ek ethgrt ha ' o ; There is a reason, which is divine:for evefyt:.lsnirtl: Th}; 
5). p- 265. gence (New : Longmans, - pens, even the greatest evil; tkh‘a’t’ qccur on this €arth. 

22." Cont, Gen., 111, 27, 23. Regi - ) o o , S 
1944), pl.{t;gsma,l 4 Ga o i; ?aln]sa‘;:’BopBoss' mxtxt’:t'PHistoW of the Variations of the P roztgstaflt ' : N . T Churches (New York: D % J. Sadlier, 1845), ;BK. v, ChP s 

Pleasures.22 

83  



or-help 
ut, for m 

- 8 .‘ v 
o 

~ 26 Richard Downey, p 1928), povig, 
21, Henry Ram;j 

T Purpose in living, or even 

: 'MkacmviAllan.‘ 

ephia: Mes- 

our - education today can be traced back to the seeds 
Planted by the deists and the tenets of deism. The funda- 
mental principles of this false philosophy were watered 
and nurtured by the French and British empiricists.?® ) 

Therefore, a complete understanding of the doctrine 
of Divine Providence is most important today if we are 
to have a true Christian philosophy of education.® Ou.r 
strategy must be aimed at the very roots of a godless phi- 

losophy of education which would deny or ignore, not 

only the existence of God, but even more, the fact that 
He is a God Who takes loving care of His creatures. Shake- 
Speare spoke these words through one of his characters on 

28, “Before the time of Locke, Lord Herbert of Cherbury (1581- 
1648) had - advocated” a - naturalistic philosophy of religion, ;hus 

Planting the seed of thie deistic doctrines which appeared af.te‘r.the 
days of Locke and found: a congenial soil “in ‘English empiricism, 
Deism may be described as 2 movement tending to free religious 

fhought from the control of authority. Its chief thesis is that there 
B a universal natural religion, the principal tenet of 'which is, ‘_Be- : 
lieve in God and do your duty'; that positive religion is the creation . 
of Cunning rulers and crafty priests; that Christianity, in its original : T 

form, was a simple  though  perfect expression of natural religion; 

and whatever is positive in Christianity is a useless and harmful 
accretion. These principles naturally provoked opposition ‘on - the 

Part of the defenders of Christianity; and . there resulted.a con- 

roversy between the deists, and free thinkers, a’s’,.they were qlled, 

and - the representatives -of orthodoxy. . . v el 

- “While this  controversy was being waged, the principles of = 

empiricism were being applied to psychology by the founders of the. 
- association school, and- to ethical problems.by }he {ounder? of t;:e R 

* British schools of morals.” William - Turner, History. of thlg;op . o 

(New York: Ginn & Co., 1929), pp. '494495. " 
29. “God therefore is infinitely wise and infinitely powerful. In- . 

- other words, He is a personal God. This fact of facts, the existence 

of.a personal: God, is of supreme importance-in.any.-program ot 

education.” William J. McGucken, S.J.. Catholic Edu(;'qtion (New 
* York: Amcrican;Preg,;]955);,p. 4.  



    
      

     

  

    
       
    
         

      

      

  

     

     
     

         

        
    

     

  

     

      
      

    

  

        

   

    the providence of Gog: “There’s a divinity that shapes our ends, rough -hew them how we will.” (Hamlet V, i, 10). 

~ NOTION OF DIVINE PROVIDENCE 

Having seen th 
Providence in life 
tion, w 

€ necessity and importance of divine 

and specifically in the field of edqca- 

. : Iso a pru- must provide for the needs of his family a::;i :fliCialspfor dence found in lawmakers and govemnllle nation. So in the promotion of common inteltests Oft;.fl s to the good God there is a providence directing all i tgthings toward of the universe. “It belongs to God to direc ; 
thei S ‘ e ed u he'};:(ilotion of Divine Provide.nce (;anubzss?tn:; beelll) under three general statements. First of a t’o all creation. pointed out, Divine Providence extenfls lity of divine This is deduced from the fact of the umvizvey Cause of 
ity God s the First, if not ;xcical e\iil and suf- all things except evil.® In regard to P dys tal way, in view fering, God wills them only in an acciden P A 
of a higher good.?” s ovidence, Secc%fndly,g from the universality thl?lvf‘;i(f:m of our We may conclude that it safeguards t ethe free mode of Own actions. For providence e?ftends o , « 
—————— 

34. $.7.1,28, 1, ¢ ) t agent, extends 35. "lz;xt the causality of God, Who is the ir}:atsogever manner to all being .. . Hence all things that exist md . the providence are necessafil;' d.irected by God towards 5022 ‘:: d e'r. of things . . . it of God is nothing less than the type of uch as they participate Necessarily follows that all things, ma;fnine providence.” S.T. L, Sxistence, must likewise be subject to div s 
e ise of sin, either i = ?i'i c.“Now God cannot be direcll)'.th? c:u::epc;rmre from’ the ) ; sin: is , v Himself or in another, since every L 79, 1, & S order which is to God as the end;vai':ills the "evil of sin, Twhll‘:hl;s “ He (God) in no svine good.” S.T. I, 19, 

o 3. H_enct:) ] figg ¢ order towards the dwmelfbeiflg' it belongs 
e ;:fn.rauo'('; od, then, provides universally for.a e otar effects, " 9,c .Smce .dex;ce m’ permit certain defects "l;e Phindere d, for all 

:;’1 Htl; pperfrOVlect ood ‘of the universe may not from the universe.” tflf:illt we:e prevemid, much good would be absent ; A ST.1,22,2ad2. 
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.. The slightest idiosyncrasy of temperament and character, the 
the influence exerted on our actions, 
known to providence; it penetrates 

redity, 

re ‘all 

- our actions by actuat 

on.38 

, ing the liberty itself which it pro 
uces i us with our cooperati . : 

t recesses of conscience, and has at its dis f grace to enlighten, attract, and strengthen 

LI 

s 
»ad 3{ Also _Cf.‘ 

a gentleness-in its control that yields nothing to strength.39 i ’ : : . 

floés : not depriiré their 
the cause of this very 
L, 103, 58; 1.1, 10, 4 

s determined, and partly in Vi}‘tue of Godfs infl.ux info them, 5 

by which they do all that they do42" . = [ 

Thlis, a secondary cause is a real and true flas:::e.d 1I(§ 
God alone wrought everything, and ;creath(i :: are not 
nothing, then this would not be true. And i 'tld ¥)e tatile 
valid causes “their employment by God wowie B 
and meaningless.” 48 . o b - 

THE IMMEDIACY OF DIVINE PROVIDENCE 
R 

: yvidence ~ God not only cares for all things by Hl'slp'l:ivnldethis but He cares for them immediately. In expa;‘es tti;e dis- immediacy of God's providence St. Thomas m the divine tinction between divine providencc.e, ‘which 1_s to their 
reason itself foreseeing and ordaimng allthlfi;gs which is = end, and the divine government o.f the W‘(‘)(l‘; c'l i mmedi- 
the execution of the order of provxdenceilas i(:l His intel- ately provides for everything, because Heh least.” 4 This lect the exemplars of everything, even the - te since “He care which God has for everything is immedia tain effects 
gives to whatever causes He provides for :serWherefore. the power needed for producing these cffec the order of He must have beforehand in His mtellec’t “f resight and o these effects.” 45 Thus, providence, 0r3G0ds (;)eingg; God ordering, is immediate in respect to eve.liY f the created foresees and foreordains in itself every d?‘?‘ o e 
world. . - S , RN 

42 Robert O. t"_];bhzuin. “Comment on Secondary causallty- " The Modern Schoolman XXV (194748), p- 23. . 

- 43. Brother Benignus, op: cit,, p- 590 44 8T.1,108, 2 ¢ 1, 22,3 c 
.45, Ibid. -  



This is not the case, however ,in regard to the exe- 

EFFECTS OF DIVINE PROVIDENCE 

Cdnfidered from the point of view of jts end, which 1s the divine goodness itself,%’ the effect produced in crea- 

: agent, insofar as the higher i whereby it acts, or preserves that power, or applies it to action , | | Consequently, the action of 
ly proceed from it through the latter's 

      

divine goodness %8; in other words, God, by movmdg a;: 

creatures toward Himself as their ultimate end, pro liic C- in each of them, according to its own natu.re;tg a ‘r; ;,s 

tion of, or participation in, His own Essent}al G(f):ct cre" and produces in all taken together the most per}1 rder ated reflection of His own perfection, namely, the o d is of the universe.’® This assimilation of. creatures'tg - thlé accomplished in two respects; God is good, and..:o(;od 
creature is made like God by being made goo ,s made Causes goodness in others, and so the creature ltures to like God by being made able to move other ;re;l divine 

good52 Hence, there are two universal effects of ¢ tEn ood government of things; the conservation of things 1 gects and the movement of things to the good. i[‘heSC two ¢ tion of Divine Providence are called the Divine an;erya io : 

and the Divine Concurrence.5? 

48. ;"I‘herefore ali ‘the actions and moVeIfleuts of =1 :l:::tglr:; exist on account of the Divine Goodness - . . il the seni:e'extent in are to acquire it in-their own way, by Sharlr{g w ,Som" R 2 likeness of it.” Compendium, chp. 103. 
" 49.. “Each thing imitates the Divine 

own manner.” Gont. Gen., III, 20. - - 

Goodness according to its 

  

" 50. “Order towards good is itself a2 S?Od 'd‘ - ‘Iiowo:;ify(]ong 
insofar as it is the cause of another, is directed to 2. g B Gen. 1II, 21. G ek 

51 “'Frfm the fact that they acquire the plllv;nigcmdngss , 
tures are made like unto God.” Cont. Gen., 1L, He is good . . . 
52, “Things tend to be like God insofar a;ein o S ers. o 
Now it is out of His goodness that God bestows e tg" i 

all things act inasmuch as they are actually perfect. ; th.e pm&- 
" BS. “Wherefore there are two effects of government, 

: ings to vation of ‘things in -their goodness, ‘“,“,‘?‘h,‘? moving of \mmg,s 

} 1 ; because the power : of the lowest agent does not of itself produce th o 

demonstration, . the first . of which js 

47. “The ultimate end of things is mececunrire oo | .~ Bood”S.T.L 103, 4c - ness itsell.” Compendium of Theology, chp. 101 
l k  



- static. St. Paul calls upon . us . far from every one of us: 
- and have our being™ 

-..4..Divine Conservation 

- Although God does use intermediaries in the onkmgs of Divine Providence we must not think that He Himself is far off and that His creative act is something past and 
to realize that God is “not 

‘Pends upon God for 

" For 

, %5 And so Gixardini writes Creator as “One Who is continually lifting 

© 55 “Since God not only gave exi first began to exist, but also causes . they exist, by preserving them in exis 

a2 

11 existence out of nothingness, Who constantg azg dt ozosz 
effects it.” 56 This doctrine is most reasona 'eh  ver of 
sound since “. . . no effect can be endowedA with p g 
self-preservation.” 57 » apon 

'll)'he complete and total dependeflceth(ff (Ilzz?rincl) " 
God is never seen more clearly than in l; s sustaining 
divine conservation. It should be noted that t ;‘sf e acts 
influence is not a new act, or a m}fl“Ph‘thyti(;n which is 
on the part of God. It is one continuous ac ompares 
without either motion or time3® St. "rhozalsight by the 
the divine preservation to the preservation of gt ™ T 
sun. - x 

d s 1 the Caus existence, God is directly, by Himself, the C::luse "oit(:;ege e ont 
and communicates existence to all things ljsu e Slhuminated by 
municates light to air and to whatever else n is required for 
the sun. The continuous shining ‘of t'he‘ls‘:l o st un 

tas proservation of light n e ol fimtllx: ya,re to pexsévere ’ ceasingly confer existénce on things i Y : : as an object .+ in existence. Thus, all things are related to God . i as they begin - . made is to its maker, and this not 0“17:0“’:;?; bl to exist, but insofar as they continue ¢ 

LT T S T e divine ~In the continuous execution_of  the plans of ¢ 
3 1 ti e S » change, no succession in the creativ , 

, . . “There can - set itself since it is eternal and immutable 
” , the verifi- be no before and aftermGOd‘ /bsrolvll-l(?ryvevker T 

5 SN 

2 R estimine- - 
56. Romano Guardini; The Conversion ,Qf August"le (West L R P ] T.1,104,2,2d2°° 

T tinuation o gg ‘s"IT"heI preservation of things by God is a2 con e, . c £ 
i " whi ction _is without that action whereby He gives existence, which S R 

cither motion or time.” $.7. 1, 104)1&:‘1‘ ‘:8 0. - cor 
59. - Compendium of Theology, P-’, e 

~ 60. Cont. Gen, L, 58.. o   

    

 



  
  

. cation of th . 

 volves both ceh:rrl;zt:i‘fda(:t' Wh?ch takes place in time, in- 

}he sun is the only so succession in the created object. As 

k1s the only so“rceyof urce of llght to this planet, so God 

cause of a thing’ conservation to the universe. “The 

i 8's needs must be the same as the cause of 
- 1ts preservati ation; b » Decause preservation is nothing else than 
continued exj : 
e Xist ”» . 

said that: “p ence.” 81 Thus it is in this L 
h : “Providen . sense that it 15 

. ce i ’ . , 
relations, as effect; s God’s continual act, interplay of 

This ’pr ecting of events.” 62 ' Py 

not the immédia: 1on of creatures in existence by God is 
¢ providence of God at work.. It is here that we see th 

established, ¢ order among things which God has 

e established an of;e‘rm:nr::r‘;aietlg': but in the crea&on itself 

by which th : g things, so that some d d 
. ey are preserved in bei e 

e princi ed in being, th € P cxPa}, cause of theirkpreservainfi:ugh He 

— say that 
6l Cont. Gen R L 

0 - Gen, 111, 65, S 

g% Guardini, op. cit, p. 123, 
. S.T. 1, ]04. 2, ad 1 LD i 

would involve a- contra- 
:was not created by Him. Even so it 

de a thing that did not 
diction were one to say that God ma 

V_kneed to be kept in existence by Him.64 

I1. Divine Concurrence 

The second effect of Divine Providence is the action 

of God in the action of every created agent, giving it its 

ducing the effect 

te God is the 
power to act, moving it to act, and pro 
which it produces. In all things that opera 

Cause of their operating. o 

All power of any agent whatsoever is from God, as from the 

erefore since all operation 
first principle of all perfection. Th 

is consequent to some power, it follows that God is the Cause 

of every operation.65 

Therefore, every agent in the universe is an instrument 

in the hands of God. He produces, as First Cause, the 

effects which the natural agent produces as secondary 

cause.% The secondary cause does act by its own power 

but is always in subordination to the First Cause.8” But 

because God is Pure Act and preserves things in being by 

64. De Pot., V, 2, ¢; cf. S.T. 1,104, 1, ad 2. 
65. Cont. Gen., 111, 67. : ) 

the more perfect is naturally 

perfect things, 

ght to perfection 

»s.T. 1L, 1, 7, 

e effect common to. all agents, 

ctually; it follows that they 

bordinate to the first agent, 

Sflfce the imperfect is not brou 

thing 'perfect already in existence. 

67. “Since then existence is th 

for every agent makes a thing to be 2 

produce this effect insofar-as they are su 

and act by its power.” Cont. Gen. 111, 66. 

45   

 



  

      
' » s free will is less- 

power that a thing causes ‘ First Cause does not mean that the agent's 1 

   
   

individual -re- is enabled to bring about an effect.5 - ; ened or taken away. On the contrary,f;il: «f&i more effi- . Since the natural agent acts only by powers of God | ceives his freedom from God and there hat man becomes. In which it participated, ang since the effect which it pro cacious God is in a man, the freer t duces is due prj 

    

) . ts in him," 
¢ Primarily and chiefly to God, God operates The more exclusively and all-inclusively God ac : 

. 70 , : me his own. inci * man’s action beco L ) Ty natural agent as a principal cause the more truly dogs a AT T 1N an instrumenta] ¢ , ‘ f 
R St. Thomas Summarizes the téaching on divine concur- - Tence in these words: - - 

    

  

  

   

        

e e ONL DIVINE PROVIDENCE AND ITS IMPLIC"‘TI o S - FOR EDUCATION S      

     the subsistent 2, ent, every particular : : PR ST r -the learner the: its effect. Bue if 5e'c'onsidg tl;le power For the educator, for the te?icihe?i’nftz a thousand dif- i then the power of the higher ; effect of God’s providence ramifies the ultimate ‘amsWer- the effect than the power . of the ferent areas. It is here that we find the ; . 1d us: to all the questions about lifef For Cl.ms?t :;:1 t::ot one “ Are not two sparrows SOId for a fa!’thlng 

   

  

          

      

       
       

    

           

      

     
   

  

; 
ithout your: Father. But t'and enters more deeply therein of them shall f?ll to t,he 8T oupd w;;ilc:lun}llbered. Fear not - sy that God works in everything - the very hairs of your head are sparrows” (Matt. ¢eds 'His power in order that it - therefore; better are ‘you than ma-ny };1 come under - € cause of everything’s actions * X:28). Every person that has ever. hved as cistence verything the power to act, and . the providence of God. Every moment of our . existe o () applies it to action, and “. P : by the Creator of all existence. .- © Every power acts. And if we add has been watched over Y has been missed by Divine. OWn power, and that He s in all ~ There is not one detail that has vent which - essence, but zs upholding them 

: 

, whi is this par- or Gentile; rich or poor; bk_‘Ck or ":::ite' It is P 
ticular century, in this particular Cl r school and comes 
particular hour. He goes to 2 particula hs with their com- - 
into contact with teacher and companio .ed influence on 
plex backgrounds each of which hasavan ey T 

  

         
     

            

-+ 70.::Guardini, op. cit,, p-. ;28' : 

    

   

Gen. 111, 66. 

    

    

  

       
   



t were. “Those things that are of 
Him” (Rom.. XII:1). Nothing is too 

“?eek ye therefore first the king- 
1ce; and all these things shall be 
herefore solicitous for tomorrow; 

- 

In school or-a bad 

clear in the immediate present but, as in many other cases, 

will become clear at some future time. In regard to divine 

governance there are no accidents. Everything has its 

proper place in the plan of God. ‘ 

PARENTS AND TEACHERS AS INSTRUMENTS OF 

DIVINE PROVIDENCE - : 

It has already been pointed out that God uses inter- 

mediaries in the execution of divine providence. “PDivine 

to propagate and preserve the human race on & 

not only to educate any kind of worshipers of the true 

God, but children who are to become members of the 

Church of Christ, to raise up fellow citizens of the saints, 

and members of God’s household, that the worshipers of 

God and our Saviour may daily increase.” # - , 

" Parents are definitely part of a destiny which is divine 

and therefore makes them a precious-mstrument to the 

hands of God. Pope Pius XII speaking on the Respons- 

C L S.T. ILIIL, 83, 2, Poras PRI o o 

. 72. Raymond B. Fullam (ed), The Popes on Youth (Buffalo: 

Canisius High School, 1956), pp. 237-38. : 

49   

   



Pope Pius XII calls the teacher a direct collaborator in 

the work of God and His Church: : 

m the Church and society, who,- - 4, 
ibiliti Here is v i i y i iving - 

onsibilities, exert themselves to the reason why, in expressing our pleasure in recciving 

of their chi . ~ you, (Union of Italian Teachers), we speak as direct collabo- - 

Christian docsins del’f,‘iwifig | ratoms in this, the work of God and His Church, perhaps the. 
ice their faith in their ordina : most noble of all undertakings, even according to the unani-, 

- ‘ mous opinion of human wisdom, as represented by Cicero, 

who looked upon the world with pagan eyes. “What public 

office,” he wrote, “can we exercise greater or better than the 

teaching and the instruction of youth?” Thus, the responsi- 
bility that we have in common is immense, and though in- 

different degrees, it is not in completely different spheres. 

It is the responsibility for souls, for civilization, for the im- 

provement -and. happiness of man both on earth and in 

heaven77 . . o e . ) ) ) 

            
GOD: The k~Pr‘i’ncipal Teacher - 

Because we are concerned with the efficient causes of 

learning we have discussed God, the First Cause and the 

role of Divine Providence in our lives, especially in- the 

field of education. At this point we must see more specifi- - 

cally how God is a.true teacher. Does God have-a true 

role to play in learning and education? We have already 

seen that- “the knowledge ‘of God. is the Cause of all 

things;” 78 and also that “God works in such a manner 

that things have their proper operation.”” -Therefore, 

though it is true to say:that “the intellectual operation is 

- performed by the intellect in which it exists,” ® it must - 

  

B ST ML 1021 . 
’ * sy 4y, €0 SO W : i Sl 

w76, Sister - M “Bernard R o , - - S : 

; . Francis Loughe; IR O A : 77. - Fullam i e BN 
L American Educati, 1s Loughery, Parental Riohts in R _77. - Fullam, op. cit., p. 279. L ) 

p.s. - tucanional Law (Washington: Catholic Um-m'sfi;g"{;s;," ‘ T8 ST,L 14,8 cl 14,9, ad3 119 4, ad 4 

: o 80. Ibid.,, c,ad L  



  

not be forgotten that “it js a secondary principle and de- 
."” 81 Hence, God moves the 

is given to the one who- understands.® Thus St. Thomas concludes that “we ‘always need God’s help for every 
thought, inasmuch as He moves the understanding to act"’ 84 N N 

- 

God moves the created intellect in two ways.. 

For He is the First immaterial Being; and as intellectuality is a result of Jmmateriality, it follows that He is the Fiff‘ intelligent Being. Therefore since in each order the first is the cause of all that follows, we must conclude that from Him proceeds all intellectual power.' In like manner, since He is the First Being, and all other beings exist in Him as in their First Cause, it follows that they exist intelligibly in Him, after the mode of His own Nature. For as the intelligible " types of everything exist first of all in God, and are derived % from Him by other int 

.is the end of every action.”’ 8 S S : -~ This is all in accord ' withthe established order of 
8L Ibid, ad 2. 
82, Ibid, ad 3. 
B3 Ibid., ad 1. 
84, S.T, LII, 109, 1, ad 3. 

85. S.T., 105, 4, c. - 4 
%..S.T., 1,.105, 5, ad 3. 

ings de- nature. “If therefore we consider the ordel; c()ifotlzllrfll)i; (g 
pending on the First Cause, God canno ¢ of view of 
against this order.” # Even from the mer)lot subject o 
secondary causes this is true; for He (;S something out- 
secondary causes. “Wherefore (.}od can oH oase. for 
side this order created by Him, when da: s with- 

instance by producing the effe:cts of secon: wh)i’ch secondary 
out them, or producing. certain effects to e Jude with 

causes do not extend.” 8 Therefore, we.cgn ’ 
St. Thomas: 

. underlies pr i1y i ' rd erly The thing that underlies primarily all thmgs,f b;::lo:;:;sS e{;o rf)dary 

to the causality of the supreme cause. There' o maposed i 

cause can produce anything, unless there 1s p , 
. by a higher 

the thing produced something that is caused by 
cause,89 

SR ' though 
‘St. Thomas is also careful- to HOt;-thtatJ&eZ:lrtl, it dc;gés “God works sufficiently in things as n:secogndary causes not follow from this that the operation o nlarged upon in is superfluous.” % This point will be felearning, namely, our treatment of the secondary canses otant fact here that 

the pupil and the teacher. The lmport even know truth we wish to be clear is that “man cannot ¢t o 
witho ivi ”? 91 » 

i ut divine help 
s 

‘uC0nsequently whenever a natural agent produ €s. an 
t4 s er to the effect, God (a) moves the agent, applying ;:dp(‘)l)‘;’ He pro- 

prodl;ction, as does any principal cause.d most common, 
duces in the effect what is primary an L S 

87. S.T., 1, 105, 6, c. 
8. Ibid 
80. S.T., 1, 65, 8, c." 

90 S.T., 105, 5, ad 1. 
o1. S.T., LI, 109, 2, ad 3.   

          
   



- with its effect save 

* From the preceding consideration another one follows 
very clearly, namely that both the truth of things and the 

ects are from and depend upon the 
say, the truth of the divine intellect 
epend for their being. ’ 

truth of human intell 
first truth, that is to 

- upon which things d 

o Ifwe speak of truth as it is in things, then all things are true e .~ byone Primary truth; to which each one is assimilated acco;fd- 

on of every natural agent can be found 
as: “If, then, we consider the subsistent 

is_immediate to its effect. But if we 
the action is done, then the power of 

mmediate to the effect than the power 'since the power of the 

nces Or - = ‘ . . lthOllgh the ess¢ i its ;own entity. And thus, 2 ivine Intellect 
‘; lf::in?ofl ‘tsh:::;s are mZny, yet the truth of thes:?::o be true.9 

is one, in conformiiy to which all things are 

: . | th ) ines the tru 
The divine intellect measures ord_etext:‘d o e lation 

of things, since it gives them their bexnfi A eic truth in 

of that l;eing to itself. It gives them als 
i they o i in this respect reference to human intellects, since in t w- ' they are know- 

are true insofar as they are knowable, and they 
forms, which ‘ 

able by virtue of their forms; % and these 

i t they are, ar¢. . 
are the principles by which things are \:112:0 is t};le el 

from the Divine Intellect, the Creator, ‘ 
A . ,- since hurn.an:v’_ § 

plary and efficient cause of all things. F;Ea(l:loynformity wylth*‘ iy 

intellects are true insofar as they are formity only insofar . - things and since they are in such “O% BE dict these of 
asu:hg: ¥ ssesy the forus of (e anfi?)m the intellect. 
things?' i;t)ois manifest that their truth "l:wn nature, power 

whence these are, and whence their 
Hence,: : . . t of God- e . ative intellec of all- ration are: the cre the source o 

?:}Ill: dzsfne intellect is the first "“th, afld; S T 
truth,% 

any discussion on teachxqg an 

is the end of all things, mcl‘ud 

noted that “the only natural de 

St. Thomas is the necessary tent 
. . of 

- tellect towards the possession 

that cannot be satisfied by anyfhxn 

94. S.T,1,16,6,¢ 

5. ST, L 16,2 c. 
9. De Verit, 1, 8,   

  
 



and vision of God.” 9 
by nature is impatient of ignorance. 

-LUMEN IN TELLECTUALE . 

- St. Thomas speaks of the. intellectual. virtue of ‘the creature as an “intelligible light derived from the prime light” 98 and a5 certain participated likeness of the un- 

(na 
confer and conserve 

- 97. William R. O’Connor, The Eternal Quest (New York: Long- - mans, Green, & Co., 1947), P- 180. (Courtesy of David McKay ... Company) R L : 

Thus it is said that the intellect i 's activity is re- 
from the Thomistic teaching that God’s a y 's ¥¢ 

d in 
103 : 

i very ure. ) quired in the operation of € ex .crea; o+ intellection, 

God, then, causes the activity ,0 fin . enr " saloill 
24 

though not in the sense that there 1s no prop usality 
. ted with 

of the created intellect. The natural light concrea 
ich . . ive power whic the intellective substance is itself an active p 

: . jon under the functions in a true but subordinated fashio 
in “ ivine element 1 influence of the Prime Cause. Pfhl‘:l ‘1‘1‘: enlightenment iti t consis fac- human cognition does no ) i wer of the fa 

that is ovegrnand above the 111um1n?tlveol\)r(i)ng this light to ulty’s indigenous light, but simply in most necessary, nat- 
its proper object. Such movement 1s n—;~hom'¢xs gives this 
ural, intimate and interior.”1®* St. - i A . . 

analogy: 

. ible 

’ its 1i tside us; but the mtelhg.xb ] 

sun, materi?l sundSI:;?i;?ss :igt}ll:l: uus. Hence the na;:l;ng};gxz 

bemowed 15 Gofll’ soul is God’s enlightenment, leedge.w5 

besmwle'dhltlp:gi toesee'what pertains to natural kno are enlig : e see wha 

. ; knowing 
“intelligible light, which of itself is sufficient for 1 3 e things.” 19 The certain intelligible 

itS 11xllag(siothrough the senses. To comelit oh? is necessary as higher intelligible things a stronger hg “Hence, we must 
gh een in our discussion on Faith. hatsoever man 

:va; t;‘;et sfor the knowledge of an’fietz:l trl;a‘; be moved by 
téee(cilst D%‘t,:l:it_h%fi,t t}?: td‘t)lel‘: xllzteneed a new light added 

od to i . , 

7 ] . L1, 109, .1, ¢ 
103.. Cont. Gen., 111, 67; S.T., L 105, 5, G | : 

104. Meehan, op. cit., p. 115. - 

105. 8.T., I-11, 109, 2, ad 2. 

106. Ibid., c. S   

 



to his i s ) o his -natural light, in order to know the truth of 

~all things, but : 
| .knowl'edze;" oy 01 in some that surpass his natural 

“Not . SR o ; 
ot all things are equally intelligible to the human 

vmind, nor . 

0 its light 05 ~pp g that are intelligible equally near 
‘he does no.t kn herefore man gains knowledge of things 

and self-evide o t-hmugh two things: intellectual light 

same relatio o primary. concepts. The latter have the 
38 tooli g nhto the intellectual light of the agent intellect 

‘human i o o Cr&}ftsman.!' 109 One of the weaknesses of 

Intellects is that they labor under the need of 

- by means of its light from 

“F, 1St principles to the investigation 
or God endows our nature with the 

ceptions and fi 
of unknown fields, 

<107 Ibid; 
" 108. De Verit, X1 3 ¢ 

109. Ibid, XISG o 
110. ‘De Verit,, XVIL, 1 ad 6. - 111 Meehan, op. cit. p’ 158. 
N2. De Verit, 11, 1. ¢ 
8. ST, 1L, 51, 1, ¢ 

  

" clusions from known premises, since 

that they are not ready-given as part of the mental equip- 

ment with which man is born as is the case with the 

natural light itself. They are subsequent to and dependfmt 

on the activity of the agent intellect and stand in relation 

to it as the prime effects of its causality: “. .. 

cannot of themselves affect the passive intellect, 

quire to be made actually intelligible by the 2 

intellect.” 14 , ~ S 

Man is said to be divinely 

of first principles because God is the 

which under Him so readily forms the 4 

intellectual light. Thus God is truly a teacher: 

endowed with the knowledge 

author of nature . - 

m by means of its 

© ‘That which is introduced inio the soul of the student by the - 

teacher is contained in the knowledge of the teacher . . - 

Now, the knowledge of the principles which are known to us 

' naturally has been implanted in us by God; for God is'the . 

= Author of nature. These principles,'therefore,,are also con- i b 

tained by the Divine Wisdom.!15 - 

© Weak though our intellectu en - : 

mally, naturally apprehend the truth of these principles 

by reason of their specifically similar nature.!’® By means 

of them we judge everything 

dence they are the deepest gro 

focal points for the illumination o 

Without them there would be no reas 
£ all subsequent truth!? 

oning to certain con-. 

‘114. S.T.,1,84,6,c; 1,86, 2, ¢ 
115. Cont. Gen., L 7.~ . =~ 
116. De Spirit. Creat., 1,9, ¢ 

N7 ST, INIL 171, 2,6 T 
- 118. De Verit, XL ;¢ . -~   

  
  

alilight is, all men mor- 

else. Because of their evi- ; 

und of certitude. They are - - : 

they must illumine * A 

- all other premises and less: pniver’saly ; principl¢s.11?’ ~Th¢-‘f,“, S



enti : . N O?t:;e cerfltu.de of all the sciences arises from the certitude 

¢ principles. Conclusions are known with certitude 
only Whefl resolved into principles and ultimately into the 
prume principles. ' 

The whole certainty of scientific knowledge arises from the - certai inci . . nty of principles . , . that something is known with cer- tainty is due to the ligh ivi i ithi 
' ght of reason divinely implanted within us, by which God speaks within us.119 d 

Thus we conclude that the intellect of the creature is 

gf rfected only by the possession of truth and will reach 
e . . ! : 

e <;<;nsummatlon of its perfection only when and if, like 
ater that has flowed from its fountain source, it is 

flllthatgd and reverts to its principle where it can gaze 

o :Lnatgly upfm revFaled Truth Itself. If man is faithful 
e light given him then he cannot but help grow in 

| l‘fi“m‘h-l fo docility to it he will discover the will of God in 
imself and in all things. The love of truth will bring 

 him back 
when j ;Ventually to the luminous source of all truth, 
g m. t ? Presence of ‘unveiled light he shall see all 

ght as is given to al} lovers of truth to see. “Therefore, 

it m id . ust be said that to see God there is required some ;txmilitude in the visual faculty, namely, the light of glory : nVre:lhgth;nmg the intellect to see God, which is spoken of | ‘tht"ern : ;a]m (XXXVIO), ‘In Thy hght we shall see 

the l.ight of reason “divinely im- 
y which God speaks within us,” 12! 

- Planted within us, b 

L1122 ¢ S 

I’ ‘17,‘, ad 4. . 

  
we conclude that “God alone teaches interiorly and 

principally.” 122 ' ' ' 

Now, God in a most excellent way causes man’s knowledge 

. .". For He adorned the soul itself with intellectual light and 

imprinted on it the concepts of the first principles, which are, 

as it were, the sciences in embryo, just as He impress'ed on 

other physical things the seminal principles for producing all 

their effects.123 : i 

All human teaching depends upon fnan's po§ses.sion 

of this intellectual light. It is God, the Giver of this light, 

therefore, Who is the principal teacher. 

Now this light of reason . . . is placed in: us by God, as 

though a certain likeness of the divine truth taking up 1ts 

abode with us. Whence, since all human teachi{lg .cannot have 

efficacy except from the power of this light, it is c.lear that 

it is God alone Who teaches interiorly and principally, as 

nature is also the principal healer.12¢ 

So it is written of God: “He that teaches man knowl- 

edge” (Psalm CII:3), inasmuch as “the light of.Hxs coun- 

tenance is signed upon us” (Psalm v:7). It" is through 

this light that all things are shown to us. For the teacher 

only brings exterior help, as the physician who heals: but 

just as the interior nature is the principle cause of knowl- 

edge. But both of these are from God.” 1% 

122, De Verit.; X1 1, ¢.° 

123. 1bid., X], 3, c. 

124, Ibid., X1, 1,.c.. oo 

<: 125, 8.T., 1, 117, 1,ad 1.   
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- LEARNING AND THE GIFTS OF THE 
| HOLY GHOST . = . 

-+ ~What is beyond the power of human extrinsic agents, 
- is possible to the Divine Teacher of soul, Who dwells 

manently in the learner and Who exercises over him 2 
~strong, yet gentle and freedom-respecting influence. No - finite nature can acquire all the knowledge to which it 
tends without first having in its possession the habits or 
virtues that are Necessary in order to bring about a pro- 

- portion of equality between the power .of understanding 
- and the object to be un ‘ derstood. Thus we will focus our 

This is another way in which 

he Principal Teacher in the 
;o As Poggi; has pointed out: 

state of gface, in whose heart 
even better equipped as a 

fellow who has the faith, but 

_1s 

; ion,” (Unpublished masrer" - University of America, Dept. of Education, 

62 

  

i “ order work of acquiring and understan.dlng tfuth.i- "I:ltlse e 

of grace neither abolishes nor v'lolates the u;xll e 

ture.” 127 The gifts do not substitute for the har 
. isition of which reason must pay as the price for the acqusition 

jcati tural truth. There is no supernatural communication of noab'ect ’ 
truths. Human reason, in regard to its own Pro}:f)rits 3) o 
must always act on its own level and according 
‘laws. “Faith and the gifts of the Holy Ghost, iplfnakxng 

: soht 128 perfect the reason, only clarify the sxght.b e 

. 'With this reservation, how can: it be said U 
. in: en- -gifts facilitate natural learning? They do so In two § 

: i ‘mind from 
eral ways: (1) negatively, by guarding :h:rux?;x: to the error through a relation of the natural e otic, har- 

supernatural; (2) positively, by favoring 2 SZ'nn g s:uper- 
monious view of reality through an integration o 
natural and natural truths. e 

" The intellectual gifts exercise a purifying influence 
“upon the mind. Through the gifts of Understanding, Wis- 

N tal 
dom and Knowledge the Holy Ghost maintains a men 

-balance and accuracy. By ‘Understanding  the student 1s. - 
. ' , the first given a correct estimate of his supernatural end 

: ordinate prerequisite for correctly evaluating lesser and sub ; 

ends. The judgment is actually carried through by the 

gifts of Wisdom and Knowledge. It is the nature of these . 

gifts to judge of human and created things in the light of . C i t . . 

“the Divine, the former by proceedxng from the highes ; 

: i created. 
causes to the lower; the latter by ascending from v “through - - realities to the first causes themselves.!® Th‘:xiectl}'l:o t%le : 

- the operations of these gifts, whatever is presented to the 

127 ']acqués Maritain, The,Degrec‘s;k_q‘f‘ I‘(nra‘wl;e‘dge’ (New Yprk: 

Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1959), P'.‘?zs-gf;_ R 

1280 Ibid. Sl : 
- 129, Poggi. VOP-“CiL,'p. 108. ey LA   

    

  

            
 



mind of the student in the course of his academic pursuits 
- will be weighed and tested in the light of ultimate values. 
If there be any inconsistence between the two truths, it 
‘will be unveiled through the hidden action of the Spirit. 
'The pupil will at least sense implicitly, by a certain super- 
-hatural instinct, that all is not well. He will suspend 
judgment until he has had recourse to better informed 
-authorities. « . - ' : e The gifts of the Holy Ghost contribute to the effective- 
-ness of natural learning in a second way by inclining the 
-student to the formation of an integrated view of reality. 
It is not enough that individual truths be learned. To 
-grasp their full significance ‘they must be studied in rela- 
-tion to other truths, especially to those principles and 
-causes of a higher order from which they emanate. “To 
form the intelligence is to reveal to the student the splen- 
dor - of  order.” 1% For ‘knowledge, to be true and valid, - must proceed along the lines in which reality itself is 
‘constructed. .. o oo - : R .+ 'The efforts of reason to arrive at integration are sec- 

- -onded and facilitated by the operations of the Holy Spirit 
. through the intellectual gifts of Wisdom and Knowledge- ~Let it again be stated that these gifts do not supplant the 

However, in their own proper mode of 

~130. J. Rutche, Le Saint-Esprit et I'Edutétiéfi (Quebec: i.ibraire De L’Action Catholique, 1940), p. 24. P 

  

  

specific limits—tends towards the higher and seeks to enter 

into continuity with it.”” 13 \ o 

~ Thus thro?l’gh the gifts of the Holy Spirit wc; ca;xfi;e; 

the working of the Divine Causa_lhty in f_he ez:ln e 

learning situation. By focusing special attention upz e 

direct operations through these intellec?ual gifts w1 : bave 

a more precise picture of God’s eflicxent Causality 

education. 

THE GIFT OF FAITH AND LEARNING 

A consideration of Faith is appl‘ol’riz.lte .at this Po.lrlltv:): 
cause the gifts of the Holy Ghost pertain in a ?Pec;a froxlz 
to Faith since they ultimately spring fro'm it a eas of 
their root and faith opens up to the pl.IPll Vas(ti i:) ey 
knowledge which otherwise would remain closed to. ‘4 

The Vatican Council has defined Faith .as d.b' ;he 

supernatural virtue, whereby inspired .and assiste HY has 
grace of God, we believe that the thl“.gs .WhICh (; the 
revealed are true; not because the intrinsic t}:'utlz :eason‘ 
things is plainly perceived by the natural lig ft 0“7 ho re- 
but because of the authority of God Himsel . i 

veals them and Who can neither be d‘?ce?vg o 
deceive’ 132 - = ; - , 

C;Zieth in itself is a total, but naked, acceptance o}f G:)l(: : 

truth on the word of God revealing. It puts the C : z rm- 
in direct contact with the supernatural truths which fo 

the basis of the Christian life. But this yirtue, takgn purely 

181. Maritain, op. cit., p. 350. i 

132. Vincent McNabb, (ed) The Decrees 

(London: Burns & Oates, 1907), p- 22. - 
of the Vatican Council   

            

            

 



   
   

      

    

    
   

    

  

    

  

   

       

     
   

     

   

    

     

- by itself, has certain limitations. Faith is of its natur.e 
dark, obscure, blind. It does not accept truth because it 
can see and. understand it, but only because God has re- 
‘vealed it, Who is Truth Itself and cannot deceive. “The 
principal object of faith is the First Truth,” 1% and “the 

- merit of faith arises from this, that at God’s bidding man 
believes what he does not see . . ..reason debars merit of 
faith which enables one to see by knowledge what is pro- o posed for belief.” 134 i " But “reason, indeed, enlightened by faith,” states the 

- Vatican Council, “when it seeks earnestly, -piously and ~ calmly, attains by a gift from God some, and that a very < fruitful, understanding of mysteries.” 135 It is the function 
- “of the intellectual gifts to supplement Faith, and, by a . penetration and judgment of the supernatural truths pro- o posed by Faith; to remedy its intrinsic defect. “Faith pre- ks f,§upposes:natui‘al-'knowledge, -€Ven as grace presupposes - ‘nature; and perfection ‘supposes something that can be ‘Pcr,fected""»l,”}fl’~ RO R LA N . 

- In this mattertheglfts ofthe HolyGhost must t_’e 
- very carefully distinguished from faith itself and from dis- 

. cursive wisdom. *, ... Faith causes man to assent to the ' truths of revelation without investigating them by the 
~ processes of reason.” 37 Subalternated to Faith there is 
. discursive or theological wisdom which formulates judg- . 'ments which proceed *, . . discursively and are based on - knowledge. that is acquired by study, -although its princi- 

  

  

  

L2188, ST, INL, B, Le 
134. S.T, 1IL, 55, 5, ad 2.~ _/135. McNabb, op. cit., p. 26. o 136 8T,1,2,2ad1 SRR SR b e, - 137..Thomas Donlan, O.P., Theology and Educaion (Dubuque: ~ W. Brown & Co., 1952), p. e 
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ples are obtained by revelation.” 138 Finally, sqpplefl_leffllltigl 
to Faith but above theological wisdom,. tl}ere.xs the in o 
gift of Wisdom, by which “. . . man is mclfned. to .]1; ir 
reality from the divine aspect by ; knl:;d of 1nc11nat}9 : 
instinct which is divinely inspired.”! , ) 

: T:): lr(leli:ve is-one thying. PTo speculate and. Vmedflrtat'e 
upon the truths of Faith and to draw conclusx?ns ] OI; 

them aécording to the human manner of reasoning is yd 
another. But to know these truths directly, to be place 
in immediate contact with them and to experience _SOI.I::: 
thing of their beauty and grandeur ?hrough the .m.n::'u; o 
pulse of the Holy Spirit, is something else ag:;\ll.nil nd & 
is this last mode of supernatural ~knowlefige w 1; ol 
particular feature of the intellectual gifts of At e Holy 
Ghost, =~ o . i 

Through the gifts of .Undersu}n'-(hng’ W‘Sdf;ma:ni(: 
Knowledge man’s knowledge of divine thmg; X e 
were, brought into harmony with God’s own. no ' ra%;' 
of Himself. The human intellect is made Fonrgo: " 
to: God’s way of knowing. “Face to face with e 
have no other means of surpassing knOWlefige bY’ COPETEU_ 
than our connatural knowledge, ox:'tijcol-_;l.als-“:?:’;e as aaw 

it, our co-nativity wi . e ’ 
o \lll\?: cC:rlxlcelcxlxde, therefore, that God is the Enncxpal 'agfltll: 

in the communication of new knowledge, since Heh is e 
author of human intellectual power which is in th.e ; uIIc'I'lrst 
teacher and the learner. He is also the creatxved lthe 
Cause of the learner’s perceptioq of. th.e tmth' and t ’ 

certitude of what is proposed to b;m in instruction. 

  

138, Ibid. oo 
189, Ibid. oo 
140. Maritain, op. cit., p. 321 Gl 
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SUMMARY 

In this chapter we have discussed the role of Divine 
‘Causality in the teaching-learning situation. From a con- 
sideration of Divine Providence, which extends to all 
Creatures, we saw that God not only conserves all beings 
in existence but also gives to every created agent its power 
to act by moving it to act and by producing the effect 
which it produces. In the execution of His Providence 
it was made clear that God uses intermediaries as His 
instruments. ' 

Not only is God the First. Principle of all operations 
of creatures but He is also the Author of nature. As such 
“He has endowed human nature with the light of reason 
and has given to whom He will the added light of faith 

and the gifts of the Holy Ghost which enable man to 
come to knowledge of things that would otherwise remain 

~_closed to him. In this way we have shown that God 
teaches principally and interiorly. 

e “ In the following chapters we will attempt to examine 
- the relationship between Divine Causality and the roles 

- played by the learner and the teacher in the teaching- 
learning situation. 
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~ CHAPTER Il 

THE PUPIL AS THE EFFICIENT 
CAUSE OF HIS OWN KNOWLEDGE 

In the preceding chapter we discussed God, the Iflrst 

Cause, and the role which He plays in the teach.mg-- | 

learning situation. It was pointed out that the pupil 1s 

not the total cause of any knowledge that he may possess 

as the result of teaching. He, with the teacher, is a sec- 

ondary cause under God for whatever is leame(.l through 

the cooperative activity of teaching and learning. Both 

the teacher and the pupil are partial causes of the en.d 

result, namely, the new knowledge acquired by the pupil. 

Not all learning, of course, requires a teacher.. There 

is much that the pupil discovers for’himself. In this latter 

instance, the learner is not a partial cause, but the total 

cause of his knowledge at the level of secorfdary causes. 

As has been pointed out no one may be said to t.>e thc; 

total cause of any knowledge that he possesses 1n VIEW O 

the Divine Causality which is ultimately responsible :for 

the activity of all secondary causes Or agents. But focusing 

our attention on secondary causes the student may b; 

said to be the total cause of whatever he has learne 

“through discovery. ' ‘ 
Our precise problem in this chapter, however, 1s to 

investigate the exact nature of the efficient causality of 
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the pupil in the teaching-learning situation and to deter- 
- mine more precisely how the pupil exercises his own 

efficient causality as a partial cause in cooperation with 
the teacher as another efficient and partial cause of what- 
ever is learned in this situation. 

~ DISCOVERY AND LEARNING 
THROUGH INSTRUCTION 

As a preface to our remarks on the pupil as an efficiFnt 
cause of his own knowledge in the teaching-learning situ- 

~ “ation, it is necessary to distinguish between the two 'W?Ys, 
coflearning,: - o oo o ~ 
- Learning Througiz ‘Discovery. The process through 

“-“which the mind acquires knowledge through discovery is : 
- ~~somewhat complex. Man’s mind, at birth, is a tebula 7056 
- —a blank tablet. Knowledge begins with the senses. Nihil 
sinintellectu quod non prius fuerit in sensibus. But knowl- 

_ ‘edgeis much more than mere sense images or phantasms. 
_-Both ‘Aristotle and St.. Thomas reason to: the existence 
‘of an active power within the mind which deals with 

' -whatever the senses have presented to it. Discovery, then, 
~Is essentially an active process.. B 1 I I I 
. 8St. Thomas speaks, moreover, of rationes seminales by 

:which he means certain first principles of knowledge which 
exist in the mind and which are the seeds of all knowledge. 

   

  

As succinctly explained by St. Thomas 

Certain seeds of knowledge pre-exist in. us,; namely -the first : - 
-concepts’ of _the intellect .which. are recognized  immediately - 
by the light of the active intellect through,_the species ab- -, 
stracted from sense . presentations . ., From 'these universal 
principles follow' as’ from germinal - VL capacities.!      

  

  

     

1. De Verit, XL, ,c -~ 

   

. It is by reason of these endowments both .at,'the sense 

level and the intellectual level that the pupil is able.to 

learn things by himself. Because some knowledge exists 

‘in him in these rationes seminales the learner can reason 

and acquire additional knowledge. . - - i it 

Learning Through Instruction. The other {nethod.by 

which one learns, says St. Thomas, is through‘mstn,u.:t}on 

by another. It is definitely a different way of acquiring 

knowledge since here there are two separate sef:ondary 

causes involved whereas in learning through discovery 

there is but one secondary cause. This doc?s not mean, 

however, that learning through instruction is totally dif-- 

ferent from learning through discovery. Indeed St. Thomas 
teaches that the teacher must keep in mind the process 

by which the pupil learns through discovery and(m’m;ste; 

accordingly. “For one man teaches another as a kin ;: 

univocal agent and thus communicates knov.vlcidge to. the 

other in the same way that he himself hfxs it.” 2 But thf: 

way in which the teacher came to this knoxvledge is 

through'a process of reasoning. “Conseunntly, one person 

is said to teach another inasmuch as, by signs, he manifests 
to that other the reasoning process which he hlfnself goes 
through by his own natural reason.” 3 :Thus, it mayhbe 

said that learning through instruction is not altogether 
 different from learning through discovery. The tem.:hle‘r‘ 

‘can only minister to the pupil. He cannot supply the light 
of the pupil’s agent intellect. He merely suppligs matelzilél 

through which the pupil forms phantasms and the pupil’s 

- agent intellect can work. The words of the teacher, St. 
Thomas tells us, “heard or seen in writing, .have the sa‘f}i g 
‘efficacy in causing knowledge as things outside the soul.” ¢ 

b 

    

2. Ibid, X1, 8, ad 4. 
s Ibid, XL Le 
4 Ibid,XL1lad1l. 

    

    
     

   

            

    
   
   

   
    
    

    

  

   
    

   

  

   

    

  

  

    

       



  

.Learning through instruction can be said to be “oo.a 
~human awakening.”5 ‘ : : 

In the following chapter on the efficient causality of 
the teacher we will discuss the concept of learning through 
instruction in more detail. For our present purpose let 
-this distinction between learning through discovery and 
instruction suffice.’ ) 

EFFICIENT CAUSALITY OF THE PUPIL. 

In the first chapter we listed the various kinds of effi- 
cient causality. We explained each kind in detail. It is 
‘our intention here to apply these descriptive definiti?ns 
.to the role of the pupil in the teaching-learning sitnatlo.n 
in order to ascertain exactly in what manner he is said 
to be an efficient cause of learning. = 

1. The pupil is a secondary efficient cause. It has al- 
ready been pointed out at some length in the second 
chapter that God alone is the primary cause of all being. 
“Therefore all other causes are called secondary since there 
can be only one Primary Cause “since the second cause 
acts only in virtue of the first.”” 6 - 

2. The pupil is a partial efficient cause. The total 
cause ‘accounts for the whole effect whereas the partial 
cause accounts for only part of the effect. In the teaching- 
learning situation the pupil is a partial cause since he 
accounts for only part of the effect which results, namely, 

  

5, Jacques Maritain, Education at the Crossroads (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1943); p. 9. - I S ' 
. 6.-8.T, 111, 19, 4, c. : 

ih9 

      

his own knowledge. God is a Cause of this effect insofar 
‘as He has endowed the mind of the pupil with the light 

of reason and has given him the gift of intelligence. The 

teacher has contributed to the production of the effect by 

presenting to the intellect of the pupil the knowledtgle 

with which he. (the teacher) already p9ssesses. Thus t e 

intellect of the pupil is a partial cause in the Pmducuf’;: 
of the effect in the teaching-learning situation along W}t 

God and the teacher. ‘ ) 

8. The pupil is a physical efficient cause. The pupil is 

not a moral efficient cause of his own knowledge but a 

physical efficient cause. A physical cause Rroduces its efi’e.;t 

by direct action towards this effect and is not necessari ); 

material to nature.” This is evident by the production o 

his own knowledge by the learner. 

4. The pupil is a pioximate effi(':ient cause. The eifelfit; 

the pupil’s knowledge, proceeds 1fnme.d1ate.ly from s 

intellect. Thus in the teaching-learning situation the pupi 

is a proximate cause. “For the signs are not tlTe ’!):oxxmafe 

efficient cause of knowledge, but the reason 1s. . 

5. The pfipii is an immanent efficient cause. The caus- 

ality of the pupil does not pass from one entity to ano ther. 

“ ... acts of the intellect and will are the results of an 

immanent causality.” 2 - 

  

LR thé 'intefiect is a physical cause of thought. Wherefore 
PR ‘ . . » s [.!' 

as is plain, physical in this place must not be identified materia 

Thomas Harper, S.]J., The Metaphysics of the School (NewYork 
Peter Smith, 1940), 111, 16. 

8. De Verit.,; XI, ad 4. 

9... Harper, op. cit., p. 8." 
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' 6. The pupil is a coordinated efficient cause. A co- 
ordinated. cause is the same as a partial cause in that it 

~‘cooperates with the causality of God and the teacher thus 
“accounting for only part of the effect. ' 

“ 7. The pupil is a subordinated efficient cause. In the 
‘teaching-learning situation the pupil depends on the caus- 
‘ality of the First Cause and the causality of the teacher. 
Thus the pupil is said to be a subordinated cause. ' 

~ ' 8. The pupil is a free efficient cause. The pupil has a 
~ free will and therefore can make a choice as to whether 
“or not he will allow himself to be taught. In other words, 
‘he has the “power of causing or not causing at his pleas- 

- ure.” 19 St. Thomas observes, “Every agent acts either by 
' . mature or by intellect.” 1! The word necessary as applied’ 
" to cause means one which cannot help acting. This is not 

- to be understood as contra-distinguished from contingent, 
* -/ but as the opposite of voluntary. Wherefore, as St. Thomas 

- puts it, “Will is divided from nature, as one cause from 
- another; for some things are produced naturally, others 
- -voluntarily.” 12 Thus all the operations of nature, that is, 
- unintelligent creatures, are necessary; while the operations 

~of the intelligent creatures, as such, are free. - = 
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*  edge; otherwise the effect would not take place. For the 
. acquisition of this knowledge depends on the pupil inas- 

  

10 bid, p.17.. 
11... Metaphysics 50, iii, ¢ ST 
12 ST, 1L 10, L,ad 1. 

  

  

9 ;Thefpupil is bo\th'aidz'réct_ '({éqffke) and an indirect - 
(per. accidens) efficient cause. In ' the' teachinglearning 

- situation the pupil has the intention of acquiring knowl- 

  

18, ST, L 104, 2, ¢ 

much as he can refuse to learn. Thus the pupil can l.)e , 
said to be the direct cause of his own knowledge since ‘-z 
order to acquire it he must freely intend to acquire 1t - 
But it is also pointed out by St. Thomas ?hat a th}ng 18 

the cause of another in a second way, that is, by accident. 
“A thing is the cause of another in two ways; in one “"?" : 
absolutely, in another way by accident. That 1s'absolut.€ Y»" : 
the cause of another, which produces the effect 3ccord1ng~ 

to the virtue of its own nature or form. Whence it follows- 

that the effect is in itself intended by the cause . .- A . 
thing is cause of another by accident, if it~-be_ :;l.caus‘:::1 r:; . 

moving a prohibitive.” 1 Therefore the pupil is said to™ 
be an accidental cause of his own knowledge insofar as 
he takes steps to Temove various obstacles to leamxng‘; It: o 

other words, “That which is an efficient cause b_yam ent.. 
is connected to or related to the effect not by virtue of its.. 
own nature or form, but in a variety of wa?'s"‘,ls Thus:;, 
we can say ihe_pupil is both a direct.and an mc{:rect efli- 

cient cause in the teaching-learning situation. .. : 

" 10 The pupil is a positive and a negative efficient 
cause. As a positive cause the pupil prepares the Wayf' 'ffir : 

- the reception of the effect. He listens to the words (1), t, .e, 

teacher and makes a definite effort to understand what'is - 
being taught. As a negative cause he removes a{xydxmfpflcilsl: 

ments to learning. He attempts to clear his mind o 

tractions while the teacher is speaking. Every pupil at one 

time or another has the tendency to daydream about his 3 

after school activities. By controlling these: dxstractmg i 

thoughts he acts as a negative causem !eamxgg. o 

      

s 140 ST, I, 85, B, e e s - 
15, Harper, op. cit, IIL, 1L o000 o 

  

        

  

  



  

1. The pupil is the principal efficient cause. As has 
bee‘rx pointed out before the principal cause is that cause 
“.rhlch acts with complete independence of any other effi 
clent cause. Absolutely speaking, there is only one Prin- 
cipal E{ficient Cause, the First Cause, God. All finite 
causes, in relation to the First Cause, are instrumental 
causes. Thus in this sense, even the pupil is said to be the 
Instrumental cause of his own knowledge. : 

According to another usage of the term principal cause, 
¢very power or faculty given to an entity in order to: 
enable 'it to operate, even though such a power or faculty 
is suflicxent for the production of the effect, and is nobler 
fhan, or equally noble with the effect, is said to be an 
,mst.rumental cause; “while the supposit or substance, to 
which these faculties .pertain, is deemed the principal 
calfse.’6 Thus, for instance, in accordance with this accep- 
tation man or the human soul would be the principal. 
and the intellectual faculty the ‘instrumental, cause of 
thought. Metaphysicians make some very fine distinctions 
concerning the individual agent acting which are not of 
Immediate concern to us here.!” o ‘ 

  

16, Ibid,, p. 14. 
oiltlzér;rf ,rzg-ar.d to the whole person acting one - author points 

In -distinctions which are important in the whole frame- 
woik of metaphysics. v 
e a(,],)m?;}lleelt::dlwgugl agent acting, that is the supposit, e.g., man, 
- :rquae. (,2 ) (i; calle t.he ‘pnn;z[uum’ quod agit, is called the causa 
e pn'n,c A e agent’s nature and active powers to act, called 

the bomerm quo agens agit, the causa ut qua; (3) the actions of 
e ot ; lmme'dlfue .causes in facto  esse. Corresponding  to: 
e ree ob\fxous distinctions we distinguish the cause in remote 
fi:: act, causa :Ti actu primo remoto (the agent); cause in proximate 
o se:i(:t, C;rau.sa in actu primo. proximo (the powers); and the cause 

cond act, causa in actu secundo (the actions of: the powers).” 
Charles A. Hart, Metaphysics for = 

. d “ the: M. : I . 

University Press, 1957), p. ics for the. Many (Washington: Catholic 

7% 

     

In regard to the teaching-learning situation St. Thomas 

observes: *. . . through the instrumentality, as it were, of 

what is told him, the natural reason of the pupil arrives 

at a knowledge of the things which he did not know.” 1 

The difference between learning through discovery and 

learning through instruction has already been indicated. 

In both instances the intellect of the learner is the prin- 

The pupil contains within himself, in 
cipal efficient cause. . 

ge he acquires. a state of potentiality, whatever knowled 

the learner potentially, 

but in the active sense. 

re knowledge 

Knowledge, therefore, pre-exists in 

not, however, in the purely passive, 

_ Otherwise, man would not be able to acqwl 

independently.1? 

" When it is said that something pre-exists in active com- 

pleted potency, the external agent (the teacher) acts .byr 

helping the internal agent (the pupil’s intellect), prov1.dxng 

it with the means by which it can enter into act. To illus- 

trate the teaching-learning situation St. Thomas uses the 

analogy of the doctor being assisted by nature in the. 

process of healing. *. . . art in its work imitates ‘nature i é 

the exterior principle, art, acts, not as princxpal. ageflt,\’ 

but as helping the principal agent, which 1s t-he interior 

principle, by strengthening it, and by furnishing 1t u.uth.'i 

instruments and assistance of which the interior principle 

makes use in producing the effect.” 2 

In conclusion on this discussion of the 

causality in the teaching-Jearning situation we can $ay 

that the learner is a real and true efficient cause. W? have 

_seen that he is a secondary, partial, physical, proximate, 

immanent, coordinated and subordinated, free, direct and 

pupil’s efficient 

  

18. De Verit.,, XL 1, c. 

19. Ibid. . 

20. S.T., 1, 117, c. 
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indirect, positive and negative, and finally the principal 

writes: - ‘ ’ 

  
In the next chapter on the causality of the teacher it 

- is also possible to say that the teacher, in a sense, is a 
Principal cause in the teaching-learning situation. 

~12. The pupil is a kind of univocal cause. The fact 
that the pupil is a univocal cause of his learning in the 
 teaching-learning situation can be deduced from the words ~of St."Thomas when he speaks of the causality of the  teacher in- causing knowledge and the causality of an - angel in causing knowledge. First of all, we must examine - the definition of a univocal - 

- A univocal cause is one tha 
- itself; as, for instance, fire 

. An equivocal cause is 
- is'not similar of itself, and may be of various kinds. Thus' heat produces softness in wax, hardness in clay, brilliancy 

begets fire, a horse a horse, etc. 

      

    

       
     

  

   

  

- 2L. Maritain, op. cit., p. 3I. 
C 2 Ibid, p. 18, 

      

      

efficient cause. Hence, we agree with Maritain when he 

cause and an equivocal cause. ; 
t produces-an- effect similar to 

one that produces an effect which 

his own ‘kn/pwlgdgg.'_}’ L 

It is important that we remember hcére that. we az:; 

speaking of the pupil learning through msnu‘:t;;m]licitly 
not learning by discovery. Now St. Thf)mas exp oy 

states that the teacher is a univocal cause in the :}claf: t}i 

learning situation. This will be discussed at'legg lf}One 
next chapter but it is necessary to rfzcall it ere.. s 

man teaches another as a kind of umvos:al agent. ted Y 
this he means that the teacher “communicates erl»()z? Thg'z 

to the other in the same way he himself .has Elrt caus:?s _ 
way is the process of reasoning by prOCCedlngth omusality ' 
to effects. But when St. Thomas speaks:‘of e ;ateaches 

of an angel in teaching he observes that an ang?vel Thot - 

as a kind of equivocal cause for he knows iniu: i 25yThus 

which man learns through a process of "e"“‘f"‘”gl‘ cause in 
we can say that the pupil is a l_und of‘un:;locas o offact 
the teaching-learning situation since .he pro ufle ot intui- 
by a process of reasoning within himself and not inf 

i angel does. : RIS ‘ 
t v'e\l/)\":s c:: congclude that the pupil is a k"}d of uxl.xvot::.ual- . 
causé from what St. Thomas says concerning an. instru- . 

: . : ' yuivo- " ment. “An instrument is neither univocal nor an eq 5 
cal cause.” % And in the same place he ma.kcs 'ltd;ai: ;h:; 

it derives its equivocal or ,uxvlivqc;l,causfahtylaccolrl nivica 1 | 

whether the principal agent is an equivoca (t); pfroaal. 

cause. Now it is clear from the De Veritate fl}a:t . eowledge, ‘ 

who is the instrumerésl cause"o; t;:_; e;:-:g: : fl:lis "woul(i 

is a “kind of univocal cause.” *' refo \ o 

;:n;l‘y»kthat the pupil is also a kind of gq;voc31‘, causeof 

    

23. De Verit., XI, 8, ad 4. o 
24, Ibid. e T 

95 Ibid. oo 
"0 26, In IV Sent., 1,1, 4,5, 

= -21." De Verit,, XI, 3, ad 4. ; 

  

            

         
     
     

     

  

  
    

      
       
     

  

   

  

     

  

        
    

      
          

           

         

     

  

     

  

    

    

  

    

  



    

CHAPTER IV 

THE EFFICIENT CAUSALITY 
OF THE TEACHER 

~ Now that we have examined in detail the efficient 
causality of God, the First Cause, and the efficient causal- 
ity of the learner we are now ready to investigate the role 
of the teacher in the teaching-learning situation. We have 

~ seen that God alone teaches “interiorly and principally” 
insofar as He has “adorned the soul with intellectual light 

“and imprinted on it the concepts of the first principles, 
~which are, as it were, the sciences in embryo.” 2 This 1§ 
what is meant when St. Thomas says that knowledge pre- 

- exists in the learning potentially.’ Because this potentiality 
is understood in the active sense and not in a purely pas- 
sive sense we are able to posit two ways of learning; one 
in which the natural reason by itself reaches knowledge 
of unknown things, and this way is called discovery and 
another way in which someone else aids the learner’s nat- 
ural reason and this way is called learning through instruc- 

_tion. In both these ways we have seen that the pupil is 
the principal efficient cause of his own knowledge. 

  

L. De Verit.,, X1, 1, c. - 
2. 1bid., X1, 8, c. 

3. Ibid, XI, 1, ¢ 
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In this chapter we are conccmftd with the Cffi:l‘t’;‘; 

causality of the teacher. Just what 1s tl'le position o a 
teacher in the teaching-learning situation? I:Iow exactly 

does the teacher fit in this triangle of learning through 
instruction with relation to God, the first Cat{se and also 

with relation to the learner. Though man 1s natur.ally 

equipped by the Creator to come to a knowledge of thml%s 
on his own through discovery, he would be mtelle(.:t;lla tz 

impoverished were this the only method by wg‘? too 
acquire knowledge. The knowledge to be .attame is o 

profound and vast for individuals to aspire to gtfamdi-’ 
unassisted by others. Likewise, unruly passions an m(:ir to 
nate desires could scarcely be tempered ant.i sub]e(':te . 

reason without the encouragement and instruction o 

others. Moreover, it seems contrary to nature. For a con(i 

siderable -time after birth, man’s total inte:llectuall‘:ann 

moral helplessness parallels his physical dependency. m‘;ere 

when he outgrows this dual dependency, man lea;ns e 

profoundly and extensively by the assistance anc cont 

with others than he would were he to live 1n isolation. 

Thus it is necessary for man to utilize the benefi‘ts of many 

trained minds in intellectual matters. 

L i ime 
Were we left to ourselves, we might have to wait a lonfign:ilix:llg; L 

before finding an answer. We might des.pal: of ever 

one and quit bothering about the question.® 

Thus is the necesSity of the teacher succ.ir.lctly statv.::cli1 .by 

Gilson. The same author shows the noblh‘fy (.)f tea 1:1g 

when he quotes the words of St. Thomas: “it 1s a gr(laat:; 

thing to distribute to others what one has contemp »a‘ » 

than only to contemplate.”® 

  

.4, “Anton C. Pegis (Edit).y A Gilson Reader (New York: Double: 

day and Co., 1957), p. 301. - : , 
5. Ibid., p. 311 

  

  
 



- There is definitely, then, a relationship which exists 
~between the teacher and between God and the learner. 
Each is a true cause in the teaching-learning situation. 
Each is inter-related with the other. Herein lies the sacral 
character of Iearnihg. For we have here the cooperation 

- of teacher and student with the providential plan of God 
for man. “The human teacher is the minister of God in 
achieving the communication and :constant increase of 
knowledge. The student is assured that his docility and 
-intellectual work ‘are the normal means by which he per- 
fects his own rational nature and simultaneously makes 
a closer approach to the infinite truth of God.”® = 

. THE EFFICIENT CAUSALITY 
- . OF THE TEACHER 

1. The teacher is more than a condition for learning. 
The teacher is.a true -efficient cause. in the ‘teaching- 

 learning situation. A condition is a circumstance which is 
~ required for the working of a cause. It in no way suffices 

for the existence of the effect. The. teacher produces a 
~ real effect, namely, the knowledge acquired by the learner. 

+ He is more than a mere circumstance for this effect to 
.« come into being. As was pointed out above the influence - 
- of a condition is not positive but purely dispositive insofar 

. as’it removes obstacles which prevent the cause  from 
acting: But “the ‘teacher leads the pupil to knowledge of 
~things he does not know in the same way that one directs 

~ himself through the process of discovering something he 
‘does not know.” 7 When something comes into existence 

James Collins,;»Si, Thomas:* The “Teacher—The. Mind (Chlf; 
Henry Regnery Co., 1959), PooXVi o st e >7. De Verit.; XL oo 

  

it must have a cause. The pupil acquireS. knowle.dge 
through instruction. The pupil is the P’f"”l",‘l .eflicxent 
cause of the knowledge acquired through instruction, but 
as we shall see later, the teacher, though referred to by 

St. Thomas as an instrumental or ministerial cause, 3.150, 
exercises a role as a principal efficient cause, contrlbutl_lll’g - 
in part to the production of the final result—the pupil’s 
knowledge. ' 

2. The teacher is not an occasion. We have already 

pointed out that an occasion merely facilitates the pro- - 
duction of an effect. It is not the cause. For. the effect e 

could take place without the occasion .but not as readnlyi 

A bright, cheery and quiet classroom is not the caulsle.: o. e 

the pupil acquiring knowledge but it favors the teacb ing- 

learning situation. But the cause of the knowledge exilg | 

communicated to the pupil is the teacher. Theret'o.re the - 

teacher is a true efficient cause and not the occasxofl o,f‘, 

the pupil learning. -~ 

3. The teacher is a secondary efficient cause. All that 
has been said about the relation between the First Cause - 
and all other causes can be applied here as well. It has =~ 
already been shown that secondary.causes are (rue causes. 
4. The teacher is a- partAialy efficient cause.. Since ;h; o 

teacher does not account for the whole effect. he is cal ; 

a partial cause. In the teachinglearning situation the: 
 causality of the pupil and the kcausal‘ity of the First Caus‘c.‘,;,’ 

God, must also be considered. 

s The teacher is a physical efficient cause in one .sens:: e s 

~a'moral cause in another sense. A Phys;ca} cause 15 on   
 



action either immediately or through an instrument.”® 

We have seen that the pupil is a physical cause of his 

own .knowledge since he produces the effect immediately 

by his own proper power, that is, the power of his intel- 

lect. The teacher, through instruments, that is, signs, 
produces the effect through power which is proper to him. 

Thus, before the mind has the habit, it is not only in acci- 
: dental . potency to know these things, but: also essential 

poten.cy. For the mind needs a mover to actualize it through 
teachlng, as is said in Physics. But a man who already knew 
something habitually would not need this. Therefore, the 

~teacher furnishes the pupil’s intellect with a stimulus to 
- knowledge of . things which he teaches, as an indispensable 

-mover, bringing the intellect from potentiality to actuality.? 

Teaching implies act, and being moved bespeaks po- 
tency. Therefore, the teacher, acting under its own power, 
produces the effect as a physical cause using signs. 

In another sense we can speak of the teacher as 2 
moral efficient cause of teaching. A moral cause prdduces 
the effect through example, persuasion, threat, command, 
etc. To anyone who has taught the role of the teacher as 
moral ca‘use is more obvious. However, as a moral cause 
the teacher can urge the pupil to go to the library and 
read books so that he will gain knowledge. This is the 
case on the university level. But it is not the role of the 

- teacher in the teaching-learning situation we are discussing 
here. It is much more than mere persuasion to attain 
knowledge. This seems to be implied in the words of St- 
Thomas: . .- S e el e T 

  

8 Hart, op.qit,p.2l 
“9. De Verit, XI, I,ad 12,7 

  

“which produces its effect by its own proper power and 

   
   

      
         
        

      

        
        
       

         

       

         

      
      

          

       
          
       

     
    
         

       

       

    

    In effects which are produced by nature and art, art operates 

in the same way and through the same means as naturc. 

For, as nature heals one who is suffering from cold by warm- 

ing him, so also does the doctor. Hence, art is said to imitate 

nature. A similar thing takes place in acquiring knowledge. 

For the teacher leads the pupil to knowledge of things he 

does not know in the same way that one directs himself 

through the process of discovering something he does not 

know.10 . : 

6. The teacher is-a remote cause. The effect of the 

teaching-learning situation is the knowledge acqlfired by 

the pupil. This effect is caused directly by the intellect 

of the pupil but “mediately by the one who teaches.. .For ; 

the teacher sets before the pupil signs of intelligible 

things, and from these the agent intellect derist the 

intelligible likenesses and causes them to exist in the 

possible intellect.” 1! Therefore it is said that the teacher 

is'a remote or mediate cause in contradistinction to the 

proximate causality of the pupil. As we have already seen: 

“For the signs are not the proximate efficient cagse"qf 

knowledge, but the reason is.” '* ‘ : 

7. The teacher is a transient cause. This is evident from 

the fact that the “teacher or master must have the knowl- 

edge which he causes in-another explicitly and perfectly, 

as it is to be received in the one who is learning through- 

instruction.’ Thus teaching involves 2 giving and a re- 

ceiving. Gilson has summed it up very well. 

" Now causality is the very act by which a being gives some 

10. Ibid.,, XI, 1, c. 

11. Ibid.,, XI, 1, ad 1L 

12, Ibid., XI;-1,-ad 4.7~ 

~18. Ibid., X1, 2, c..: 

  

  

 



thing of itself to another being, and this is the reason why 
effects naturally resemble their causes. The good teacher then- 
loves to impart to his pupils the very best thing there is in: 
him; namely, intellectual life, knowledge, truth . . . The 
highest: reward of teaching is the joy of making over minds 
similar, not indeed to ourselves, but to the truth which is. 
‘in us.14 el 

Moreover, as St. Thomas points out, teaching is thf: 
- communication of knowledge. The teacher “communs- 
cates the identical knowledge which he has himself.” !5 
Thus it is said that the teacher is a transient efficient cause 
in the teachinglearning situation. = ‘ 

8. The teacher is a coordinated cause. Since the teacher 
accounts for only part of the effect he can be called 2 
coordinated cause along with God and the pupil. H¢ co- 
operates with the other two causes in a Divine work. - 

- For this implies that the human teacher, not figuratively but " - 
in a very real sense, cooperates in a divine work. Hence, . - his' dignity as well as responsibility. It is merely no mean . 
service that he is called to perform in fostering and develop- 

- ing the scientiarum semina which God himself implants and 

~.In the teaching-leaming situation each cause is neces- 
~fary and important. Without each cause. being present. 

+ - this situation could not occur. - . 

o, The teacher isa fre‘e" c‘aiu/sé.l"f'he‘it'eaél‘lélt', being a 
~ human being, has a free will and is thereby enabled to - 

" 14. Pegis, The Gilson Reader, p. 309. R 150 8T, 1, N7,c S I L w160 EL AL Pace, “St. Thomas Theory of Education,”  Catholic _ University Bulletin vIII, (1902), p. 302. . ‘ S 

» | . : e 

act voluntarily. He is not compel}ed nor coercef;ldt ?(':ting . 

pupil the principal cause. He 1s a frée agent a=tms 
voluntarily. - 

10. The teacher is a subordinated cause. The teacc:;elf 

is said to be a subordinated cause ins?far as a sg::‘;l tll;z 

cause is dependent upen and subordinated to le'd,e . 

First Cause. The teacher is free to ofter his kr;;:)wem%e o 

the pupil. However, if the pl.lpll dges notlc > PThus i 
an efficient cause the effect will not take place. e 
this sense the teacher is called a subqrdmated C?lus, - 

11. The teacher is an indirect cause. In or(ie:ht: u:pil's , 
stand how the teacher is an indirect cause O 1edE:: prefi 

knowledge we must first show how this knowledg 
i the exists in the pupil before it becomes actualized by - 

. ‘ot i ive teacher. The knowledge of the Pupl} pre—ex15t:n “’I:n;cthis and completed potency. Healing 1s an exa gto health - 
kind of potency since the sick person 1S rCfStog eSt Thomas™ 
by the natural power within him. Therefore ; c.ompletéd ' says: “When something preexists in ac ¥ SINL L potency, the external agent acts only by asspbygwhich it ternal agent and providing it with the mea is an indirect 
can enter into act.” ! Thus the teacher 1 H al: : L efficient cause of the pupil’s knowledge. Again we appea . 

£ to St. Thomas who states explicitly that thi E:?(X:;‘ig::d, 
| mediatelybythc onewho te,;a:c}ll_es.lflf[‘ PR 

s ] nstated 12, The teacher is a univocal cause, As has beed 8 200 
before a univocal cause is one Whlch : 35:/v jpeG e 

17.-De Verit., X1 1, ¢ 

18, Ibid, X1, 1, ad 1.   

  

 



    

                    

   

  

   

                  

    

  

  

  

  

everything which it produces in the effect, and it has 
these perfections in the same way as the effect.” 19 In dis- 
cussing the difference between the causality of a human 
teacher and that of an angel teaching St. Thomas observes: 
“For one man teaches another as a kind of univocal agent, 
and thus communicates knowledge in the same way that 
he himself has it.” 20 It should be noted that St. Thomas 
uses the words “as a kind of univocal cause” since the 
knowledge “which arises in the pupil through teaching is 
similar to that which is in the teacher.” 2! This knowledge 
is not “numerically the same” 22 in the teacher and in 

the pupil. Therefore since the cause does not have within 
itself in exactly the same way everything which it produces 
in the effect St. Thomas uses the phrase “as a kind of uni- 
vocal cause” when he refers to the causality of a man 
who teaches another. , . 
~ That the teacher as a univocal cause becomes even 
more clear when one considers the words “‘communicates 
k._nowledge in the same way that he himself has it” in the 
light of the words “has these perfections in the same way 
as the effect.” The first group of words refers to one man 
teaching another while the second group of words refers 
to the action of a univocal agent. For St. Thomas has 
previously stated that knowledge is produced in the same 
way whether it be by personal discovery or learning 
through instruction. “For the teacher leads the pupil to 
knowledge of things he does not know in the same way 
that one directs himself through the process of discovering 
something he does not know.” 28 In both cases the process 

  

190 Ihid., XTI 1, e 
:20. Ibid., X1, 8, ad- 4. 

21, Ibid., XI, 1, ad 6. 
22, Ibid. ‘ 
23. Ibid, XI, 1, c.     

    
of reasoning is the way in which the efie.ct comes about. 

The teacher causes the effect in the pupil in the same way 

that he acquired this knowledge, nam?ly, through a procff 

ess of reasoning and this effect which is the knowledge. oh 

the pupil is similar to the knowledge of the cause Wth 

produces this effect. S 

Therefore the words “in the same way” can be under- 

stood in a two-fold sense. When they are understood per 

modum esse the knowledge of the teacher and the knowl- 

edge of the pupil is said to be similar; when these V\;OI':S 

are understood per modum actionis the. knowledge of the 

teacher and the knowledge of the pupil St Thomas says 

“. .. he communicates the identical knowledge Wthl} he 

has himself.” 2¢ Thus it is said that the teacher. is -a 

univocal cause. 

13. The teacher is an efficient cause “adjuvando el 

ministrando.” St. Thomas defines teaching as “to caus,e 

knowledge in another through the activity of the learner’s 

own natural reason.” 22 We have already seen that .the 

learner’s intellect is the principal cause in the tea§h1n§~ 

learning situation. ' - - o 

We must refiark that the exterior prin.cipvle, ‘art, ac;s,»h n:l: 

as principal agent, but as helping the principal agent, whictt . 

is the interior principle, by strengthening it, and by furnish- 

ing it with instruments and assistance, of w;;sich thg ’mterw’r 

principle makes use in producing the effect.?® 

cipal cause of his own oi rin Thus the learner is the p her is looked 
knowledge while the causality of‘ the teac 

  

24. 8.T., 1, 117, c. ‘ 

25. De Verit,, XI, 1, ¢ 

26. S.T.,1, 117, ;l’ C 

  

 



     

     

   
   

    
   
   

    

    

    

   
    

    

  

   

     

    

  

   

   

   

~upon as “adjuvando et ministrando.” 27 This phrase is 
-used by St. Thomas when he speaks of angels? and is 
--applied to the teacher “helping the principal agent” by 
“furnishing it with instruments and assistance.” Though 
this be the case it does not lessen the dignity and impor- 
tance of the teacher in any way whatever. For “when 

- anyone acquires knowledge by himself, he cannot be called 
self-taught, or be said to have been his own master: be- 
cause perfect knowledge did not precede in him, such as 
is required in a master.” 2 Commenting on this view of 
St. Thomas one author points out the unfavorable recep- 

. tion it would receive from some modern educational 
_theorists and “from the present generation which is prone 
to admire the ‘self-taught’ man.”% - . . = 

The teacher in a sense is the principal cause of the 
i instruments used by the pupil in acquiring knowledge. 
- Of this there can be no doubt. “The external agent acts 

_ only by helping the internal agent and providing it with 
- the means by ‘which it can enter into act.’” 3 Thus it is 

- that St. Thomas observes that it is . . . “‘through the instru- 
 .mentality, as it were, of ‘what .is told him, the natural 

reason of the pupil arrives at a knbwledge of the things 
which he did not know.” 32 As Smith has put it: “. .. the 
teacher is like the manufacturer of tools; the learner is 

~." like the user.” 33 ERTRp S ' 
- The teacher does not"‘giyve, the pupii the intelligible 

  

  

~27. Pace, op. cit, p. 297. 
28, 87T, 1, 112, 8, ¢, e 

29. ST, L 117, 1,ad 4. 
30.. Pace, op. cit., p. 296. - 

- 3L."De Perit,; XY, 1; ¢. 
32.0bid. o D T 

~ - 38. Vincent Smith, The School Examined (Milwaukee: Bruce, 

    

    

      

  

light but none the less “he is in a certain sense a cz:uis;: 

of the intelligible species, insofar as he offers us cerdziln 

signs of intelligible likenesses, which our Emder’s:t;nfi ‘g 
receives from those signs and keeps within ;tself. o 

*"14. The teacher as ministerial cause. It is our purpose 

now to examine the precise nature oi-f finstrumentzt‘l ;agi- 

ality since the teacher is a ministerial cause Whlf: 

Thomas defines as an intelligent instrument. Every m“f“,- , 

‘mental agent produces its effect. by the power Of.ther}:)rlzr;_ . 
cipal cause communicated to it and by its owtlllxepteaI:h- 
‘power. Just how does this statement pe?tam to e 

ing- i ituation? = T T T 

‘tg'll“g;:;nxl:gsts basic difference between the principal :““‘%f 

instrumental causes St. Thomas notes are ‘th’e follow;ngt 

' ' ; irement of - For a principal agent acts accordingto the requireme 
its own form, and so.the active POWer.in it is some f?,::; roer 

quality having complete reality accorfixrfg to 1tsdol:vnah°ther: 

But an instrument acts inasmuch as it is moved Y- pother: ey 

"Hence, it has a power ,proportior.leq to this fml(:tf: ?a', g 

motion is not complete being, but it 1s a way ol :l g, w 

- were something between pure potency and pure ar a;;.i.;, ane 

. so the power of an instrument inasmuch as it 1;e ohd ! 

ment,(according as it acts to produ.ce;an ,e.fiect amze ,s s 

which is proportioned to. it‘ac,co’xdutggto' its t: nhw.fi o 

complete reality having 2 fi‘gedr 1benyngy in 1 ature, but o 

~-incomplete reality.35 - O : 

    

   

   

o From thxs pa. ssa ge it is quite evident that infpomtn;gl : 

out the - difference ‘between prxqcxpal and ms(tir.u;rlx)e e 

causality there are two major facts to-be noted: the 

power of the instrument as instrument comes frox‘n,k; | 

345 De Verit; X1,V ad 1400 0 R vl 

35, Comm. in Quart. Lib. Sent. Dist. 1, Q1, a. 4, qa. 5, sol 2 , 

    

   

       
 



    

                                                    

   
   

   

| fi:xr;;:)[:‘];c?gent and (2) this instrumental power operates 

agent whichi o effeF t be.)' ond. the natural power of the 
roduced i eceives it. ?t is to be noted also that the effect 

gower o tllln such an instance is in proportion to the 

mental di ep fmaPal agent. These are the most funda- 

Jistinctions to be made between the principal 
and the instrumental cause. P P 

»sal')’htloa;:zedlsi;usm?l; of instrun.lental causality it is neces- 

_passive thi r? . ;mn .that the mstrum'ent is not a purely 

-agent. Thisg isu mitting to the causality of the principal 

.situation. Whe gspecmlly true in the teachinglearning 

through - When St. Thomas uses expressions such as “that 
oy ugh which someone operates” 36 and “moved mover” ¥ 

‘nlee;lltlail(():a:sa:fi?mlled- to rend.er the. metaphysics of instru- 

' dynamism of b g'. stat;s nor did he.mtend to diminish the 

conclusions of nl:lgh hese expressions represent summary 

of instrumental e lengthy accounts of the nature 

*occasionalism’ i ca}llx-s ality. He leaves no room for mere 

must (:ontributl:al tts is matter. The instrument has and 

an instrument F:; :)hwn ProPer.aC.ti‘/‘itY if it is to act as 

guish the pro .er T this reason .1t is important to distin- 

menti) from 11)1 power of t.he instrument (virtus instru- 
that power which it receives from the prin- 

cipal : .. . 
cipal cause precisely as it is an instrument (virtus instru-- 

kg:zx:t:;;s)éeixcxhthe .teaching-leaming situation we have seen 
it e et er 1sfzi. transient cause and this is in accord 
o iihe, on of instrumental causality. This seems to 
B Justified by the words of St. Thomas when he says, 

d?" Instrument is never used to perform an act except by 
-way of a motion.” 38 And again, R P 

- o z ' - B 

36. S.T., 1L 62, 1, c 
37. Cont. Gen., 111, 2 i ' . o . 21; De Verit., : 

3. Cont. Gen, 1L, 21 o v 

    

The instrument does not operate except to the extent that 

it is moved by the principal agent, which operates of itself; 

and therefore the power of the principal agent possesses 

permanent and complete being nature, whereas the instru- 

mental power possesses transient being received from .one 

thing into another, and this being is incomplete, just as - 

motion is an imperfect act going from agent to patient.39 : - 

The expression “moved mover” makes clear the mind of 

St. Thomas on this matter. Thus the instrument is con- 

stituted as such by the very fact that it is moved by the 

principal agent.% LY 

It should also be noted that the instrumental power 

is a physical power. However, this does not exclude the 

term or intention of the action which must be taken into 

account if we are to establish the instrumental nature of 

a given thing. This instrument is constituted this kind of 

instrument from the end of its activity in which it is en- 

gaged. In fact it is to the end that we must look if we are 

simply to declare something as an instrument. For if the 

end of an action is such that a particular efficient cause 

ts own power either 
in producing this action could not of i 

we must conclude 
intend or bring about that end, then 

that the said efficient cause is an instrument. Nor does 

the fact that the instrumental power is a power O 

physical order exclude one from calling this instrumental 

power an intentional power. For it is intentional inasn'm(.:h 

as it refers the observing intellect to an end which is its 

raison d’etre and which is commensurate with it4l 

  

89. S.T., 11, 62, 4, ¢ . 
40.°S.T., 11, 62, 4, ad 3.’ 

41, De Verit, XXVII, 4; S.T. 111, 19, 

In IV Sent. 1, 1, 4; Cont. Gent., 111, 69; S.T. 11 

1, ¢ 11, 62, 1, ad 2; 

1, 19, 1 et 2; 111, 19, 

f the - 

1, ad 2; De Verit., XXII, 13; In IV Sent, XIX, 1, 2, 1; Ibid, 1, 

1' 4’ 3- 
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Up to this point we have been concerned with the 

tal } i : BN . power m a two-fold way: one whereby it is con- 

o ls:t: ted an mnstrument in which case it receives the power 
filgv:;t;)velt)}';e?s it were; the bthe’r-when”itk'is actually 

- St Th Y the principal agent to produce the effect.*? For 
g omas the most- basic motion of any instrument to 
.the extent that it is an instrument lies in the fact that “the 
re;:édxxltoved moves; at.nd 50, just as the complete form is 
il n-?, an agent acting of itself, so the motion bY which 

- 1€ lustrument is moved by the principal agent is related 
to the insmjment.’? 43 

42 InlV Semt, 11,45 
43. De Verit, XXVII, 4, ¢c. = 

of the effect there is one operation of two causes. ; 

“do not work as two but as one, though in the order of 

_ Aswe have already pointed out the fact that St. Thomas 

describes the instrument as that through which some 

‘agent operates this must not be construed in the light of - - 

some kind of a passive submission to the principal cause. 

The instrument very definitely has an active and proper - 

part to play in the actual production of the effect. In fact 

the instrumental action would be impossible without the 

instrument exercising its proper action. Thus St. Thomas 

points out: ‘“every instrumental agent accomplishes the 

action of the principal agent through some action proper 

-and connatural to itself.” 4 And on another occasion he -~ 

affirms that “the instrument does not perform that action - 

which exceeds its proper nature unless it exercises some: - 

-connatural action.” 45 . 

- When the Angelic Doctor states that “the instrument 

does not act according to its own proper form or power, 

but according to the power of that by which it is moved,”# - 

he does not contradict himself. It simply means that the . 

instrument considered as instrument does not act by 1ts - 

own power but by the instrumental power which is due 

to the movement of the instrument by the principal agent, - 

The native power (virtus instrumenti) of the instrument . 

can never constitute the instrument as instrument, though 

it does make it this or that kind of instrument. Neverthe- - 

less, the instrumental exercise of power is impossible 

unless the native power of the instrument be exercised. - - 

.+ In any discussion on instrumental and principal caus-- - 

ality there must be some mention made of “causal unicity.” 

Simply, it means that in regard to the total production 
They :- 

44, Cont. Gen, IL 21. 
45. De Verit., XXVL, L ¢ 
46. S.T., 111, 64, 5, c. =   

    

 



  

causality one is principal and the other is instrumental. 
The one total effect flows from the one operation that 
involves the principal cause using the power that is proper 
to the instrument and the instrumental cause participating 
transiently in the power of the principal cause which it 
has received into itself.47 - 4 

By reason of this “causal unicity” the same effect must 
be totally attributed to the instrument and totally attrib- 
uted to the principal agent. This fact is well worth noting 
for it determines the instrument as a true cause and not 

a mere occasion or causal partnership on the basis of 
equality. St. Thomas explicitly points out that the instru- 
mental cause does produce the total effect.# But the an- 
swer to how it does this is found in the explanation of 

“‘causal unicity.” ‘ E . 

In conclusion we may say that, according to the metaphys.ics , 
. of St. Thomas Aquinas, the instrumental cause in union with 

the principal cause does produce the entire effect, so that 
the effect may be wholly attributed to the principal cause and . 

- wholly to the instrumental cause. This is explained by the 
causal unicity that obtains between the principal and instru- 
mental causes which is effected by the participation of the 
instrumental cause in the power of the principal cause by 
means of intrinsic reception of the instrumental power from 

the principal cause.49 o A 

- In this discussion on the nature of the instrumentéfl 
cause we have attempted to show the importance of this 

type of causality in the metaphysical portrait. In addition 

  

47.- Emmanuel Sullivan, “Instrumental Causality and the Pro— 
duction of the Total Effect,” (Unpublished master’s thesis, Catholic 
University of America, School of Philosophy, 1957), p. 47. ' 

48. Cont. Gen., 111, 70; S.T., I11,-19, 2, c. o . 
49. Sullivan, op. cit., p. 49. I 
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-ality of the teacher as secondary, parti 

to its own proper power as an instrument it also ?ont_n:; 

utes totally to the production of the effect. This gl".t 
instrumental causality a dignity which distinguishes 1 

from mere occasionalism and gross servitude. It now be- 

comes our task to apply these metaphysical notions of 
; i in the instrumental causality to the mstrumo:nta} §auS€ m 

teaching-learning situation. : 

SUMMARY 

Though man is able to come to a knowledgf: of things 

on his own, he would be intellectual impoYenshed were 

he to depend on this method alone for hl? knowlfedgc;: 

For a considerable time after his birth man’s total mt; 

lectual and moral helplessness parallels his phys.lca; be- 

pendency. He learns more profoundly and extensive fy hz 

the assistance and contact with others. The nf:cessxty of t N 

teacher -is seen to be evident in the light pf suc 

‘considerations. R , 

) i the 
The teacher is a real and true efficient cause of 

- knowledge produced in the learner. A definite relationship 

ir i ich lies 
is encountered with God, the First Cause’ in ~Whlc.h; 

the sacred character of teachmg. ., : L 

The teacher is no mere condition or occasion fc;r lIetazr; 

‘ing. Teaching is an activity which is truly causia; t oo 

operates with the causality of God and the pup 

duce a definite effect. Specifically, we designate the caus- 

ial, remote, transient, 

free, indirect and univocal: In one sense tl.le ;eacrl;;;s 

“also a physical cause and in another sense he is ; s;c:l isteria; 

. Though St. Thomas refers to the tcacher'as a ninisterial 

cause he can also be regarded as the principal O o 

instruments which the pupil uses to actuate his knowledge. 

{;,97 - 

  

  

 



    

     

    

        

    
     
    

   
    

      
   

           

  

- CHAPTRYV 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS IN 
THE TEACHING-LEARNING 

" SITUATION 

2. Thus far in this discussion on the efficient causality 
~of the teacher in the teaching-learning situation we have 

| 'seen that the teacher is a true cause and not a mere con- 

c "V ;’dition nor occasion in the production of the effect, namely, 

~the student’s knowledge. We have classified the causality   
“~and moral in another, remote, transient, free, subordi- 

- ‘nated, indirect, univocal and instrumental. Now we ask 
- “:the question: What does this type of causality on the part 

- rof the teacher mean in' the ‘practical order in regard to 
~the teaching-learning situation? - .~ - - . s 

21 Teaching is not indoctrination. In feé&hihg";é man 

cone learns through teaching by applying general self- 

rriving at knowledge. of things he did not know. The 

R 

  

1. De Verit, XI, 1, c. 

    

  

.- of -the teacher as. secondary, partial, physical in one sense ' 

~is said to cause knowledge in another through the activity - 
~of. the'‘learner’s ‘'own natural reason.”! In other words, = 

“evident principles: to certain definite matters and thus 

?&I%e~te§§h¢rileads"thc pupil to knowledge by a reasoning = 
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process. On ' the other hand, indoctrination has been . - 

termed “intellectual imposition” 2 by .some because ;th.t:, g 

teacher does not relate the matter to self-evident princi-.; 

ples. In this case it would be opinion or faith that is the 

basis for the pupil accepting the. particular conclusions. ; - 

of the teacher. St. Thomas explains:. “But, if someone:: 

proposes to another things which are not included in self- - 

evident principles, or does not make it clear that they 

are included, he will not cause knowledge but, perhaps, 

opinion or faith.” 8 Thus he enumerates the qualifications. . 

of a good teacher as three: “stability, that one may never. . 

deviate from the truth;clarity, that one may not teach ; 

with obscurity; utility, that one may seek God’s honor. : 

and glory and not his own.” # - oo s D 

- Does this mean that the authority of ‘the teacher 1s: 

destroyed? Most certainly not. “‘At the outset of his.teaclf-,}_ 

ing, however, he does not explain to his pupil the intelli;. - 

gible principles of the things to be known . . . the teache‘r 

proposes some things, the principles of which the pupil 

does not understand when first taught, ‘but .will know:: 
o : ” 5 - 

later when he has made some progress in the science. 

This is not indoctrination strictly speaking because the.: - 

learner can eventually connect these propositions accepted .. 

on faith with foreknowledge which he has and thuscnjoy 

the certitude which the teacher had claimed for them: = o) 

  

. Often it is alleged that pupils of a Catholic education .. 

are prime examples of indoctrination. This is a false accy- ., 

2. Frandis C. W’:‘z/de,»‘;sxt‘. Thoma.s z‘xvnd‘Tea‘chinfg.'.' Some P’"jIOSO',; N 

phers on Education (Milwaukee: Marquette Univeth’ylPreSSr 1,955)',. . 
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-8, Ibid. s S Ul e 

" 4. Thomas Kane, “Noblest Teacher of_'ylfeachers,k ) qu'"f“?fl' : 

XXXV (950), p. 14 o 
5. De Verit, XIV,10,c. = 
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sation. “For in the teaching of religious knowledge, there 
is, on the part of the learner, a foreknowledge, possessed 
by the light of faith, which the human teacher makes 

explicit.” ¢ And so St. Thomas makes this analogy be- 
tween faith and teaching: “The articles of faith stand in 
the same relation to the doctrine of faith as self-evident 
principles to teaching based on natural reason.””’ 

2. Teaching is a cooperative art. It has already been 
pointed out that every babe is born a self-activist, that is, 
as a student he is able through discovery to come to'a 

knowledge of things since knowledge pre-exists in the 

learner potentially. But it does not follow from this that 
the teacher merely exists “to provide an environment that 

induces educative or developing activities.” # Nor can 
one agree that “the function of the teacher must change 
from that of cicerone and dictator to that of watcher and 

helper.” 9 This attitude toward the teacher has resulted . 

from a gross misconception or complete ignorance of 
Thomistic teaching. Though he is born a self-activist, 
the student at first possesses knowledge only in potential- 

ity, so that “the teacher who has the knowledge as 2 
whole explicitly can lead to knowledge more quickly and - 

easily than anyone can be led by himself.” 10 It is in this 
sense that we can apply the dictum “Art imitates na- 
ture.” 1 The teacher leads the child to the knowledge 

  

6. Vincent E. Smith, The School Examined (Milwaukee: Bruce, 
‘1960,, p. 20. - : 
ST, I, 17 e LT 

8. John Dewey, Interest and Effort in Education (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1913), p. 96. (Courtesy of Mrs. John Dewey) 

9. John Dewey, Schools of Tomorrow (New York: Dutton % 
Co., 1915), p. 172. o 

10. De Verit,, X1, 2, ad 4. : 
1. Ibid., XI, 1, c. ' 
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of things he does not know in the same way that one 

directs himself through the process of discovery. There- 

fore, the true teacher cannot be called a “taskmaster who 

assigns lessons in a prescribed book, who hears the young 

recite what the book says and who tests and grades his 

pupils on the basis of their ability to ‘hand back’ that 

which they have studied.” 12 : 
Teaching is a cooperative art involving God, teacher 

and pupil. We have seen in some detail how each plays 

a part in the teaching-learning situation. S 

3. The necessity of the teacher. In our time material 

progress has produced many~inventionsfwhich‘ought to 

benefit the student greatly. Radio, television, and the 

motion pictures are the mechanical devices that are being 

used, along with books, for teaching purposes. The ques- 

tion which arises at once is: Will these man-made inven- 

tions replace the human teacher? According to Thomistic 

doctrine this will never happen. For the student will 

always be born in potentiality for knowledge, and the 

teacher, who possesses in act what the student possesses 

only in potential, will always remain of service to.the stu- 

dent. Though times change and methods of teaching im- 

prove, human nature does not change. The teacher is a 

“dynamic factor” 13 as is the learner; two living intellects 

coming into contact. Gilson observes: “in other words, 

unless he is actually thinking aloud and engaging his own 

intellectual activity in his lecture, the teacher does not 

really teach. Incidentally, this is one reason why it is 

doubtful that any mechanical device will ever replace the 

“actual presence of the real teacher. Only one living intel- 

12. John L. Childs, American Pragmatism and Education (New 

York: Henry Holt & Co., 1956), p. 347. : ‘ 

" 13. Maritain, op. cit., p. 31. 
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1§Ct, patiently preceding us on the way to truth, can effec- 

tively teach us how to think.” 14 Thus all the appliances 

and equipment used in learning are but the means to an 

end. f.'ljhese things are “but a tributary to learning, to the 
acquisition of wisdom. Our devotion to the ways of know- 

+4. The teacher does not merely stimulate the mind. 

Thls is an important point to be noted in light of the 

teaching of some modern theorists who see the teacher’s 

ro.le as one who “is to furnish the environment which 

stimulates. and _ directs - the learner’s course.” !¢ In: the 
~ acquisition of knowledge, in passing from the known to 
‘the unknown, the intellect of the learner is not in pre- 

: cisely the same situation with regard to every one of its 

‘d-ob]ects of cognition. Some it grasps intuitively; others it 

- reaches by bringing out to explicit knowledge what is 

- contained: implicitly in self-principles. “Just here it needs 

  

~ his words sets the intellectual -faculty. in motion and to 
| \'thxs -extent -causes ‘its advance in knowledge.” ' This 
- necessitates the possession by.the teacher of -a complete 

and perfect knowledge of what he teaches. For “the actu- 
_.ality-of the child’s potential depends on the completeness 

and perfection of the teacher’s knowledge.’? 18 Therefore 

        

:14. Pegis, The Gilson' Reader, ‘p. 7 806. ; 

: T 15, James . H.. O'Hara,. The - Lzmxtatmns of the Educatxonal 

heory of ]olm Dewey (Washlngton’ Catholic. Umversxty Press, 
,1929), p. 92.- 

~ millan, 1916), p. 372, 
~ 17. O'Hara, op. cit,, p. 9. 

  

k-Aqumas (New York Bruce, 1929) p- 2    

ing should not blind us to the end-results of knowing.”!*. 

~the: teacher, not simply as a guide, but as one who by - 

16. - John Dewey, Democracy and Educatton (New York. MaC', 

18, ‘Mary H. Mayer, The Phllasophy of ATeachzng of S! ThomaS 

the teacher is much more than one who offers mere stimu- 

‘lus to learning if he “possesses a. knowledge which the 

student does not have and that the teacher actually com- 

municates this knowledge to the. student whose mind is a 

‘tabula rasa,’” as Aristotle put it.” : ; 

- Thus St. Thomas speakmg on the progress made in 

knowledge remarks that the teacher has this knowledge 

in a perfect way which he imparts to the learner little by 

little and according to the pupil’s capacity.®® This also 

implies a certain amount of response on the ‘part of the 

pupil who cannot sit passively in a classroom and-expect 

to acquire knowledge. “His mind must be active at all 

times, attempting to follow the reasonmg md1cated by the 

teacher.” 21~ - 1}, TR e 

‘How different this concept of the teacher’s role is s from 

that of Dewey when he writes that “no thought, no idea,’ 

can possibly be conveyed as an idea from one person: to 

‘another . . . when'the teacher has provided the conditions 

‘that stimulate thinking and has taken a: sympathetxc atti- 

titude toward the activities of the learner by entering into ' 

.a common or. conjoint- experience, . all -has been done - 

which a second party can do to instigate learning ... . the 

.teacher is a learner, and the learner, without knowmg it, 

a teacher.”” 22 It is true. that the teacher communicates his 

‘ideas by means of sensible -symbols. “From the sensible 

-symbols, which are received into the sense  faculty,: the 

‘intellect takes the essence; whxch it uses in- produc:ng , 
o 

  

19. Rev. Bart Endslow, 'The Educauonal Theones of ]aoques 

Mantaln Unpublished master’s thesis, Catholic Umversxty. Depart- 

ment of Education, 1951), p. 53. 

20. S.T:; 1111, 1,7, 2d 2.~ (S i 

“21.-R.'A. Kocurek, “St. Thomas on Smdy, Thormsnc Pmmples 

in a Catholic School (St. Louis: Herder, 1943), p. 30, 

22 Dewey, Democmcy and Educatzon, p 188 : 
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%nowledge in itself.” 2 And accordingly it follows that 
< whosoFVCr learns from man does not receive knowledge 
u{lmefllately from the intelligible species which are in 
%115 mind, but through sensible words, which are signs of 
intellectual concepts.” 2¢ - ' : ' 

To some extent it is true that in order to think the 
: §tudent must wrestle with the problem at first hand, seek- 
ing-and finding his own way out. “. .. and thinking in 
the sense of reflective thought arises only when we are 
confronted with a problem.” 2 For it is not sufficient that 

‘the teacher furnish the subject matter, no matter how 
orderly it may be presented. The mind of the student 
must b'e active in any acquisition of knowledge. In accord- 
ance with the first principles of reason and what he already 
kno‘ys to be true, he accepts or rejects what is proposed 

- to him. “Thus it is by the immanent activity of the stu- 
dent’s nfind that he acquires any knowledge.” 28 =~ 
“ But if Dewey implies that the student must seek and 
find, that is, discover for himself, without the aid of a 
-teacher, whatever he knows, the statement is not true. 
~For as we have already indicated St. Thomas points out 
two ways Qf acquiring knowledge, without a teacher by 
.discovery and with a teacher through instruction. When 
he suggests that the student must wrestle with the prob- 
lem at first hand and that the teacher can best help by 

k en.termg Into a common or conjoint experience it is very 
| ‘mlsleafdmg.lt seems to argue for the necessity of actual 
experience of whatever is known. If that must be the 
case, theq‘Dewey himself supplied his own answer when 

  

23 De Verit, XL, 1, ad 4. 
24, ST, 11,12,8,ad 2.7 - St o : 
25. William F. Cunningham, The Pivotal Problems of Education 

- (New York: Macmillan, 1940), p. 141. = = . o - 26. Kocureck, op. cit., p. 30. 
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he wrote: “One can be insane without knowing he is 

insane, and one may know insanity without being crazy; 

indeed absence of the direct experience is said to be an 

indispensable condition- of the student of insanity.” 27 

Although Dewey hesitates to reduce the teacher to the 

status of a mere onlooker,?® he does something worse by 

reducing him to state of a learner. This error is also re- 

futed in the writings of St. Thomas when he points out 

that a man cannot be his own teacher nor be said to 

teach himself.2? Therefore, as teacher he cannot also be 

learner. When one speaks of a man as being “self taught’™ 

he is speaking of teaching in an improper sense. For the 

name of teacher implies the possession of knowledge 

which is being taught.® - T SR 

. 5. Teaching is “truth centered.” These days there is" 

much talk about whether -teaching should be “child- 

centered” or “subject-centered.” In an analysis of the 

teaching-learning situation according to the writings of 

St. ‘Thomas, it is not too difficalt to conclude the Saint’s. 

view on the matter. From all that has been said so far it: 

becomes evident that all true teaching is actually “truth- 

centered.” “Man can truly be called a true teacher inas- 

much as he teaches the truth and enlightens the mind.” 3! 

And in another place he reiterates: “Teaching consists in 

communicating a truth meditated beforehand.” 2 

Thus in the communication of truth lay the vocation. 

  

27. John Dewey, Experience and Nature (Chicago: Open Court, 

1925), p. 18. - i e 

8. *This does not mean that the teacher is to stand off and 

look . . " Democracy and Education, p. 188, AR 

29." De Verit., X1, 2, ¢ Con ] 

805 Ihid. T e 

S1. Ibid, X1, 1,ad 9. 

32, S.T., 1L1I, 18, 8, ad 3. 
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of the teacher. “No doubt it is to and for the students 
that truth is taught, and in that sense the knowing stu- 
dent is the end of teaching.” 3% Therefore “love of truth 
—which is the primary tendency. of an intellectual na- 
ture” # is a fundamental disposition which should be 

fostered in the principal agent and this is the very basis 

of education. For “teaching causes truth to be in other 
men so that they can more easily attain their end.” 3. 

Herein lies the joy of teaching, that is, “the joy:of 

' making other minds similar, not indeed to ourselves, but: 

to the truth which is in us.” % True freedom results 

frrm teaching truth because “teaching results in the free-: 

ing of the mind through the mastery of reason over the 

things learned.”  The truly learned man is a man of 
truth and the truth makes him free. And the possess:ofl 

of this freedom can never be taken away. It is for this 

reason“that every dictator from the dawn of history has 
~made the educated and learned the primary object of 
persecution. For their freedom is intangible to fire, sword i 

~and “chain.: Thercfore to destroy thexr freedom he must: 

-destroy the man. = 

~The man of truth’ cannot be thhout virtue. Truthv 

visits those who love her, who surrender to her, and this' 

love cannot be without virtue. For this reason, in spite of’ 

his possible defects, the man of genius at work is already 

virtuous; it would suffice for his holiness if he were more 

completely his truc,self.'f4~"3f‘ Thus truth is riot easilY Ob' 

- 38. Wade, op. czt., pP. 84 T R SRR A SN Y 
“+v 34, Maritain, op. cit., p. 36 

- :.85.. Wade, op. cit., p. 85.. z G 
" 36. Pegis, The Gilson Reader, p. 309' 

37.. Maritain, Ibid., p. 49. 
38. - A. G. Sertillanges, The Imellecmal L:fe (Wcstmmster, Mary ’ 

kland Newman Press 1959) p. 19. 

" as at other need we engage in other sort o 

tained but comes only to those who seek it dihgentlydati;l 

with effort. “Truth in any line of endeavor is very di (i 

cult to obtain; the history of its acqulsmon is ‘a rgcor 

of untold effort and patient research.” - 

One can readily see how 1mportant a “truth-centere 

nbtxon of teachlng is. The constructlon of the currlculum 
: 

o 

is the result of one s.outlook on this question of whethe | 

teaching is “childcentered” or sub]ect-centered d 

“truth-centered.” In traditional philosophy, truth an 

falsity were thought of in terms of Ob]CCt‘lVC conformlt; 

and non-conformity in regard to reality. “Dewey re]ec1 - 

such an outlook, on the one side because it would imply 

a form of dualism, and on"the other side because’ the 

existential situation of knowledge excludes all fixxty‘ 1t’1§ 

“an endless process.” 4 

“For Dewey, then, the criterion of tmth cannot be a; 

static conformity with an “absolute. “Knowing . ;l. r;r;::;_ 

a certain kind of mtellxgently conducted doin, f;g Y ]ust 

f, “performed at specihc ing is activity in itself, “p b etivity.” 

Thus any intellectual operation is'a kind of “doing” and 
th 

a tool of action. It isin this quahty of actmty that tru 

or falsity can-be found :“:’;‘f “ : 

; I;.s‘kactwe; dytia*nxc function is the all~xmportant thxng alllao:lt: 

lt. and in the qualxty of - acuvnty mduced by it lies a 

89, ’Ham, “op. cit., p 84 

"+ 40." Joseph DeAndrea,’ #philosop 

Marx and John Dewey: A Comparative 

hy ‘of ‘Man Accordzng to Karl 

Study,” (Unpublished mas- 

~ ter's’ thesis, Catholxc Umvemty, Department of Eduamon, 1956), 

- p- 30. 
SEF 

4L ]oh‘xa' Dex}ey, Recamtmctwn in thlosophy (Ncw AYork 

~ Henry Holt & Co,, 1920), p. 121. 
42, John Dewey, Essays in. Experimental Logtc (C.hlmgc Um- e 

vetsxty of Chlcago Press, 1916). p 6, o i S   

 



- truth i i ::sm:il nfa;:ty. The hypothesis that works is true one; and 
stract noun applied to the collection of. cases, 

actual, foresee ; n and desired, th i , that receive confirmation i i 
works and consequences.43 ation in their 

With thi : . v 

one can glels-fluld und‘?mmndmg of the concept of truth 

brought to Eln to realize the devastating effect that is 

. ear on the curriculum of the school. 

Since the curri s ' : : 

purely inerfted momtp WS geting loaded down with 

‘represent main] E itional matter and with subjects which 

group of PCISOst he energy of some influential person or 

requires constant in behalf of something dear to them, it 

. sure it is Inspection, criticism, and revision . to make 

s accomplishing its purpose.44. 

T . S | 

extenltletowfill;;gh Oft t'he curticulum -is measured to “the 

the curriculum sl(llo l1821 ?"‘nlmated })Y a social spirit.” ¥ For 

are relevant to the ur blpresent situations where problems 

observation - and ixffo ems of living together, and where 

social insight and i Onnat,l’(,n are calculated to develop 

tional theoristsnh interest.” 46 Thus many modern educa- 

proposing as the avle one remedy which they are always 

is: change the CH::,ution to all' educational ills and that 

~ tracting from it N‘C:;I}Im _bY either adding to it or sub- 

Thus we have tl;e -«2 ng 1 st?{ble; .all truth is relative. 

and urged “for as thOmprel'lensxvc fllgh school” proposed 

opportunity f e curriculum is narrowed, so is the 

Ppportunity for a meaningful program.”# And this so- 

  

44, -II;::: YD?)':I; Reconstruction in Philosophy, p. 156-57. 

MR 
» O 

. 

85 Ibid, p 15, and Education, p. 283. o 

46. Ibid., p. 226. R b 
» 7+ 47, James B. Cona e o RARC S 

- nt, The A ican Hi 

York: McGraw-Hill, 1959), p. 77. . High School Today (New 

08 

  

‘called meaningful program involves “the teacher 

-appears to each. The individual adj 

* very special way a servant of God. For 

 the life of the Doctor. It is a 

  

(who) sits 

th as it 

ustment which each 

t, and as the teacher 

8 R 

on the same level as the student, discussing the tru 

makes to the truth is then uppermos 

examines, he can also be examined.” * ‘ 

One of America’s most distinguished men of letters 

has summed up very well the damage that has resulted 

from an objective recognition of truth: 

The last generation of students may never forgive its teachers 

who taught contempt and fear for the truth. The distinction 

they made was one between fact and opinion, not on€ be- . 

tween opinion and truth . . . To say that truth is better thant 

falsehood is not to speak vaguely. It is more powerful, it is’ 

more interesting, and it is less lonely .%. . It is the love of 

truth that makes men free in the common light of day49. 

is “truth-centered.” 

this as his position- 

hifting sand. 

Thus it is that we say that teaching 

The teacher and educator who takes 

will build on firm ground instead of s 

tor of God. Because it is his 

the teacher is in a 

in doing this work 

“To contemplate truth by 

cate it out of love, such is 

n exalted human imitation 

6. The teacher is a coadju 

task to communicate truth to others 

he imitates the Divine life: 

his intellect and to communi 

~with God in éausing knbi&l- 

  

e Socx'eiy (Cambfidgefi Harvard 
48. General Education in a Fre 

University Press, 1955), p- 24647. 
b 

o 49, Mark . VanDoren, Li 
Hill 

Press, 1959), p- 177-78. 
. 

_ 50. Pegis, op. cit., p. 227. 

beral - Education (Boston: Beacon 

  

 



tHedee inthe- . . 

G thge\/\;fid:;el ‘l:;%’nlle T The teacher, then, must share in 

¢ all thiigs that ich is from the beginning and after which 

affinity with the Di ‘have ‘been' made.” 5. Because of its 

o a gty the Divine, teaching is a most noble profes- 

e teacher is a coadjutor of God in the training 

**aiid development of souls, then all other human: work - 
-pales into inSigIlifiCanC‘e-,, 52 R 

. 

B I L 

are Ozi?us; of t‘l“e«“_lbl.lme«dlgmty of his calling teachers 

Jesus Ckgle‘ t° be imitators of the only Divine Master, 

author hn-St’ 53 as Pope Pius XII has warned. As one 

muthor has stated: Christan seachers “should concelve 
teacher.” 5 1selves ' Christ, ;heir" protopype, the great 

tééc‘gzs‘vfa ltlav_e seen St. Thomas kpoi‘ntksvout: that God alone 

e tllfll ffll:lorly;and principally by implanting in the 

- become. vt d‘gh‘ of reason by which self-evident principles 
- b hvhvn ent. Buf, man is said to teach the truth, al- 

gh he declares it ‘exteriorly, while God teaches inte- 

riorly,” 55 . . . . ; 
y.”: 55 Thus there is an intimate relationship between - 

G : 

; r.g:th(:dl::ri:reish:;nant;fac.her
' The God-given intellect of 

W inasmuch as h engthening the intellect of the learner 

+-principles ‘he proposes to the disciple the order of 
e 1ples o,cpnclnsxons; by reason of his not having 

 Suilicient col!aung power to be able to draw the conclu- 

e 
pp Pyt i ¥ 

rother S. Edmund, F.S.C., “The Aim and Obligation of 
the School,” 3 

: 'ECatho,ioo}l;h_Proce{dzngs of the Western Division of the American 

e Philosophical Association (April, 1941), p. 85. | 
- 52, Edward F. Fitzpatrick, E ; > ; 

- (Milwaukee: Bruce, 13?0), P 12;1’10"”8 e Theology of Education 

.. /-’53, Vincent Y e A R N : 

Copter e (ed).: Pope Pius Speaks on Education, 

ichard ‘M. ‘Tierney, - Teacher and ‘Téaching"(New'York; 

Lo ngmans, Green &: Co, 1915), p. 11. (Courtesy of David McKay 

: - Company) - s : 
55 De Verit,XILLad7. 
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" out only two actions of man: 

before the throne of God, praying the Giver 

sions from the principles.” 5 Herein is evident the dignity 

and sacral character of the “teaching triangle,” as it were. 

Thus to cause knowledge in another is to cause one 

to become like God. For to become like God is the last 

end of all things.5” In the words of Gilson: “Only, because 

thought is the highest and most noble form of activity in 

nature, man is the highest an 

images of God. If to teach is to 

And so the true teach 

ment behind since he will leave “. .. : 

another human soul. The teacher’s work is done. Genera- - ' 

tions will call them blessed.”5% = .. - , 

Father Wade has pointed out in his article & that St. 

Thomas explains how man shares in i 

of the world by acting on or with other men. 

the first is teaching, the 

second is the procreating of offspring.®! Thus it is that 

Christian formation of 
the teacher is a cooperator in the 

the pupil.. - : : 

Though he is unable to cause goodbness' or ‘grilce phyéi-,j,, e 

e teacher can act as an “impetrator i 

of all gifts 

to shower His grace on the souls of these students; he 

should pray for them becausc these students represent his 

own apostolate for the kingdom of God.” % 

cally in his students, th 

- 56. S.T., 1, 117, L' L 

" 57. Cont. Gen., 1, 20. . - 

58. Pegis, op. cit., P- 309-10. . 

59. Tierney, op. cit., p- 11. B s 

60. Wade, op. cit, p- 84 e 

6L S.T., L pp-N7-119. - 
» e 

-62. Kevin O’Brien, The Proximate Aim of Education (Washing- .~ 

" ton: Catholic University Press, 1958), p. 240. e 
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SUMMARY AND. CONCLUSION - 

In this study of the efficient causes of learning we have 

attempted to delineate the precise role of God, the pupil 

and the teacher in the teaching-learning situation. : 

We have seen that God is the First Cause of all being. - 

Through His Divine Providence He not only preserves 

all beings in existence but He also concurs in the action 

of every created agent by giving it its power to act, mov- 

ing it to act and producing the effect which it produces. - 

In the execution of Divine Providence God uses inter- 

mediaries thus establishing an order in which certain 

human beings govern and. direct 

beings. In education that is the case with parents and 

teachers who are cooperators in the divine order of things. 

In the teaching-leaming‘situation God is the Principal 

Teacher since it is He Who gives the created intellect its 

intellectual power and ‘impresses on it the intelligible 

species. Since He: concurs in - the ‘actions of all created 

agents we can say that He moves the teacher to teach and 

He moves the learner to learn without infringing upon 

the free will of either one. = o o 

"+ 'The pupil, along with the teacher, is a secondary cause 

under God for whatever is learned through the coopera- 

tive activity of teaching and learning. We have seen that 
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the learner is a proximate, physical, immanent and free 
cause of his own knowledge. Because he is a free agent 
he has the power of acting directly and indirectly; posi- 

tively and negatively. The high point of our discussion 
on the pupil in the teaching-learning situation is the fact 
that he is the principal cause. Though he is dependent 
on God and the teacher he, nevertheless, has within him- 

self the interior principle that enables him to reduce the 
knowledge he has in potency to the state of actuality. 

In our discussion on the efficient causality of the 
teacher we saw how man’s total intellectual and moral 
helplessness parallels his physical dependency. Because he 

- learns more profoundly and extensively by the assistance. 

- and contact with others it.is necessary for man to utilize 

the benefits of many trained minds in intellectual matters.- 

Thus the teacher’s role becomes one of necessity rather. 

than choice. . <. 0w o7 

operative activity in which the three efficient causes—God, 

- the pupil and the teacher—are inter-related. Thus is the 

- sacred - character of teaching and learning wherein the: 

teacher and pupil cooperate in carrying out the providen- . 
tial plan of God for man. - - 

More specifically, we saw that-the teacher is much 

more than a mere condition for learning. Nor is. the 

“teacher a mere occasion that facilitates the production of 

- knowledge within the student. On the contrary, the teacher - 
... is a real and true efficient cause whereby the student comes . - 

to knowthat which he did not know before. We can say 

~ that the teacher is a secondary, partial; physical and moral, - 
_remote, transient, free, indirect:and univocal. 'We have-. - 

~ seen that the teacher is the principal cause of the instru- 
ments used: by the pupil :and in the teachinglearning . 

. activity he is an efficient cause adjuvando et ministrando.: 

. Thus is the rule of the teacher vindicated. = ‘ 

     
     

           
         

        
      
    

      

         

        

      

      
          

        
        

      

  

       

  

     

  

    
    

    

     

This view of the efficient causes of learning hc?lds many 

implications and practical conclusions for education. Trutt: 

teaching is not an indoctrination but is a cooperative ar 

involving the efficient causality of God .and the learner.. 

From this we can conclude to the necesst : 

as an active cause in the classroom and not a mere gu 

or “stimulus provider.” Again, this viet‘v of thfz_ thretz' 

efficient causes of learning leads to certam.de{imte con 

clusions on the curriculum. For teaching is ° truth-cteln-k oL 

tered.” Finally, we can say that the missi(?n of thc.teac elf‘,, st 

is somewhat divine in the sense that he is a coadjl.xtor of 

God because of the intimate relationship that exists be- - 

tween God and the human teacher. ~- - A 

Cardinal Newman has summed upf.very“well e ln)“ - 

portant role of the teacher when he writes, when (:;l,:n S 

aim at something precise, something refin.cd,some n § : 

really luminous . . . they avail themselves, in some § ’;()) ® 

or other, of the ancient method of oral 1nstructflon, s 

present communication between man and man, q teat ot 

ers instead of teaching, of personal influence of a master, . 

. Tl » ] on ‘to. B 

and the humble initiation of a disciple.” He g;(:: mee 

say that we consult the living man and listen to : 

For “no book can convey the spiri 

  

  

   

    

     

  

1. John H“”ry : Néwznax‘x,ji'vnii/mity_s
utches (Wesnmmstet 

Newman Press, 1958), p.8. 
2. Ibid., P- &9, ol 
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APPENDIX | 

* THE NATURE OF THE PUPIL 

The importance of a correct concept of the nature of 

man cannot be overemphasized by one who concerns him- 

eople. The erroncous 
self with the education of young p 

have been put forth 
notions about the nature of man that 

alism, idealism, and 
by the various philosophies of natur 

materialism - have been recognized by our most ardent 

Christian thinkers. Christopher Dawson has been one who 

recognizes this situation: * g S e 

declining force, and the materialistic vie 

the great rival of Catholicism.” 1!~ = 

ty to bring forth, once again, 

re of man. For the educator 

must be first whole-heartedly 
It is the task of Christiani 

the true concept of the natu 

to speak of goals and aims he 
t is impossible for education 

concerned with this notion. I ‘ 

to accomplish its essential task if it ignores or avoids this 

  

o Religion and ,Cultukfe‘ 

'Y, Christopher Dawson, Enguiries Int 

{London: Sheed & Ward, 1933), P- s11. 
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issue. Th 

lop-sided ;fi:fi: fias too long been at the mercy of the 

ism, and socialierr)x yEOf naturalism, utilitarianism, ideal 

the “whole child” b ve;y one speaks of the education of 

what this actuall nl: t there are few who give evidence of 

definition of they th eans. Maritain gives a very succinct 

“Hence, in point feme of this paper when he writes: 

once a nat of existence, we may say that man is at 

We pmul;al and a supernatural being.” 2 

to the teacll:i :C ‘t:frse-examme the nature of man according 

necessary it 1sgto h t. Thomas Aquinas and to show how 

education. ave‘ a correct concept in the field of 

‘Befor 

nature ol? ne:;glzlmng the teaching of St. Thomas on the 

the outstandin cwould be well for us to take a look at 

in mind that. tlfe erflf”ors on this doctrine. One must keep 

_ the philosophy of :;Ct of these errors are still influencing 

is it our purpo education today. It is not possible, nor 

pose, to give a detailed description of each 
false. t eachmg -We will merely review some of their basic 

premises fr - clusions. Tfilell t:.v;uch they draw. the most damaging con- 

in existence bef ¢ and traditional teaching on man was 
ore these false doctrines and as their flaws 

are exposed m 
P ore and more it will become evident that 

‘ ‘the truth wxll prevaxl 

URALISM. Everyone who is in the field of educa- 
“tion is well aware of the far reaching effects that this 
de nial of man ’s dualistic nature has had for the last few 

. cent : uries. Some have said this is the parent of all the 
“other false educanonal phxlosophles. “False views of man’s 

e nature ha ’ ave thexr pnmary ongnn in the false phllosophy 

  

2' E : . ; g i 

Jacqua Mantaxn, True Humam:m (London Geotfrey Bles. g    . 1954) X 
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3 The same authors have summed up very: 
of naturalism.’ 

proponents of naturalxsm in the 
well the most important 

following words: SRR 

Lo 
SR ’ ’ 

: ‘ 

The forerunner of naturalism in educauon was Montaigne; 

 the father of it was John Locke; the theorist was Rousseau; . 0 

the one who brought. naturalism into the school was Basedow; - .. 

among its exponents were Spencer in England and John R 

Dewey in the Umtcd States 4 

“ It was this group of men that is ‘responsible for much‘ 

hools and also for the - 
of what is taught today in-our s 

many problems which have arisen in society because of 

this teaching. One need examine some of the tenets put- 

forth by this false conception of man and his place in the 

universe to show how a one-sxded view can lead to a oneé- 

sided way of life. L S - R 

~ The fundamental pnncxple, 

described by one author as follow5' 

ature from God, subordx- ' 

P unchangeable laws as . 

that of naturalism, s 

. the docmne that separatcs N 

nates Spirit to- Matter, and sets u 

supreme.”s 

man is looked upon as a prod. 

ecomes the natural happlness 

ily see how this notion 
~The soul is denled and 

uct of nature. Man's end b 

be found on this earth. One can ¢ast 

ramified into many other false 
- 

neous doctrines on the! 
board other men will propose erro 

SR 

tly what that chxld sh
ould S 

’Chlld in school and consequen 

  

.'3. John D. Reddcn & Franus A 

Educauon (Mnlwaukee. Bmcc. 1949). 

4. Ibid., p. 394 : 

5. 1 J- Ward,: Natura 

,1399). p- 186.: 

p62- 

lmn and Agno.mmm 
(N 

      

theorxes From this spring-~ 

Ryan, A Ca!holxc Ph:losophy o
f £ 

chork l\lacmnllan,‘ S  



be taught. Str . 

"Physioglogi cal ;I;ize::“f‘:lng phrases will arise such as 

functions. This bec es” ® as the explanation to mental 

between mind and gn:fs a necessity since any dualism 

tween man and the (l)) y are flenied. The difference be- 

the answer will have tol:u.te“ will become a question and 

only one of degree, b e: “There is no difference in kind, 

“This doctrice of narmlion o pC e brute.” 7 

influence in the U flaturallsm is far from being without 

were planted in thmt?d States today. Though the seeds 
e sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 

and then nur . 
tured in the eighteenth century by Rousseau. 

it has rod . 
u . 

SYStem.r) Onecrei(:egltter 
fruit in the American educational 

specific areas to _only to examine the leziding books in 

see that the authors are well saturated 
with this false ' 
writes: concept of the pupil. Thus Cunningham 

* 'Naturalism; isk L - the euphemisti 4 k 
States tod ‘ 'p emistic label used. i i : 

one with Z'mfehe implication of this label i:nthtzf xlnj::]teit: B 
, merely an animal, though the most highly 

developed ani m. . 

forth,” 8 al the evolutionary process has yet brought 

EXPERIM. ’ ’ ENTALISM. Another false educational the- 
ory that cann i ot ' be ignored when one considers the nature 
of th il i : e pupil is that which is known as specifically Ameri- 

can. It i i is the basis for the pragmatic methods of modern 
progressive i ogre éducatlonf It developed as a reaction to the 

  

6. G. O'Connell, Nats ‘ R 
o , Naturalism i . 

- 'Benziger Bros., 1938), p. ;(‘;I‘Jm in American Education (New York: 

o que, The Phi 
S ) 

tice-Hall, Inc., 1939), ; 4’;llosophy of Education.(New York: Pren-: 

8. William F. Cunni 
; . Cunningham, - The Pi; ) 

(New York: Macmillan, 1940), p. Sle Pwo:al Problems of Education 
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traditional European philosophies. The 1 ame that is im- 

mediately connected with experimentalism is that of John 

Dewey, although it has many other exponents. 

. . . experimentalism may be traced to the ancient Greek 

Pfiilosopher, Heraclitus, who centuries ago, taught a philoso- 

phy of change. While many theorists have furthered jts de- 

velopment, the most significant contributors have been Pierce, 

James, and Dewey, with John L. Childs its chief interpreter 

at the present time.” 9 ‘ R ) 

. The influence of naturalism can readily be seen in 

is philosophical notion if one examines its main tenets. 

As we have said above, .this is one of the false notions 

that pushes on and sets forth new erroneous conclusions 

d at the present time as 
whose. effects are being recognize 

‘almost disastrous. Some colleges are obliged to offer read- 

.ing courses for students that ar 
rses in the _humani- 

technical institutes are discussing cou 

ng constructed. One of the . 
ties when the curriculum is bei 

factors for this re-evaluation of colleges programs may 

‘have been brought about by the implications and results 

of the following: 
, 

tive thing back of the ‘activity . * 

t activity intellectual; intelli--— 

that is guided by anticipated consequences. - . 

have intelligently when W€ participate 

i such a way as to shape the - 

so that they terminate in 

growth and expansion.” 10 ) 

“Intelligence is not 2 substan 

‘of an organism which makes tha 

to lose faith in the whole syste 

  

9. Redden & Ryan, op- cit, p- 476 ‘ ! 

*-10. John L. Childs, Education and the Philosophy of Experi- 

mentalism (New York: The Century Co., 1931). p- 75. 
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e deficient in this area and 

  
 



  

-and has b 
side the ;:;:lghlt)abollt.an avalanche of criticism even out- 

of the child alth ewey is more definite in his conception 
ough still in error. Here is a very spl;cific 

example of the ph 
his thinking. P 110s0phy of natm’ahsm which influenced 

i 

. Experienc 
L - . 

and a ]l:llrely fiantcll(:;v;. no lelSl?nkbeLwecn human concerns 

nature; his purposes alfial Physical world. Man’s home is 

upon natural conditi nd aims are dependent for execution 

they become empt dmns' Separated from these conditions 

This philosophy x.Z : (:‘C:;:xs and idle indulgences of fancy . 

" development which Shu ed for by the doctrine of blologlcal 

" not an alien ent ows that man is continuous with nature 

' o ,e ;‘lng her processes from without.” 1 - ' 

Since th ilos I S e v 
man is mere]ygh[l)losl()phy of experimentalism holds that 

interaction with :so ogical organism which is in continual 

the conclusion: ‘I‘T li::vxronment one is necessarily led to 

fore. the re is no superior being.” 12 There- 

‘tlon’ of thc:f;e(]l(lilences of this mpllcatxon og the edni(r::- 

ild would be drastic since it ignores com- 

“pletely a most im portant part 
different from the brute part of him. He is not too much 

“Moreover. i ‘ w e 

differs in ;1: x}::rlgl entalism asserts that man is a beirrlu wfi 

who, living lgI: org:x:-n(c)l't' in kind from other animalsg anr(; 
ized societ ’ 

which mak 
Yy, possesses all the i 

: € Posslble ‘a refined h 
ane CXPCTlence ffs;nual/s : 

Th is false phllosophy is one that is accepted by many | 

“1L. " John ‘D J ewey, Democ?'acy and Educatzon (New York Mac— 
: m:lllan, 1956), p..333. 

2. Ro \ mualdez; Sister Bellarmme, The Concept of Bemg in 
Modern Theorie. s of Ed 

Press, 1952), p. 68. 4 ucatf?n (WaShmgm“’ Cathollc Umversxty 

’13 Redden and Ry’a;,,' op’ m, P 480 

~nature of man. It is ‘merely 2 

~error. Bergson seems tO. fi 

- fict between socxalxsm an 

educators in the .United States and as.2 result it guides -~ 

them in making up the curriculum and in promoting pro- 

gress1ve theories that have led to confusion and uncertainty 

in th§ aims, methods and products of educatxon. 

1 - SO CIALISM Another 
offshOOt of the naturahstxc phi-E 

OSOPhY of eighteenth and ‘nineteenth’ centuries- is - that 

known as socialism. Thxs also has h 

educanonal system Y S e 

<"50aahsm and naturalism are lmegrally related in that both 

.+ attempt: to solve the problems 

. the former, by social science; the latter, by natural  science. 

.. Both misinterpret mans true 0 Naturalxsm emphasxzes : 

- the human ammal as such ciali the soaal 

animal.” 14 ° 

Thus we see once again a deforme 

matter 

determines for socialism what kind of ammal ma 

true that man is a soc1al anxm 

cludes any other facet of man’s nature. 

the individuality of 
those who would emphasize 

cluding any social nature. Both are extre 

when man’s spiritual side is denied then 

d individualism; 
i 

CeIn other word accordlng 0 Bergson, 

_ for companionship, and the ‘will to communuy 

. mental tendency of human naturé. ‘As a matter of fact, & 

" individual and sodety-are implied 
; individuals 

. make up society by their gro’ uping toge 

| .entire sxde of mdmduals ... The mdmdual
 and 

ad'its mfluence on. the, 

of life by means of science: %~ 

al but this false theory ex- 

It is a reaction tO 

me posmons and 

there is a double 

nd a middle ground in the con- 

e
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condition e . ’ 

media betwezh Oth-erg Here, BCIgSOn seems to take th . 

n socialism and individualism.” 15 e the via. 

There is ' ' ‘ 
society, Whénthoe;zfzz, a place for the individual and for 

bound 10 be cons elml)'ts to exclude the other there is 

mitted one must st'finh difficulty. But even if this is ad- 
What is man? vall X ave‘a true.answer to the question: 

futile. Socaliom b ut -thxs 2}11 rigid distinctions become 

maintaining an e:jlufs?i'leedp:)n't'this polat a5 el o 
philosophy clusiv sition. There funda 

Than info);l; r::;:r:alxstlc and atheistic and has conr:::lt'ea(; 

The end is sociot ; ;n end.and not an end in himself. 

Thus Fitzpateick y and man is the instrument of society. 

Our Time whe isqsu(:::;‘the authqr of the book, End of 

ship to the world oFcaplixtlagli:,Ii .soc1a1ism and its relation- 

“Mr. Ber in the . s 
thus. ‘Soc?z;i::’s ltgktehz End of Our Time has seated tilerfact 

m?teri?llism, its étheisnr eirtsfi:l)lm bourgeols capitalist soclety . 

spirit and all spiritual ’life itse il;sfile(;f}sl: i o against“ | s riving for success and 

amuscment, its 
4 personal s s e ) 

recollection,’ ”’ 16 €1fi§hness, its incapacity for interior 

- In this ‘we ict sta £ wh tement we have a concise picture of what 
the phi iali e gi,fi::;ih);foi, lsl(t)tc.lahsttln; is. Besides being a move “in 

of the ¢ ting the welfare of th 
un'restrlcted’ rights of the individua;’ lg;n::l Il)xaih:;g 

  

15. - Mother Ma: mal ‘ ry Bernard Bonhomme, Educational Implications 

    

iritual and supernatural . 

pment and the con- 

sequent possibilities of mental development.” 18 The so- - 

cialistic nature of man has als 
“* 

... Man becomes a man in the 

t!lrough society in that he owes t0 socie 

tiates him from the brute.” 1% 

ty all that differen- 

COMMUNISM. The most extreme 

i jalism’” or “polshevistic or 

atheistic communism.” In 2 consideration of the nature 

of man and its implication in education we must allow 

fOI‘ a brief examination of communism since it is a grow- 

ing evil and its effects will be felt for many years to come. 

Communist influence has sprea 

of learning in the United States 

of importance. One Catholic au 

munist conception of man as follows: 

as well as other places 

““Not rationality but the means of P 

man from lower animals. “They begin to di 

selves from animals,” Marx wrote “of men, 

begin ‘to produce their means of subsistence.”.” 

fferentiate them- 

+2s soon as they 
20 , , 

The communists hav 

tion to religion. The numberless mar 

m communist—domina
ted lands are wi 

18. William C. Bagley, 
t Man (New 

jority over the brute 

form of socialism 

d to the higher institutions 

thor describes the com- a 

roduction distinguishes En 

e made no secret of their opposi- - 

tyrs and persecutions 

tnesses to this fact. 

  

of the Philosoph » 
. y-of Henri Ber A 

vmllttiy of -America, 1944) P' l;’]rgson (Washington: 
Catholic Uni- 

N Quozed by EdWar’(i N . 
E e 

i 
A. Fi : .y 

| (Mifaukee: Bruce, 1958, p.'so;apamd’ Philosophy of Education 

. Alonz 
K : e 

Democracy le\? F. Myers & Clarence D. Williams, Education i 

ew York: Prentice-Hall, 1954), p. 182 ueation & 

: 
R 

} 

York: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 
: 

; 

e Philosophy of Education (New York: - 

(Westminister, Md.: New- 
9 In Review 
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In the sch i schools there is a definite effort to disparage religion 
and sh dlrectn(::v ::htlohbe an enemy of the people. A government - 

Soviet- Acadel(I:IY ?)If)p;algled in the official journal of the 

paragraph @ edagogical - Science ‘opens thh thxs 

“The Sovxet school as o 

tion of the ris an instrument for Communist" educa-: 

take up no m;:g i‘igen:ltlon, can, as a matter of principle, : 

reconcilable oppositi tude towards religion than one of ir- 

philosophical basis I:)'In for Communist education has as its 

',hostxle to religion. ‘M. arxism, and Marxism is irreconcilably 

‘as such, it is arxism is materialism,’ says V. 1. Lenin; 

as relentlessly hostile to religion as the: mate'-- 

rialism of. the En cyclopaedi 

" the matenalxsm of Feuzrbaz;ts‘ '?21 the eighteenth century or. 

" In such a p : h e 8 lihxl(f)sophxcal system there is no room for . 

of man. Instead of the concept of the 
whol e man being the basis for the formation of philoso- 
phy, phi 

. mt}o xI: };’;:f:zsl; estat:)lhshed first and man is made to fit . 

man Ikt to the oo :1 other interpretation of the nature of 

iStic creature whow munlst tlxan that of a solely material- 

origin and life, hi termination comes with death. “Man’s 

only in the 1i h’t : PaSt;aI.ld.present can be interpreted 

ght of a materialistic evolution.” 22 How long 

this error wi T wi 3 . 
11 continue before it flows into the oblivion 

of past erro s no one can:tell: But because it is false we 

can safel ely say that it xjnll end ]ust as so many false theorxes 

. have ended. - e 
Marxta o , in has glven a very good plcture of the phlloso- 

  

2L E I 0 ! the Schos . Petrovsky, Athexsuc Educauon in the School " '(trans 

Stephen J. Sch 510, J mxdt, SJ), Sometskaya Pedagogtka, No 5 (1955> P 

22.- C. ] McFadden, The Ph:lo:aphy of Commun:sm (New York 
V Benzxger Bros, 1939) p 175 
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~ alism, it follows that by virtue of: 

.by four false phllosophles we will 

he really is. We must pu 

els that nothing can be * 

despair. He holds that it 

tered rationalism of the 

phy of communism and -he fe 

expected from it except human 

is the remnant of the man-cen 

" “On the other hand if it is true that in the “dialectic of ail- -~ 

. ture, Communism is the final ‘state of anthropocentrlc ration- 

the universality inherent in - 

. reason-—even in reason gone m 

an all-embracing emancipation an 

the universalism of the good tidings of Deception and Terror, 

and of the mmo]atlon of man to the blmd god of Hxstory 23 

Having looked at the nature 'of 
now consider man as 

t back in ‘man what has been 

taken ‘away from him by 

mentalism and Commumsm 

speak of the education 0 

fall victims to the delusio 

’mal that must learn to live w 

without being a burden to socie 

“view that is currently’ being propagat 

‘field of education. This 

supernatural as well as a natura 

sity, not only as an apology for th 

but even for some who are engage 

lic schools since. one au 

tanan mfiltratxon in 
some o 

It is only then: that we can 

1 that the pupil is 2 material ani- 

£our Cathohc sch
ools. e 

ers aucnded State universities 

secured the coveted . degrees, and. 

. © and non-sectarian colleges, 

= nmbxbed m mst.ances. an out,and out’ utilitanan ammde. 

} V 

28 ]acques Mantam, 

- ners, 1952), p 192 
: 

The Range of Reason (Ncw ‘York: 
Smb- 

ad—Communism dreams of -, 7 

d pretends to substitute for .~ 

man as it is concelved : 

Naturalism, Socialism, Experi- 

£ the “whole child.” We will not 

ith other material animals 

ty. This is the lop-sxded;;; e 

ed by some inthe 

of the child asa 

thor has found evidence of a utxh-v e 
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It was i : mpossible to 
- 

escape this i 

ignored and man’s ori P is in centers ‘ 
an . where God. 

in the light of s origin, nature and destiny wer o‘.i was 

supernatural philosophy.” 24 e not viewed 

Therefo 
d;rect the d::lgI::' :::;tt;)l;: l;;r):’ slight, no matter how in- 

of our G > sent in the attitu 

importanc::etlcl:gl:l(ii teachers that might underes(tii(:n(:lftsotml;: 

of the name wolilgmblem’ Certainly no Catholic, worthy 

losophies tha’t we h ad}r ocate the tenets of the f;lse phi- 

gation of them yet g Just e.xamined by exterior promul- 

be promoting idyeas lfh;stP0551ble .they could unconsciously 

PhiIIOSOPhy and theologyare not in keeping with Catholic 

n our - : . 

attempt to S;:\T: taEOn of the nature of man we will 

~the solutions to nl; the fundamental questions which are 

man? What is hi any of man’s present day ills: What is 

In a discussi:npurpose on this earth? 
‘ 

-presupposed. One on the true nature of man much is 

.God and this God must have a belief in the existence of 

.ing Father and no:nust be the God of Christianity, 2 lov- 

the mind of the dei a vague, ethereal being produced b 

' eist. Secondly, God had a reason for crealz 
ing man. That reason can be seen more clearly in the light 
of ’ | man’s true nature, - 

~_“The first cause : - - : o 

nature. Like an;ft)atllll:: acli“y’ God, Is also the Cause of human 

- view in His creation of oer, therefore, God has an end in 

“-end in ‘the Vei'y nz‘ltuo‘ a human person. He impresses thatb'k | 

end can be extracted re He:creates.’ Just as a’ watchmaker ' 

cted from the watch by an examination oz 

  

" 24. Sister Ma dePa L 
. 

dePaZZi M . 
. 

Concept in M i Murphy, “An Analysis PR 

E ducagona] SOiern f.dumuon and Its Infiltratzon ;)rfnt:ihUt(l;htana? 

" Education, C ystem, (Unpublished . master’s - thesi e Catholle 

5 rathohc University of America, 1948) ; ?separtmem of 

- . : , ,p-58. 
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phy of education is based 

   

  

    

its nature, so also God’s end in makin 

by a careful analysis of the mature of man. 

The nature of man as tzi‘ugh'tiby'the Catholic philoso- 

on the teaching o 

Aquinas. This is the whol is 

cation in the true sense. 

view it is the concept of pers 

considered in a treatment on the nature of man. 

“Nature, PTOPCTIY speaking, : 

ist in some nature . <. 

it is the person that begins to €Xis 

designates that by which something is; 
being.” 26 

nates something as having subsistent 

ial being. His exist- 
hysical, mater. 

a spiritual ‘being as Man is not a mere p 

ence is higher than the brute. He is: 

well as material. This subsistent being has an intellect and 

will and this gives man 2 nobler and much richer existence . . 

than other living creatures. “He has a spiritual super- - . 

existence through knowledge and love.” ¥ Man is able to 

Teason to conclusions and solutions. He is 

self through love. It is this fact that 

‘God his Creator.:= =77~     

ugince man is said to be to the ‘ . ) 

ike God according - ° 

  

;i to that in which he @i 

- Philosophy . of the 

  
  

  
 



   

          

   

  

   

      

   

   

              

   

        

   

   

nature. Now the intellectual pature imitates God chiefly in 
this, that God understands and loves Himself.” 28 

- Thus the first fact we note is that man is made to the 
nnage and likeness of God. This likeness is to be found 
_in the intellectual nature of man. This i image is in those 
human belngs who do not even possess the use of reason 
and in those whose souls are steeped insin. 

*“The m.ind, in order to ‘understand God, can malte use of 
reason, in which sense . .". the image of God abides ever in 

’ the soul; whether this image of God be so obsolete, as it 
- 'were clouded, as almost to amount to nothing, as in those 

T f“’h" have not the use of reason; -or clear and beauuiul as 
~‘xnthe]ust."29 : NENR PN 

f tIl-llow different is this concept of man from the teaching 
0 e ‘experimentalist and the materialistic -evolutionist 

(t): body and soul, matter and form. It is this composmon 

at is forgotten by ‘many of the educational psychologists 

- . habits and then apply their observations to man and con- 
clude that this is education. These experiments are of 

L ,val.ue but one must keep in mind that man is not a mere 
. animal .., education is not animal trannlng The edu- 
. cation of man is a human awakemng 2 ‘And what mat- 

~ters most - in the educational enterpnse is a perpetual 

  

28 ST I 93 4 c._« 
29 .8.T. 1, 93,8, ad 3. i T 
30. Mantam, Educat:on At The Crossraads p 9-10 

   
    

   

    

  

“ithat concexve man almost.on the:level of the brute with 
only an accidental difference. The “whole child” is a union 

- -when they. confuse animal - training and psychological - 

~-appeal to. lntelllgence and free will in the young.” % One 

?‘f‘n:;“'e,?dlb',c;eef'-th'en -that the Whole’ aim of education 

  

: portance of man'’s body. 

| acquxre knowledge. 

el s 

  

depends on the concept of man’s nature. “To err at ‘this 

starting point would make everything else false. - 

_ Man’s fallen nature must also be a point considered 

in the educational process. The intellect and will of the , 

subject of education has been weakened by orlgmal sin. i ) 

To ignore this fact would likewise lead to erroneous: con- E 

clusions about the chlld and the éducation of that child. 

“If Adam had not sinned, he would not have begotten 

children of hell in the sense ‘that they would contract ] 

from him sin which is the cause of hell.” %! The hentage ' i1 

of Adam has been the darkened intellect that man pos- P 

sesses which 1s less able to attain ‘truth, a ‘will which is. 

less able to attam good and an inclination to evil. Not all 

educators will recognize t this truth, Therefore. many } have 

erred in the way in Wthh they have presented the edu- . 

cational process. 

  

  

  

“In 'opp'osition t0 thfs ‘truth is the theory, prevalent especxally e 

since the time of Rousseau, of man’s natural perfection and 

perfectibility, which has led to the consequent overemphasis 

‘in education of self-discovery and self-expression. Such a *. ~ 

theory fails to recognize the absolute need for self- repressnon - 

“and dxsaplme in the hfe expenenca “of the individual.” 32 

   

   

    

' We certamly do not want to underestmxate the im- 

1t, too, is. part.of man just as his 

soul. It is the union of the body and the soul that make- 

man. The body is necessary that man - nnght be able: toe 

      
‘ ,L “It is natura] iot man to acquxre knowledge through the 

. and for this reason is the soul umted to the body, o 

b
 
T
 

senses.. 

"A;,     
31 -8.T. 1, 100, 2, ad | P 

32 Rcdden b 3 Ryan, op ctt, p 49 
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that i it for i bea;ti fn:;ds it for its proper operation; and this would not -*. 

acquired he soul were endowed at birth with knowledge not 
cquired through the sensitive powers.” 33 ) 

s zg;;stthf bOd)'. (?f man is as important as his soul from 
dependexito acquiring knowledge. In this way the soul is 

L Oln the body. However, the body needs the soul 
i ihos I'Y-‘lfe.‘ For the soul is the “first principle of life 

ose things which live.” 3 Here we can see the inter- 
relationship that exists between the body and soul. This 
‘composite is man. 
- :;l? not too difficult to see, then, that man is not an 
w‘hi i since angels do not have bodies and man does. But 
Yhe ::1 the.s the difference between man and the brute? 
T e is animate. Therefore, it h i i bru 3 as united to its bod 
a principle of life. e e 

. “h{ O '. . 
. 

i Th:u :xce}s all animals by his reason and intelligence 35 . . . 

et Pfl:’l’e" operation of man as man is to understand; be- 

e terepy he surpasses all other things.” 36 : 

M Man ;)s able to attain truth whi(;h the brute cannot do. 
| fafl 1s able to have ideas and put them forth in the form 
:\cl(:lt:n"ature, xflusic and art. But the world is yet to witness 
b Certz written by a dog or a beautiful canvas painted 

: b{it cag £ .mmals fcanbe trained to jump through a hoop 
i no animal has ever produced a hoop for a man to 

o 'a"' :M::m has a free will by whichy ‘he’ ls énéi)léd ll;o choose 
. pafgf;ular good or to reject it. “Choice belongs properly 

  

ossT.LwLL,e # 
U SUST.L IS, L e e 

CSB.ST.L 8 lad2 o 
36. S.T. I, 76’ ]’ c Ll 
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‘reason that many modern psychologi 

    

"to the will, and not to the sensitive appetite which is all 

the irrational animals have. Wherefore irrational animals 

aré not competent to choose.” %" Again St. Thomas makes 

‘the distinction between the delight we take in those 

things that we desire naturally and in those things that 

we desire as a result of reason. “But we do not speak of 

joy except when delight follows reason; and so we do not 

ascribe joy to irrational animals, but only delight.” %8 

Therefore, we apply the terms gladness, exultation, and 

cheerfulness to rational creatures. ' 

‘. ‘Dilection ‘implies, in addition to love, a choice made before- - 

.., hand, as the;very word denotes; and therefore dilection is not 

_in the concupiscible power, but only in the will, and only in . 

. the rational nature.” 39 - 

" Modern psychology has denied or ignored the spiritual 

soul of man in many schools of thought. It is for this 

sts have found diffi- 

‘cilty in coming to a definition of man’s most important 

faculty, his intelligence. =~ [ - 

“To err on the subject of the intellect, St. Thomas tells us, 

is the most unfortunate of all errors.” 40 : . . 

One can see the wisdom of this statement when all the 

false conclusions of modern psychology are taken into ac- 

count. Vagueness and confusion seem to reign supreme in 

regard to the very fundamental of the whole science. 

Without a true concept of the nature of intelligence no 

  

87. S.T. 111, 12, 5, c. 

38. S.T.II1, 31, 3, c. 

39. S.T. 111, 26, 3, ¢ 
“~'40. ‘Jacques' Maritain, 

(New York: Philosophical Library Inc., 1955), p. 114 
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IPSYChOIOglst has any right to put forth any conclusions. 
t would seem that this would be the first step in the 

gfield of psychology since its principal aim is the study of 
‘man’s mind. Yet the <disagreement among the authofi is 
;seen in tlus statement. 

o 

":"here is no general a“reement among the psychologlsts at 

 present concerning the ‘meaning of intelligence. In fact, con- : 
di :o::’il: fOflfuslon exxfu conc;ernnng tye meaning 9f dus , 

In conclusion on this treatment of the nature of man 
- We can see how important a true concept is when one 

-, attempts to set up aims and goals for education. The - 
- meeds of the child to be fully recognized depends in large 
. part upon the answer to the question: What is Man? To 
. :‘;deny this is to base all of one’s conclusions on a false 

lp;zemxsc. Truth is founded only on truth. Truth can never 
L T lborn of that which is false. Therefore we should never - 

teel satisfied with education until it admits the true nature 
: of the duld a creature composcd of body and soul ' 
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